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BRIEF SUMMARY

This dissertation consists of three self-contained chapters. The first chapter studies

the relationship between momentum returns and liquidity improvements. It shows

that winners’ (losers’) stock-level liquidity improves (disimproves) over the formation

period. Then, it shows that accounting for stock-level liquidity improvements can

explain the momentum anomaly. The second chapter investigates the source of

house price volatility in the U.S. using survey expectations. Contrary to conventional

wisdom, it provides evidence that expected income growth rates drive house prices.

The third and last chapter uses survey data to identify a bubble in the aggregate U.S.

stock market. The identified bubble drives the majority of the stock market volatility

and can account for the excess volatility puzzle.
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BRIEF DANISH SUMMARY

Denne afhandling består af tre uafhængige kapitler. Det første kapitel undersøger

sammenhængen mellem momentum afkast og aktiespecifikke likviditetsforbedringer.

Det viser at vinderes (taberes) aktiespecifikke likviditet forbedres over formations

perioden. Dernæst vises det, at hvis man tager højde for likviditetsforbedringer kan

momentum analomien forklares. Det andet kapitel undersøger kilderne til huspris

volatilitet i U.S.A. ved brug af spørgeskema data. I kontrast til den generelle opfattelse

præsenterer det bevis for at forventede indkomst vækst rater driver huspriserne.

Det sidste og tredje kapitel bruger spørgeskame data til at identificere en boble

i det aggregerede aktiemarked i U.S.A.. Den identificerede boble er ansvarlig for

størstedelen af aktiemarkedsvolatiliteten og kan forklare "the excess volatility puzzle".
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SUMMARY

The stance on whether markets are efficient and economic agents are rational is

possibly one of the most debated issues in macroeconomics and finance. A pinnacle

of this ongoing debate was when the Nobel Prize in Economics was rewarded to

Eugene Fama, Lars Peter Hansen, and Robert Shiller in 2013. Eugene Fama firmly

believes that markets are efficient, which, in turn, implies that agents are rational

(Fama, 2014). Robert Shiller, however, has a different point of view and believes

markets exhibit inefficiencies and irrationality, which leads to bubbles and profitable

trading strategies (Shiller, 2014). For instance, if markets are efficient a trading strategy

based on past prices (also called the momentum effect) should not be profitable.

Another implication of efficient markets is that bubbles are ruled out, and agents

have rational expectations about the future, i.e., a researcher cannot predict their

forecast errors.

The three self-contained chapters of this dissertation all investigate the implica-

tions of deviations from efficient markets and rational agents. The first chapter is

on stock market anomaly momentum. I show that another market efficiency, under-

reaction to stock-level liquidity improvements, can help explain this anomaly. The

remaining two chapters both employ survey expectations to study aggregate market

volatility. Survey expectations are emerging into the macro-finance literature and

changing previously held conclusions. The same is the case for the two chapters.

In chapter two (co-authored with Jonas N. Eriksen), we show that U.S. house price

booms are driven by agents’ too optimistic expectations on future income growth

rates. In the third and final chapter (co-authored with Martin M. Andreasen), survey

expectations allow us to discipline the law of motions for expectations and identify a

bubble in the aggregate U.S. stock market. The implications of the identified bubble

weigh in favor of Robert Shiller’s notion of irrational exuberance (Shiller, 2015).

The first chapter, Momentum Returns and Liquidity Improvements, documents

that winners (losers) improve (disimprove) in stock-level liquidity over the formation

period. Stock-level liquidity is part of the liquidity premium (Acharya and Pedersen,

2005), but markets are not efficient as shocks to stock-level liquidity not only change

prices contemporaneously but also predict returns (Bali, Peng, Shen, and Tang, 2014).

Capitalizing on this market inefficiency the chapter shows that forming a long-short

liquidity improvement factor, LIQIM, can account for the returns associated with

xi



xii SUMMARY

liquidity improvements can help explain the momentum anomaly. Specifically, the

Fama and French (1993)-model augmented with LIQIM can both span the momen-

tum and price 25 portfolios sorted on size and momentum. That is, the predictive

power of relative price performance is subsumed by the predictive power of liquidity

improvements. The results of the chapter also cast new light on the subpar perfor-

mance of momentum in the 21st century. If liquidity improvements drive momentum

returns, liquidity needs to be priced risk factor. The liquidity premium has however

been declining over time (Ben-Rephael, Kadan, and Wohl, 2015). The chapter ends

by showing that momentum and LIQIM returns drop in tandem.

The second chapter, Subjective Expectations and House Prices (joint with Jonas

Nygaard Eriksen), uses the Campbell and Shiller (1988)-relation to study house price

volatility in the aggregate U.S. housing market. Like in De la O and Myers (2021),

we employ survey expectations and benchmark them against rational expectations

obtained from a VAR-model and the literature (Campbell, Davis, Gallin, and Martin,

2009). Our results show that expected income growth rates account for the majority of

house price volatility. This conclusion is contrary to both our benchmark models and

literature, where expected returns are the main driver of volatility. We define belief

distortions as the difference between rational and subjective expectations and show

that discrepancy between these can be attributed to households being optimistic

about future income growth rates and not discount hard enough during housing

booms.

The third and final chapter, A Present-Value Model: Identifying a Stock Market

Bubble using Survey Expectations (joint with Martin M. Andreasen), studies aggregate

stock market using the Campbell and Shiller (1988)-relation. We allow for a bubble

and set up a state-space akin to that of van Binsbergen and Koijen (2010), where

expected returns, expected dividend growth rates and the bubble are modelled as

latent state variables. To uncover the dynamics of the state-space variables we use

survey expectations along with realized dividend growth rates and the price-dividend

ratio as observables. This allows us to filter out a bubble in the aggregate U.S. stock

market. The bubble is robust to various modelling choices and is not subsumed

by the approximation error from log-linearising the returns, and accounts for the

majority of the volatility in the price-dividend ratio. However, due to the smooth

nature of the bubble, the volatility of returns innovations is nearly unaffected by the

presence of the bubble. Accounting for the bubble removes the explosive dynamics

in the price-dividend ratio, and can also account for the excess volatility puzzle as

documented by Shiller (2014). Finally, we show that the presence of a bubble induces

a negative bias in return predictability. We show how researchers can modify return

regressions to be robust to the presence of bubbles.
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C H A P T E R 1
MOMENTUM RETURNS AND LIQUIDITY

IMPROVEMENTS

Jeppe Bro
Aarhus University and CREATES

Abstract

The momentum factor goes long (short) stocks having shown relative outperfor-

mance (underperformance) in the formation period. I show that winners (losers)

experience positive (negative) stock-level liquidity improvements in the formation

period. As stock-level liquidity improvements predict returns, my finding suggests

that momentum returns can be explained by stock-level liquidity improvements. I

form a tradable long-short factor sorted on stock-level liquidity improvements and

size. The Fama-French three-factor model augmented with this liquidity improve-

ment factor subsumes the elsewhere significant alpha momentum earns and prices

25 portfolios sorted on size and momentum.
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2 CHAPTER 1. MOMENTUM RETURNS AND LIQUIDITY IMPROVEMENTS

1.1 Introduction

The cross-sectional momentum strategy entails that relative price performance in the

formation period, i.e., the t −12 to t −2 months before the holding period, predicts

return. In this paper, I show that outperformance (underperformance) coincides

with positive (negative) stock-level liquidity improvements over the formation period.

Stock-level liquidity is part of the liquidity risk premium (Acharya and Pedersen,

2005). Accordingly, if a stock becomes more liquid its price should increase as ex-

pected returns fall. However, markets do not react instantaneously to changes in

stock-level liquidity. Bali et al. (2014) show that stock-level liquidity shocks are as-

sociated with significant return drift. My finding would suggest that accounting for

stock-level liquidity improvements could explain the momentum anomaly.1 I test

this hypothesis through a series of empirical tests. I start by showing that winners and

losers improve and disimprove in stock-level liquidity, respectively. That is, winners

become more liquid over the formation period, whereas losers become less liquid.

This finding along with those of Acharya and Pedersen (2005) and Bali et al. (2014)

motivates the formation of the liquidity improvement factor, LIQIM. I obtain LIQIM

using an independent bivariate sort on size and liquidity improvements. Following

the standard practice (Pástor and Stambaugh (2003) and Sadka (2006)) I augment the

Fama and French (1993) three-factor (FF3) model with LIQIM. In spanning regres-

sions, I show that this model spans the momentum factor UMD. That is, accounting

for the FF3-factors and LIQIM the momentum factor do not earn a significant al-

pha. The monthly alpha drops from 0.97% (t-stat=8.36) to an insignificant 0.22%

(t-stat=1.80). The LIQIM-augmented FF3-model can also price 25 portfolios sorted

on size and momentum in the cross-section, i.e., the intercept is insignificant. This

feature is not accomplished by the FF3-model nor by the Fama and French (2015)

five-factor model (Fama and French, 2016). Adding either the Pástor and Stambaugh

(2003)-factor or the Sadka (2006)-factors does not subsume any explanatory power of

LIQIM. Besides being able to span and price momentum I lastly investigate liquidity

improvements ability to enhance momentum returns. The liquidity improvement

hypothesis, i.e., liquidity improvements drive momentum returns, predicts that a

momentum strategy going long winners having improved the most in stock-level

liquidity and short losers having improved the least should out earn a momentum

strategy going long winners having improved the least and short losers having im-

proved the most. I confirm this from a dependent bivariate sort on first momentum

and then of liquidity improvement. I show that a momentum strategy going long the

most improved winners and short the least improved losers outperforms the mo-

mentum factor itself. On the other hand, a momentum strategy going long winners

having improved the least and short losers having improved the most underperforms

1Bali et al. (2014) show that the predictive power of stock-level liquidity shocks is not subsumed by
a wide range of known predictors including momentum. However, they do not test, whether liquidity
improvement can help explain the momentum anomaly. The present paper attempts to remedy this.
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the momentum factor.

As such, this paper is not trying to determine whether risk or behavioral rea-

sons drive momentum. The purpose is to assess whether the documented liquid-

ity improvement pattern can help explain the momentum anomaly. Analogously,

Novy-Marx (2015a) shows that earnings surprises can explain momentum. Here,

innovations in earnings (another economic fundamental) have predictive power that

subsumes the predictive power of price momentum.2 However, like it is the case for

earnings surprises, Bali et al. (2014) argue that liquidity improvements predictive

power also stems from underreaction, which favors a behavioral explanation for

momentum.

Last, I provide additional tests and robustness checks. First, I show that LIQIM’s

spanning and pricing ability is independent of the sorting and weighting scheme used

to form LIQIM and the momentum factor. I then show that the findings are not lim-

ited to a momentum factor using a formation period of the past 12 months. Secondly,

I address the critique of the Amihud (2002)-measure, ILLIQ, put forth by Lou and

Shu (2017) and its relation to the findings of the present paper. Specifically, Lou and

Shu (2017) claim that the inverse dollar volume drives the measure. They set absolute

return, i.e., the numerator of the Amihud (2002)-measure, equal to one and show their

alternative measure has similar properties akin to ILLIQ. They find that the pricing of

the ILLIQ-measure is more likely to be driven by mispricing rather than illiquidity.

In a response, Amihud and Noh (2021) demonstrate that Lou and Shu (2017) miss a

component in their decomposition of ILLIQ. This missing component is related to

illiquidity. Amihud and Noh (2021) find it is priced significantly in the cross-section.

To address the claims of Lou and Shu (2017), I investigate whether LIQIM’s perfor-

mance derives from improvements in inverse dollar volume and thus mispricing. In

the spirit of Amihud and Noh (2021), I construct a factor sorted on improvements in

inverse dollar volume and size. I call this factor IDVOLDIM. This factor can, in line

with Lou and Shu (2017), also help explain the momentum anomaly. To disentangle

the effect of inverse dollar volume, I orthogonalize LIQIM on IDVOLDIM. UMD loads

positively and significantly on the LIQIM-factor orthogonal to IDVOLIM. On the other

hand, UMD does not load significantly on IDVOLIM orthogonalized on LIQIM. This

result points to liquidity improvements rather than mispricing driving momentum

returns. I then consider an alternative liquidity measure, namely the spread measure,

CHL, of Abdi and Ranaldo (2017). Here, I show that the major findings from the

empirical exercises also hold when replacing the Amihud (2002)-measure with CHL.

While momentum has historically delivered high mean and risk-adjusted returns,

its efficacy has been subpar in the 21st century. Before 2000, UMD attains a monthly

FF3-alpha of 1.05% (t-stat=5.79). After 2000, the FF3-alpha has dropped to an in-

2Hou, Xue, and Zhang (2015) show that their q-factor model spans momentum. Novy-Marx (2015b)
shows that it can do so since their profitability factor essentially captures returns related to earnings
surprises. I include the q-factor model as a benchmark model in the empirical results.
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significant 0.43% (t-stat=1.55). The lack of performance has puzzled academics and

practitioners alike.3 Albeit the momentum strategy experienced a crash following

the Great Financial Crisis (Daniel and Moskowitz, 2016), the predictive power of

market volatility (see, e.g., Wang and Xu (2015)) cannot explain momentum’s subpar

performance (Bhattacharya et al., 2017). This paper contributes to the discussion of

momentum’s apparent demise. If stock-level liquidity innovations drive momentum

returns, liquidity must carry a positive risk premium. The literature has, however,

documented a diminishing liquidity risk premium (Ben-Rephael et al., 2015). The

downward trending liquidity risk premium would suggest that LIQIM drops in tan-

dem with UMD. I show that this is the case. Thus, the liquidity improvement pattern

explains why momentum has been underperforming.

The results of this paper relate to a vast literature covering liquidity, momentum,

and the intersection thereof. First and foremost, Acharya and Pedersen (2005) de-

velop a liquidity-adjusted CAPM, where they empirically demonstrate that stock-level

liquidity is a significant part of the liquidity risk premium. Bali et al. (2014) show

that markets lack efficiency as shocks to stock-level liquidity predict returns. The

literature has shown that momentum loads on market-wide liquidity risk. Pástor

and Stambaugh (2003) develop a market-wide liquidity measure and obtain innova-

tions hereof. Their liquidity factor goes long (short) stocks with the highest (lowest)

exposure to market-wide liquidity innovations. They show that momentum loads

positively on their equal-weighted traded factor. This result is however only valid

for subperiods of their sample. Sadka (2006) also develops market-wide liquidity

measures. He bases his measure on the Glosten and Harris (1988) micro-structure

model and uses TAQ data to obtain estimates of two market-wide liquidity mea-

sures. One of these measures relates to price impact, and Sadka (2006) shows that

momentum loads significantly on this measure in spanning regressions. However, in

cross-sectional regressions, none of the measures are found significant. I show that

winners become more liquid than losers. Due to the commonality between market-

wide and stock-level liquidity (see, e.g., Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam (2000) and

Acharya and Pedersen (2005)), my findings suggest that market-wide liquidity risk

would do a poor job of explaining momentum. In the Appendix, I show that neither

the Pástor and Stambaugh (2003)-factor nor the Sadka (2006)-factors can explain

momentum. Like me, Li, Novy-Marx, Velikov, et al. (2019) also document that the Pás-

3For instance, Arnott, Kalesnik, Kose, and Wu (2017) of Research Affiliates also docu-
ment subpar performance for momentum in the 21st century and show that the momen-
tum strategy has not earned an alpha in this period. Dimensional Fund Advisors concludes
that practitioners can not profit from momentum. They, therefore, conclude that momentum is
purely an academic phenomenon https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b1bxr4ppygmdth/

The-Momentum-Factor-Is-Real-Too-Bad-It-Doesn-t-Work. In the academic literature, Bhattacharya, Li,
and Sonaer (2017) likewise document the demise of the momentum premium. Smith and Timmermann
(2021), on the other hand, employ tests for breaks and do not find that the momentum premium has
vanished.

https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/ b1bxr4ppygmdth/The-Momentum-Factor-Is-Real-Too-Bad-It-Doesn-t-Work
https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/ b1bxr4ppygmdth/The-Momentum-Factor-Is-Real-Too-Bad-It-Doesn-t-Work
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tor and Stambaugh (2003)-factor is unrelated to momentum. Including them in the

regressions with LIQIM and the FF3-factors does not subsume any of the explanatory

power of LIQIM. Both Lesmond, Schill, and Zhou (2004) and Avramov, Cheng, and

Hameed (2016) look at stock-level liquidity for winners and losers. Lesmond et al.

(2004) find that winners and losers face higher trading costs than those stocks not

included in the long-short portfolio.4 Several of their measures show that winners

are more illiquid than losers. They measure illiquidity over the 12 months before the

formation period, i.e., t −24 to t −13. As such, their results align with mine. I show

that winners are more illiquid than losers at the beginning of the formation period.

Avramov et al. (2016) show that winners are more liquid than losers measured at

the end of the holding period. Thus, the literature has implicitly shown that winners

(losers) are subject to positive (negative) liquidity innovations. The liquidity dynam-

ics discovered here can be accommodated by Hvidkjaer (2006). Using trade-level

data, Hvidkjaer (2006) shows that winners are subject to buying pressure from large

traders during the formation period. Vice versa, there is selling pressure from large

traders against losers during the same period. Thus, large traders supply liquidity for

stocks ending up as winners but extract liquidity for those ending up as losers. On the

formation day, small traders institute buying pressure for losers. It quickly reverses to

selling pressure, and small traders start to buy winners. I show that after the holding

period, losers become more illiquid, which aligns with Hvidkjaer (2006).

Whereas this paper focuses on liquidity in the sense of market liquidity, i.e., the

ease of selling a stock, other studies investigate momentum’s relation to funding

liquidity (the ease of obtaining funds).5 Garcia-Feijoo, Jensen, and Jensen (2018)

show that momentum returns depend on the funding state. That is, winners only

outperform losers during what they define as restrictive funding states. They attribute

their finding to the fact that stock-level liquidity is significantly priced solely during

restrictive funding states (Jensen and Moorman, 2010). It is especially the case for

loser stocks. Thus, their study suggests that stock-level liquidity plays an active role

in momentum returns, which this study also claims.

The rest of this paper unfolds as follows. Section 1.2 describes the data and mea-

sures used in this paper, and how the liquidity improvement factor is constructed

and provides descriptive statistics for all factors used throughout the paper. Section

1.3 holds the empirical results. First, I document the stock-level liquidity dynamic for

winners and losers. I then augment the FF3-model with LIQIM and span the momen-

tum factor. I then run cross-sectional regressions with the augmented FF3-model.

Section 1.4 holds additional tests and robustness checks. Section 1.5 concludes.

4Their measures of trading costs are highly correlated with the Amihud (2002) ILLIQ-measure (Has-
brouck, 2009).

5For further elaboration on the distinction between the two types of liquidity, see Brunnermeier and
Pedersen (2009).
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1.2 Data and measures

This section describes the data used and the measure of illiquidity, liquidity change,

and the construction of the liquidity improvement factor, LIQIM. I conclude the

section with descriptive statistics for the factors of the asset pricing models used in

the paper.

1.2.1 Data sources

The sample consists of all common stocks with share codes 10 or 11 listed on the

New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), the American Stock Exchange (AMEX), and the

NASDAQ. I obtain daily returns, prices, volumes, and monthly prices, and shares

outstanding from the Center of Research for Security Prices (CRSP). Following Bali

et al. (2014) I exclude stocks with a share price lower than $5 and higher than $1000.

The sample period spans from January 1967 to December 2018.

The factors of the benchmark asset pricing models are retrieved from the authors’

websites. Thus, the traded and value-weighted Pástor and Stambaugh (2003) factor,

LIQV , is obtained from L’uboš Pástor’s website.6. It is worth noting that the value-

weighted factor is the one available, whereas Pástor and Stambaugh (2003) show

that their equal-weighted factor has more success spanning momentum. The two

Sadka (2006) factors are obtained from Ronnie Sadka’s website.7 LIQΨ̄ is related

to fixed transitory effects, and LIQλ is related to variable permanent effects (price-

impact). Ronnie Sadka no longer updates his factor. Therefore, the two Sadka (2006)

factors do not span the sample studied here. They are available from April 1983 to

December 2012. The four q-factors of Hou et al. (2015) are obtained from the authors’

website.8 These factors are available from January 1967, dictating the beginning of

the sample studied here. At last, from Kenneth French’s website9 I obtain the three

Fama and French (1993) factors, the momentum factors, and for the test assets for

the cross-sectional regressions, namely 25 value-weighted portfolios sorted on size

and momentum. The momentum factor studied in this paper is obtained from an

independent bivariate sort on size and momentum, where momentum is defined

as the 12-2 months prior return (the formation period). The last month before the

holding period is skipped due to short-term reversals (Jegadeesh, 1990).

6https://faculty.chicagobooth.edu/lubos-pastor
7https://sites.google.com/bc.edu/ronnie-sadka/home
8http://global-q.org/index.html
9http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/

https://faculty.chicagobooth.edu/lubos-pastor
https://sites.google.com/bc.edu/ronnie-sadka/home
http://global-q.org/index.html
http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/
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1.2.2 Liquidity and liquidity change measure

The liquidity change measure, LIQC, for a given stock i in month t is defined as

LIQCi ,t =−
(

ILLIQi ,t −
1

11

11∑
j=1

ILLIQi ,t− j

)
. (1.1)

It is defined as the negative difference between the ILLIQ-value, i.e., the Amihud

(2002) measure, for stock i in month t and the average ILLIQ-value for that stock in

the past eleven months. The measure resembles that of Bali et al. (2014) although the

average is measured using one less period. The altercation of the Bali et al. (2014)-

measure is motivated by the length of the formation period. The altercation makes

sure that the liquidity improvement factor is formed solely on information contained

within the formation period. A positive value of LIQC implies an improvement in

stock-level liquidity for stock i , whereas a negative value implies that stock i has

become less liquid. The magnitude of LIQC matters as bigger (absolute) values imply

larger changes. The Amihud (2002) measure, ILLIQ, for a given stock i is defined as

ILLIQi ,t =
1

dt

dt∑
k=1

|Ri ,k,t |
VOLDi ,k,t

, (1.2)

where |Ri ,k,t | is the absolute return on day k in month t . VOLDi ,k,t is the dollar-

volume on day k in month t . dt is the number of trading days in month t . When I

compute ILLIQ, stocks with less than 15 trading days are disregarded. Furthermore,

I also account for institutional features as in Gao and Ritter (2010). Specifically, I

divide NASDAQ volumes by 2.0, 1.8, 1.6, and 1 for the periods before February 2001,

between February 2001 and December 2001, between January 2002 and December

2003, and January 2004 and later years, respectively.10 ILLIQ is a measure of price

impact in the sense of Kyle’s Lambda (Kyle, 1985), i.e., it is a measure of price response

to trading volume. ILLIQ is heavily used throughout the literature and is also the

measure applied in both Acharya and Pedersen (2005) and Bali et al. (2014). ILLIQ is

easily accessible as it can be computed at a monthly frequency using daily data. Thus,

there is no need to employ high-frequency data, which allows for longer samples.

Furthermore, ILLIQ has a high positive correlation with high-frequency measures

(Hasbrouck, 2009).

1.2.3 The liquidity improvement factor

The section outlines the construction of LIQIM. LIQIM is a tradable factor going long

stocks having experienced positive stock-level liquidity improvements, i.e., high posi-

tive values of LIQC. It shorts stocks having experienced negative stock-level liquidity

10I also rescale all values of ILLIQ with 106 like in Hasbrouck (2009). This is purely done for aesthetic
reasons related to the plots.
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innovations, i.e., large negative values of LIQC. LIQIM is obtained from an indepen-

dent 2-by-3 sort on size and LIQC. The breakpoint for the market cap is the NYSE

median, whereas the breakpoints for the LIQC are the 30th and 70th NYSE percentiles.

It results in six portfolios: Small worse, small neutral, small better, big worse, big

neutral, and big better. All six portfolios are value-weighted. The long leg of LIQIM is

an equal-weighted portfolio of small better and big better. The short leg of LIQIM is

an equal-weighted portfolio of small worse and big worse. Both the market cap and

LIQC are measured in month t −1, whereas the holding period of LIQIM is month

t . Having this structure makes sure LIQIM captures the return drift associated with

stock-level liquidity shocks. LIQIM is rebalanced at a monthly frequency. This way of

obtaining a factor mimics the factor formation in Fama and French (1993), and the

way Carhart (1997) forms his momentum factor, UMD. Furthermore, Bali et al. (2014)

show that liquidity improvements’ predictive power is greater for small stocks than

for large stocks. Momentum itself is not restricted to be a small stock phenomenon

(see, e.g., Asness, Frazzini, Israel, and Moskowitz (2014)). Thus, a bivariate sort makes

sure that LIQIM is not only driven by small firms.

An alternative to the formation scheme described here would be to use equal

weights as opposed to value weights. One could also have sorted solely on LIQC disre-

garding size. In Section 1.3, I first show LIQIM’s ability to price and span momentum.

Afterward, in Section 1.4, I show that the ability to span and price momentum is

independent of the sorting and weighting scheme.

1.2.4 Descriptive statistics

In this section, I first provide descriptive statistics for the six portfolios used to con-

struct LIQIM. Secondly, I provide descriptive statistics for the factors of the asset

pricing models employed to explain momentum.

1.2.4.1 Descriptive statistics for the LIQIM portfolios

Table 1.1 displays descriptive statistics for six value-weighted portfolios obtained

from an independent bivariate sort on size and momentum. The table shows that

mean (and median) returns increase with liquidity improvements. That is, going

from worse to better irrespective of size (big or small), returns are increasing. The

monotone relationship is in line with the finding of Bali et al. (2014). Furthermore,

the mean and median returns also confirm that the liquidity improvement effect is

more prominent among small stocks as opposed to big stocks. Table 1.1 also shows

that the lowest mean return is found for small worse, whereas the highest mean

return is found for small better. Bali et al. (2014) show that liquidity shocks have a

greater impact on small stocks, which is partly why they attribute their finding to

underreaction. The rest of the statistics reported in Table 1.1 reveal that the highest

max is found for big better, whereas small better has the lowest min. The standard
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deviation of the six portfolios is greater for small stocks, and all portfolios except for

big worse are negatively skewed.

Table 1.1: Descriptive statistics for LIQIM portfolios
This table reports descriptive statistics for six value-weighted portfolios sorted on size and
LIQC, (1.1). The breakpoints are the NYSE median market cap for size and the 30th and 70th

NYSE percentiles for LIQC. The portfolios are value-weighted and rebalanced at a monthly
frequency. Small worse and Big worse constitute the short leg of LIQIM. Small better and Big
better constitutes the long leg of LIQIM.

Mean Median Max Min Std. Skewness

Small worse 0.79 0.93 27.55 -28.01 6.15 -0.23
Small neutral 1.08 1.20 24.23 -27.96 5.83 -0.32
Small better 1.41 1.82 23.00 -30.01 5.83 -0.53
Big worse 0.81 1.04 26.11 -21.86 5.06 0.01
Big neutral 1.06 1.31 18.01 -20.90 4.48 -0.33
Big better 1.27 1.37 30.58 -27.19 5.14 -0.22

1.2.4.2 Descriptive statistics for all factors

Table 1.2 reports descriptive statistics for all factors used in the paper in Panel A.

Panel B displays the correlations between the factors.

Panel A shows that LIQIM has about the same mean return as the two market

factors, MKT and MKTq . LIQIM’s mean return is, however, lower than ROEq . Both

ROEq and LIQIM have lower mean returns than UMD, which has the highest mean

return of all factors. Interestingly, LIQIM has the highest max but also a relatively high

(in absolute value) min whereas ROEq has higher min than both LIQIM and UMD. As

opposed to UMD, LIQIM is positively skewed despite consisting of portfolios with

negative or no skewness. Like UMD, ROEq is negatively skewed, which can explain

some of the success the q-factor model has in spanning momentum. UMD is very

negatively skewed and also has the lowest mean, which reflects the crash risk em-

bedded in the strategy (Daniel and Moskowitz, 2016). Panel B reveals LIQIM has the

highest correlation with UMD of all factors. The high correlation indicates that LIQIM

is a suitable candidate for explaining momentum. UMD has a large negative correla-

tion with the value factor, HML. This is also the topic of Asness (1994) and Asness,

Moskowitz, and Pedersen (2013). Like LIQIM, ROEq has a high positive correlation

with UMD, which again points to why it is capable of explaining momentum. The

correlation between LIQIM and SMB amounts to 0.27. The high correlation was to

be expected but is still potentially troublesome. Liquidity is primarily relevant for

small companies (see, e.g., Ben-Rephael et al. (2015)), and Bali et al. (2014) show that

the predictive power of stock-level liquidity improvements is stronger for small firms.

The high correlation could induce a confounding issue when SMB and LIQIM are

both on the right-hand side of the regression. I address this issue in the Appendix
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and show that the potential confounding effects from SMB do not alter the paper’s

conclusions. The Pástor and Stambaugh (2003) factor, LIQV , has a low correlation

with UMD. In the Appendix, I show that the FF3-model augmented with LIQV does

not span momentum. Nor can it price momentum in the cross-section. UMD has a

low correlation with LIQΨ̄ (0.01), but a relatively high with LIQλ (0.13). Rerunning

the spanning regression of Sadka (2006), the Appendix shows that UMD loads posi-

tively and significantly on LIQλ. However, the Sadka (2006) model does not span the

momentum factor.

1.3 Empirical results

This section holds the main results of the paper. I start by mapping the stock-level

liquidity trajectory for winners and losers. Winners (losers) experience positive (neg-

ative) stock-level liquidity innovations during the formation period. This finding

motivates the formation of LIQIM. The FF3-model does not span LIQIM. Thus,

adding LIQIM to the FF3-model adds new information to the model. I augment

the FF3-model with LIQIM and show that this model spans momentum in time-

series regressions and price momentum in the cross-section. Finally, I test liquidity

improvements’ ability to enhance momentum returns. In line with the other results,

I show that a momentum strategy going long winners having improved the most

in stock-level liquidity and short losers having improved the least outperforms the

momentum factor, UMD, itself. Vice versa, a momentum strategy going long the

winners having improved the least and short losers having improved the most is

outperformed by the momentum factor.

1.3.1 Dissecting stock-level liquidity for winners and losers

Figure 1.1 plots the average ILLIQ trajectory of losers and winners over the formation

period, the holding period, and the 12 months after the holding period. It shows

that at the beginning of the formation period, t =−12, losers are on average more

liquid than winners, i.e., less illiquid consistent with Lesmond et al. (2004). Over

the formation period, t −12 to t −2, winners improve in stock-level liquidity as they

become less illiquid. Losers, on the other hand, become more illiquid. Upon entering

the momentum portfolio, losers are more illiquid than winners, as also shown by

Avramov et al. (2016). After the holding period, t = 0 winners and losers stay around

the same, with losers experiencing an upward drift in ILLIQ. The upward drift for

losers can be rationalized by the trading patterns documented by Hvidkjaer (2006).

Hvidkjaer (2006) shows that small traders start selling out losers after the formation

period.

Figure 1.1 shows that the stock-level liquidity innovations take place during the

formation period. The clear pattern motivates LIQIM. To plot the liquidity trajectory

of winners and losers, I identify them at the beginning of the holding period. I then
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Figure 1.1: Average illiquidity of winners and losers
This figure plots the average ILLIQ-value for winners (blue-starred line) and losers (black-
circled line) over the formation period (t −12 to t −2), the intermediate period (t −1), the
holding period (t = 0), and the subsequent twelve months (t +1 to t +12). At the beginning
of the holding period t = 0, winners and losers constituting the long and short leg of UMD,
respectively, are identified. Then their ILLIQ-value for the 25 months is computed using (1.2).
For each month the stock-level ILLIQ-value is rescaled by the inverse market-wide level of
ILLIQ. Rescaling the stock-level ILLIQ-values makes sure that the mean can be computed over
the sample without the average values being affected by the downward trend in the average
value of ILLIQ (Ben-Rephael et al., 2015).
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calculate their ILLIQ-level for the 25 month period spanning the formation, holding,

and subsequent period. I rescale ILLIQ-levels by the inverse of the contemporary

market-wide ILLIQ-value. As the market-wide ILLIQ is downward trending (Ben-

Rephael et al., 2015), rescaling allows computing the average over time.

To quantify the liquidity changes experienced by winners and losers, I record

their average level of LIQC at the end of month t −1, i.e., just before the holding

period. Table 1.3 reports the average LIQC-values and their standard deviations for

the six portfolios used to construct UMD. The mean LIQC value going from prior

low to prior high is increasing. The results confirm the finding in Figure 1.1. Mean

LIQC-values are (in absolute value) larger for small firms than for big firms. However,

there is still a monotonic increase going from prior low to prior high for big firms. The

LIQC-pattern detected here for UMD generalizes to the momentum factor sorted
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Table 1.3: Mean LIQC values for momentum portfolios
This table reports the average LIQC-values and the standard deviation hereof for the six value-
weighted portfolios obtained from an independent bivariate sort on size and momentum. The
breakpoint for size is the NYSE median market cap and the breakpoints for momentum (12-2
months prior return) is the 30th and 70th NYSE percentiles. The LIQC-measure is given in (1.1).
LIQC is measured in month t −1. UMD consists of taking a short position in an equal-weighted
portfolio of Small prior low and Big prior low and long position in an equal-weighted portfolio
of Small prior high and Big prior high. The sample period spans January 1967 to December
2018.

Portfolio Mean LIQC Standard deviation

Small prior low -2.25 0.38
Small neutral 0.54 0.29
Small prior high 5.42 0.33
Big prior low -0.10 0.03
Big neutral 0.02 0.02
Big prior high 0.22 0.04

solely on momentum. The Appendix contains the table with mean LIQC-values for

ten portfolios sorted solely on momentum. Furthermore, the liquidity improvement

pattern does not depend on the weighting scheme.

1.3.2 Spanning regressions

In this section, I investigate LIQIM’s ability to span the momentum factor, UMD.

Spanning regressions are simple but heavily used in the literature as they provide an

informative and concise way to evaluate factor models.11 Following Hou et al. (2019) I

report the alpha, the factors exposure (beta), and the explanatory power of the model

(R2
ad j ). A factor is spanned when the intercept is statistically insignificant from zero.

1.3.2.1 Spanning LIQIM

For LIQIM to add any explanatory power to the FF3-model, it must not be spanned

by this model. I, therefore, run a spanning regression with LIQIM as the dependent

variable and FF3-factors as the independent variables

LIQIM = α
0.60
(5.22)

+βMKT
−0.15
(−3.65)

MKT+βSMB
0.30
(2.25)

SMB+βHML
−0.15
(−1.30)

HML, R2
ad j

0.12

. (1.3)

In (1.3) I report the parameter estimates under the parameters, their t-stats in paren-

theses, and the adjusted R-squared value for the model. Standard deviations have

been Newey and West (1987)-corrected. (1.3) shows that LIQIM is not spanned by

the FF3-model as the alpha is positive and significantly different from zero. This is in

11The usage of spanning regressions is employed by Barillas and Shanken (2017), Fama and French
(2018), and Hou, Mo, Xue, and Zhang (2019).
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line with the results found in Bali et al. (2014). LIQIM has significant and negative

exposure to the market factor MKT, significant and positive exposure to the size

factor SMB, and insignificant exposure to value factor HML. Given that LIQIM is not

spanned by the FF3-model the addition of LIQIM to the FF3-model will add new

information.

It is also worth checking if LIQIM is spanned by the Carhart (1997)-model, i.e., the

FF3-model augmented with momentum. If so, it would suggest that momentum and

liquidity improvements measure the same thing. This concern is however somewhat

alleviated given the results in Bali et al. (2014). Here, the authors show that liquidity

improvements do predict returns, even when accounting for momentum. Below I

span LIQIM akin to (1.3), where the momentum factor, UMD, is added to the FF3-

model.

LIQIM = α
0.1758
(2.0774)

+ βMKT
−0.0605
(−2.3343)

MKT+βSMB
0.2910
(3.5548)

SMB+βHML
0.0177
(0.2620)

HML+βUMD
0.4914
(9.6569)

UMD. (1.4)

In line with the results of Bali et al. (2014), the Carhart (1997)-model does not span

LIQIM. Thus, the alpha is statistically significant different from zero.

1.3.2.2 Spanning UMD

The spanning regression of this section is given by

UMDt =α+β′ ft +εt , (1.5)

where ft contains the factors of a given asset pricing model. The Fama and French

(1993) three-factor model serves as the benchmark asset pricing model, and in line

with Pástor and Stambaugh (2003) and Sadka (2006), I augment the FF3-model with

LIQIM. Table 1.4 holds the results. The first column of Table 1.4 holds the results from

the spanning regression, where I only control for the FF3-factors, i.e., the benchmark

results. Here, the alpha is significantly different from zero, and the explanatory power

(R2
ad j ) is low as also shown by Fama and French (2008). The exposure to the market

and the value factor are negative and significant. The exposure to the size factor is

close to zero and insignificant. The second column adds LIQIM to the FF3-model.

The addition of LIQIM lowers the alpha, and it becomes insignificantly different from

zero. Thus, the FF3-model augmented with LIQIM successfully spans the momentum

factor. The explanatory power is more than twice as high compared to the benchmark

in the first column. UMD loads significantly on LIQIM, whereas the exposure to

the market factor, albeit still negative, is no longer significant. The exposure to the

value factor is lower than for the benchmark case. It is, however, still statistically

significant. Controlling for LIQIM leads UMD’s exposure to SMB to become negative

and significant. The change can point to a confounding issue as pointed out in

Section 1.2. Here, Table 1.2 showed that LIQIM has a high correlation with SMB.

In the Appendix, I control for the correlation in two ways. First, I orthogonalize
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Table 1.4: Spanning regressions
This table reports the time-series estimates (coefficients and adjusted R-squared values (R2

ad j ))

from running spanning regressions for UMD as shown in (1.5). The asset pricing models con-
sidered are: (1) the Fama and French (1993) three-factor model (FF3), (2) the FF3-model aug-
mented with LIQIM, (3) the FF3-model augmented with LIQIM and the Pástor and Stambaugh
(2003)-factor LIQV , (4) the FF3-model augmented with LIQIM and the Sadka (2006)-factors

LIQΨ̄ and LIQλ, and (5) the q-factor model (Hou et al., 2015), where the profitability factor
ROEq has been replaced by LIQIM. t-stats are reported in parentheses. Standard errors are
Newey and West (1987)-corrected. *, **, *** indicate significance at a 5%, 1%, and 0.1% level,
respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

α 0.97∗∗∗ 0.22 0.19 0.06 0.12
(8.36) (1.79) (1.44) (0.35) (1.06)

MKT -0.22∗∗∗ -0.02 -0.02 -0.07
(-3.31) (-0.57) (-0.52) (-1.11)

SMB -0.03 -0.30∗∗∗ -0.34∗∗∗ -0.37∗∗∗
(-0.36) (-4.92) (-5.67) (-4.50)

HML -0.48∗∗∗ -0.18∗∗ -0.19∗∗ -0.14
(-3.63) (-2.53) (-2.56) (-1.62)

LIQIM 1.07∗∗∗ 1.08∗∗∗ 1.05∗∗∗ 1.10∗∗∗
(12.49) (12.95) (12.08) (13.43)

LIQV 0.02
(0.56)

LIQΨ̄ -0.04
(-0.06)

LIQλ 0.82∗∗
(3.03)

MKTq -0.00
(-0.01)

MEq -0.31∗∗∗
(-4.90)

IAq 0.04
(0.45)

R2
ad j 0.23 0.56 0.57 0.61 0.55

LIQIM on SMB. When augmenting the FF3-model with the orthogonalized LIQIM

factor, the beta-estimates react as in Table 1.4 except for the SMB which does not

change. Secondly, I run the spanning test without SMB. Again, this leads to the same

results: The model can span the momentum factor. The two exercises show that

LIQIM’s explanatory power is not driven by confounding effects arising from the

presence of SMB on the right-hand side. For the rest of the columns, I add LIQIM

to the Pástor and Stambaugh (2003)-model (3), the Sadka (2006)-model (4), and the

q-factor model (5). Column three shows that LIQV does not take any explanatory

power away from LIQIM. LIQV is insignificant, while LIQIM remains significant.

The model spans UMD as the alpha is insignificantly different from zero. For the

Sadka (2006)-model augmented with LIQIM in column four, LIQλ is found positive
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and significant. The result is in line with the original study of Sadka (2006). LIQIM

is statistically significant with the exposure staying high. The fifth column holds

the results for the q-factor model, where I have replaced the profitability factor,

ROEq , with LIQIM. Hou et al. (2015) show that their q-factor model can span the

momentum factor. From Novy-Marx (2015b) it is known that ROEq drives the q-factor

model’s ability to explain momentum. Furthermore, its ability derives from the fact

that ROEq proxies returns associated with earnings surprises (Novy-Marx, 2015a).

The replacement tests if LIQIM alongside the other q-factors does as good a job

as the original q-factor model. Column five reveals that the alpha is insignificantly

different from zero, and LIQIM remains significant. The LIQIM-beta has about the

same magnitude as was the case for the other models. Thus, this model performs

on par with the q-factor model concerning the momentum anomaly. The Appendix

holds spanning regression results for all asset pricing models on their own. Neither

the FF3-model, the Pástor and Stambaugh (2003)-model, nor the Sadka (2006)-model

are able to span momentum. The q-factor model can do so in line with Hou et al.

(2015).

1.3.3 Cross-sectional regressions

In this section, I test whether LIQIM is priced in the cross-section. I use 25 value-

weighted portfolios sorted on size and momentum as test assets. Neither the FF3-

model nor the Fama and French (2015) five-factor model can price these (Fama and

French, 2016). Fama and French (2016) include the momentum factor itself to price

them. I, therefore, use the FF3-model augmented with UMD as the benchmark model

in this section. This model is also known as the Carhart (1997)-model. I run Fama

and MacBeth (1973)-type two-step regressions, where I obtain factor loadings from

time-series regressions and then estimate market prices of risk from cross-sectional

regressions

E [Re
i ,t ] = γ0 +γ′β, (1.6)

where E [Re
i ,t ] is the unconditional expected return in excess of the risk-free rate on

portfolio i , γ0 is the intercept, γ is a vector of market prices of risk, and β are the time

series betas obtained in the first step. The first column of Table 1.5 holds the results for

the Carhart (1997)-model. All market prices of risks are positive but only significant

for UMD. The intercept is insignificantly different from zero, and the explanatory

power is high. These results confirm the findings of Fama and French (2016). The

second column displays the results for the FF3-model augmented with LIQIM. All

market prices of risk are positive. Both the value factor and LIQIM have significant

market prices of risk in this cross-section. The explanatory power remains high, and

the intercept is insignificant. Thus, the FF3-model augmented with LIQIM can price

momentum in the cross-section. In the third and fourth columns, I augment the

Pástor and Stambaugh (2003)-model and Sadka (2006)-model with LIQIM, respec-

tively. Pástor and Stambaugh (2003) do not study the cross-section in their paper as
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Table 1.5: Cross-sectional regressions
This table reports the estimated market prices of risk from cross-sectional regressions as seen in
(1.6) and the adjusted R-squared values (R2

ad j ). The asset pricing models considered are: (1) the

Fama and French (1993) three-factor (FF3) model augmented with the momentum factor UMD,
(2) the FF3-model augmented with LIQIM, (3) the FF3-model augmented with LIQIM and the
Pástor and Stambaugh (2003)-factor LIQV , (4) the FF3-model augmented with LIQIM and the

Sadka (2006)-factors {LIQΨ̄,LIQλ}, and (5) the q-factor model (Hou et al., 2015), where the
profitability factor ROEq is replaced by LIQIM. The estimates are obtained from running two-
step Fama and MacBeth (1973)-type regressions. t-stats are reported in parentheses. Standard
errors are corrected for errors-in-variables, heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in standard
errors. *, **, *** indicate significance at a 5%, 1%, and 0.1% level, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

γ0 0.25 0.11 -0.32 0.11 -0.16
(0.56) (0.24) (-0.62) (0.25) (-0.39)

MKT 0.37 0.50 0.87 0.50
(0.90) (1.10) (1.75) (1.02)

SMB 0.12 0.12 0.06 0.07
(0.78) (0.72) (0.38) (0.38)

HML 0.52 0.86∗∗ 1.03∗∗ 1.03∗∗
(1.49) (2.20) (2.50) (2.78)

UMD 0.71∗∗∗
(3.94)

LIQIM 0.86∗∗∗ 0.91∗∗∗ 0.99∗∗∗ 0.72∗∗∗
(4.72) (4.84) (3.44) (4.20)

LIQV -1.70∗∗
(-2.64)

LIQΨ̄ -0.05
(-1.28)

LIQλ -0.35∗∗
(-2.74)

MKTq 0.75
(1.94)

MEq 0.32∗∗
(2.10)

IAq 0.86∗∗∗
(3.14)

R2
ad j 0.82 0.84 0.84 0.77 0.86
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they focus exclusively on spanning regressions. Sadka (2006) do run cross-sectional

regressions using 25 portfolios sorted solely on momentum. When controlling for

the FF3-factors, neither of his factors are priced. Column three of Table 1.5 shows

that LIQV is significant when controlling for also the FF3-factors and LIQIM. It, how-

ever, carries a negative risk premium. The market prices of risk for the other factors

except for SMB increase and HML and LIQIM are still significant. The intercept is

insignificantly different from zero, and the explanatory remains high. In the fourth

column, the Sadka (2006)-factors are added. The factor relating to price impact is

significant and negative. The addition does not change the overall conclusion as

the intercept is insignificantly different from zero, while the explanatory power is a

bit lower. In the fifth and last column, I report the estimates for the q-factor model,

where I have replaced ROEq with LIQIM. I do so to see if this version of the q-factor

model performs on par with the original q-factor model. The results show that this

is the case. Thus, the intercept is insignificant, the market prices of risk positive,

and explanatory power high. The size factor, MEq , is significant, which was not the

case for the FF3 size factor. In the Appendix, I run cross-sectional regressions for all

asset pricing models used. When using the q-factor model to price the 25 size and

momentum portfolios, MEq likewise carries a positive and significant risk premium.

The Appendix results show that the Pástor and Stambaugh (2003)-model fails to price

momentum in the cross-section. The risk premium for LIQV is here insignificant.

The Sadka (2006)-model likewise fails to price momentum in the cross-section. Risk

premiums for both Sadka (2006)-factors are negative, and LIQΨ̄ is significantly so.

The finding is contrary to that of Sadka (2006). I, however, use other test assets and a

longer sample, which might explain the difference.

Table 1.6: First-pass βLIQIM for 25 portfolios sorted on size and momentum
This table reports the βLIQIM-estimates from regressing each of the 25 portfolios sorted on size
(small to big) and momentum (losers to winners) on the FF3-factors and LIQIM. The portfolios
are value-weighted and rebalanced at a monthly frequency. Panel A reports the beta-estimates,
and Panel B reports the t-stats. Standard errors are Newey and West (1987)-corrected.

Panel A: βLIQIM Panel B: t-stats

Small 2 3 4 Big Small 2 3 4 Big

Losers -0.81 -0.84 -0.88 -0.88 -0.80 1.95 1.33 1.28 1.32 -0.14
2 -0.35 -0.44 -0.42 -0.46 -0.45 3.97 3.69 3.52 3.02 2.65
3 -0.17 -0.14 -0.21 -0.23 -0.13 5.09 4.52 4.20 4.33 3.58
4 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.10 5.13 5.42 5.08 5.12 4.83

Winners 0.28 0.37 0.47 0.54 0.46 6.04 5.99 6.27 6.54 5.49

To further investigate liquidity improvements and momentum in the cross-section,

I tabulate the first-pass loadings on LIQIM while controlling for the FF3-factors. The

liquidity trajectory of winners and losers suggests that the loading should increase
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from losers to winners. The reported estimates in Table 1.6 confirm that the exposure

to LIQIM increases from losers to winners. Panel A reveals that this is the case regard-

less of size. Thus, losers have the most negative exposure and winners the highest

exposure.

1.3.4 Momentum enhanced by liquidity improvements

Given the documented liquidity improvement pattern for winners and losers and

LIQIM’s ability to explain the momentum anomaly, it is natural to investigate how

liquidity improvements might enhance the momentum strategy. The liquidity im-

provement hypothesis suggests positive (negative) innovations to stock-level liq-

uidity drive the returns of winners (losers). In this section, I do a dependent quin-

tile bivariate sort. The portfolios are value-weighted and rebalanced at a monthly

frequency. I use NYSE breakpoints. I first sort on momentum and then on LIQC.

The sorting scheme identifies the winners and losers that have improved the most

and least. I denote the most improved winners as r Winners,Better and the least as

r Winners,Worse. Likewise, I denote the losers that have improved the most as r Losers,Better

and the least as r Losers,Worse. According to the liquidity improvement hypothesis,

the return spread on r Winners,Better − r Losers,Worse should on average, exceed that of

r Winners,Worse − r Losers,Better. Table 1.7 tabulates the mean returns, Fama and French

(1993)-alphas, Carhart (1997)-alphas, and the q-factor alphas (Hou et al., 2015).

Table 1.7: Liquidity improvement enhanced momentum
This table reports the mean return, the Fama and French (1993)-alphas, the Carhart (1997)-
alphas, and the q-factor alphas (Hou et al., 2015) for four momentum portfolios. The four
momentum portfolios are obtained from a dependent bivariate quintile sort on momentum
and LIQC as in (1.1). t-stats are reported in parentheses. Standard errors are Newey and West
(1987)-corrected. *, **, *** indicate significance at a 5%, 1%, and 0.1% level, respectively.

Mean αFF3 αCarhart αq

r Winners,Better − r Losers,Worse 1.61∗∗∗ 1.88∗∗∗ 0.62∗∗∗ 0.73
(5.61) (7.22) (3.74) (1.88)

r Winners,Worse − r Losers,Worse 1.12∗∗∗ 1.40∗∗∗ 0.55∗∗∗ 0.35
(4.94) (6.78) (4.13) (1.60)

r Winners,Better − r Losers,Better 0.79∗∗∗ 0.95∗∗∗ 0.16 0.35
(3.65) (4.75) (1.00) (1.32)

r Winners,Worse − r Losers,Better 0.30 0.48∗∗∗ 0.09 -0.03
(1.75) (2.78) (0.60) (-0.18)

Column one of Table 1.7 confirms the liquidity improvement hypothesis: The

mean return on r Winners,Better − r Losers,Worse is larger than the mean r Winners,Worse −
r Losers,Better.12 Furthermore, the average return on r Winners,Worse − r Losers,Better is not

statistically different from zero, while it is the case for r Winners,Better−r Losers,Worse. Mo-

12The difference is also statistically significant.
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mentum returns are statistically different from zero for both r Winners,Better−r Losers,Better

and r Winners,Worse − r Losers,Worse. The last three columns report the alphas from span-

ning regressions using the aforementioned asset pricing models. All four momen-

tum factors earn a positive FF3-alpha, while only r Winners,Better − r Losers,Worse and

r Winners,Worse−r Losers,Worse earn a Carhart (1997)-alpha. That r Winners,Better−r Losers,Worse

have a αCarhart statistically significant from zero strengthens the liquidity improve-

ment hypothesis, and shows that liquidity improvements do strengthen the mo-

mentum anomaly. None of the four factors have a αq statistically significant from

zero. However, the largest alpha is found for r Winners,Better − r Losers,Worse, which was

expected.

Figure 1.2:
Performance of liquidity improvement enhanced momentum strategies
This figure plots cumulative log return of three long-short momentum portfolios. The black
line is the UMD obtained from Kenneth French’s website. The two other (blue and red) is
obtained from a bivariate quientile dependent sort on momentum and LIQC is seen in
(1.1). r Winners,Better − r Losers,Worse is the momentum portfolio that goes long the winners
that have improved the most in liquidity and short the losers having improved the least.
r Winners,Worse − r Losers,Better goes long winners having improved the least in liquidity and
losers having improved the most.
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To further illustrate the enhancement of the momentum strategy offered by the

liquidity improvement hypothesis I plot the log cumulative return of r Winners,Better −
r Losers,Worse and r Winners,Worse − r Losers,Better along with UMD in Figure 1.2. The figure

shows that the momentum portfolio enhanced by the liquidity improvement hy-
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pothesis outperforms the classic momentum factor, UMD. Contrary, r Winners,Worse −
r Losers,Better clearly offers a lower cumulative return than UMD.

1.4 Robustness and additional tests

This section provides robustness checks and additional tests that further test the

strength of the findings in Section 1.3. First, I show that liquidity improvements’ abil-

ity to explain momentum is independent of the sorting and weighting scheme used

to obtain both LIQIM and UMD. Next, I show that the findings are not dependent

on the length of the formation period for the momentum factor. I then investigate

the role of the inverse dollar volume. The inverse dollar volume has been shown to

drive the Amihud (2002)-measure (Lou and Shu, 2017), and be related to mispricing.

Following Amihud and Noh (2021) I control for the inverse dollar volume and show

that LIQIM is still positively related to momentum. I then introduce an alternative

liquidity measure, namely the spread measure, CHL, of Abdi and Ranaldo (2017). I

show that the major findings hold true when replacing ILLIQ with CHL. Finally, as an

implication of the strong explanatory power of stock-level liquidity improvements, I

assess the subpar momentum returns in the 21st century. Liquidity has been dimin-

ishing (Ben-Rephael et al., 2015). I show that momentum and LIQIM returns fall in

tandem.

1.4.1 Alternative sorting and weighting schemes for momentum and

LIQIM

Until now, the focus has been on (i) documenting the liquidity trajectory of win-

ners and losers before the holding period, (ii) showing that liquidity improvements

increase momentum returns, (iii) forming a liquidity improvement factor, and (iv)

testing this factor in spanning and cross-sectional regressions. In the spanning re-

gressions, the focus has been on UMD. UMD is obtained through an independent

bivariate sort on size and momentum with value-weighted portfolios. However, there

are alternatives to this momentum factor. For instance, one could consider a mo-

mentum factor obtained through a univariate sort on momentum.13 The momentum

factor does not necessarily need to employ a value-weighted scheme but could use

equally-weighted portfolios. Likewise, the LIQIM factor could also be obtained using

a univariate sort on LIQC and could also be formed using equal-weighted portfolios.

In this section, I test alternative sorting and weighting schemes for both the mo-

mentum and LIQIM factor. I start by investigating the stock-level liquidity trajectory

for winners and losers over the formation period. I do so for four different momentum

factors. The momentum factors are either obtained through a univariate sort on mo-

13For instance, this is the momentum factor of interest in Avramov et al. (2016).
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mentum or a bivariate sort on size and momentum. The portfolios are either equal-

or value-weighted. I skip the last month before the holding period. All four panels of

Figure 1.3 show the same pattern as was found in Figure 1.1: Winners become more

liquid over the formation, whereas losers become more illiquid. In Panel A and C,

portfolios are equal-weighted (EW), whereas portfolios are value-weighted in Panel

B and D. The average ILLIQ-level for the equal-weighted is below one for winners

around the holding period and below one for losers around the beginning of the

formation period. For the value-weighted factors, the average ILLIQ-level is always

above one. The discrepancy comes from rescaling the ILLIQ-levels with the contem-

poraneous market-wide ILLIQ-value. The equal-weighted market-wide ILLIQ-value

is higher than the value-weighted counterpart as it assigns more weight to small

illiquid securities. Notice that Panel D is the same as seen in Figure 1.1 without the 12

months following the formation period.

Having established that the average stock-level liquidity trajectory of winners and

losers is not limited to UMD, I turn to spanning regressions. I form three new LIQIM

factors, such that I have a total of four. The LIQIM factors are formed using either a

univariate sort on LIQC or an independent bivariate sort on LIQC and size. I then run

spanning regressions for the four versions of momentum augmenting the FF3-model

with each of the LIQIM factors. Thus, I run a total of 16 spanning regressions. Table 1.8

reports the alphas, their t-stats, and explanatory power for the spanning regressions.

The alphas reported in Table 1.8 show that liquidity improvements are able to

span momentum independently of the sorting and weighting scheme imposed. For

all but one spanning regression, the alphas are insignificantly different from zero.

However, the univariately sorted momentum factor with value-weighted portfolios

(Panel B of Figure 1.3) is not spanned by the LIQIM-factor obtained from a bivariate

sort with value-weights. This is the LIQIM factor studied in the former subsections.

Using a more appropriate LIQIM-factor such as the one obtained from a univariate

sort on LIQC is, however, successful.

At last, I test the four different versions of LIQIM in the cross-section. Here, the

test assets are once again 25 value-weighted portfolios sorted on size and momentum.

The FF3-model is then augmented with one of the four factors. Table 1.9 reports the

intercept, the market price of risk for LIQIM, and the explanatory power. Augmenting

the FF3-model with either of the four LIQIM factors can successfully price momen-

tum in the cross-section. Thus, the intercept for all four models is insignificantly

different from zero, and LIQIM carries a positive and significant market price of risk.

The explanatory power is high for all four models, although lowest for the model

where LIQIM is obtained from a bivariate sort and has value-weighted portfolios.

This is the cross-sectional regression also found in Table 1.5.

To conclude, this subsection has shown that the relationship between liquidity
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Figure 1.3:
Average illiquidity of winners and losers for alternative sorts and weighting schemes
This figure plots the average ILLIQ-value of winners (blue-starred line) and losers of four
different momentum portfolios over the formation period (t =−12 to t =−2), the intermediate
period (t =−1), and the holding period (t = 0). At the beginning of the holding period, t = 0,
winners and losers are identified, and their stock-level ILLIQ-values are computed using (1.2).
I rescale the stock-level ILLIQ-values with the contemporaneous market-wide ILLIQ-level.
Rescaling the stock-level ILLIQ-values makes sure that the mean can be computed over the
sample without the average values being affected by the downward trend in the average value
of ILLIQ (Ben-Rephael et al., 2015). Four different momentum strategies are considered: In
Panel A momentum is univariately sorted on momentum (12 to 2 months prior return) where
winners are the top decile equal-weighted portfolio (EW) portfolio and losers the bottom
decile portfolio. In Panel B momentum is likewise univariately sorted on momentum, but
the portfolios are value-weighted (VW). Panel C uses a bivariate sort on size and momentum
where the portfolios are EW. Panel D plots the bivariate sort with VW portfolios. This is the
same as seen in Figure 1.1.
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Table 1.8: Alternative sorting and weighting for momentum and LIQIM
This table reports the α, t-stats, and the adjusted R-squared (R2

ad j ) obtained from running

spanning regressions as seen in (1.5). The dependent variable is one of the four alternative
momentum factors. The right-hand-side variables are the Fama and French (1993) three-factor
model and one of the liquidity improvement factors. The four liquidity improvement factors
are obtained from either a univariate sort on LIQC of (1.1) or bivariate sort on size and LIQC.
The weighting of the resulting portfolios is either equal or value. In Panel A the dependent
variable is the momentum factor obtained from a univariate sort on momentum (12-2 months
prior return). The long leg is an equal-weighted portfolio of the top decile, and the short
leg is an equal-weighted portfolio of the bottom decile. In Panel B the momentum factor is
likewise univariately sorted, but the portfolios are value-weighted. In Panel C the momentum
factor is obtained from a bivariate sort on size and momentum, where the portfolios are equal-
weighted. In Panel D the momentum factor is likewise obtained from a bivariate sort on size
and momentum, but the portfolios are value-weighted. Standard deviations are Newey and
West (1987)-corrected. *, **, *** indicate significance at a 5%, 1%, and 0.1% level, respectively.

Sorting LIQIM Weighting LIQIM α t-stat R2
ad j

Panel A: Dependent: Univariately sorted and equally weighted momentum

Univariate Equal -0.11 -0.32 0.34
Univariate Value 0.28 0.92 0.28
Bivariate Equal 0.16 0.56 0.43
Bivariate Value 0.39 1.65 0.42

Panel B: Dependent: Univariately sorted and value-weighted momentum

Univariate Equal 0.11 0.37 0.37
Univariate Value 0.49 1.83 0.34
Bivariate Equal 0.37 1.61 0.49
Bivariate Value 0.65∗∗∗ 3.31 0.49

Panel C: Dependent: Bivariately sorted and equal-weighted momentum

Univariate Equal -0.16 -0.89 0.44
Univariate Value 0.10 0.57 0.39
Bivariate Equal 0.05 0.32 0.53
Bivariate Value 0.21 1.64 0.55

Panel D: Dependent: Bivariately sorted and value-weighted momentum

Univariate Equal -0.16 -0.90 0.44
Univariate Value 0.10 0.60 0.40
Bivariate Equal 0.06 0.37 0.54
Bivariate Value 0.22 1.79 0.56
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Table 1.9: Alternative sorting and weighting for LIQIM in the cross-section
This table reports the estimated intercept (γ0) and the market price of risk on the liquidity
improvement (LIQIM) factor (γLIQIM) from cross-sectional regressions as seen in (1.6), and

the adjusted R-squared values (R2
ad j ). The test assets are 25 portfolios sorted on size and

momentum. The asset pricing model is the Fama and French (1993) three-factor (FF3) model
augmented with one of four LIQIM factors. The four liquidity improvement factors are obtained
from either a univariate sort on LIQC of (1.1) or bivariate sort on size and LIQC. The weighting
of the resulting portfolios is either equal or value. t-stats are reported in parentheses. Standard
deviations are Newey and West (1987)-corrected. *, **, *** indicate significance at a 5%, 1%,
and 0.1% level, respectively.

Sorting LIQIM Weigting LIQIM γ0 γLIQIM R2
ad j

Univariate Equal -0.22 0.80∗∗∗ 0.89
(-0.47) (5.07)

Univariate Value -0.11 0.71∗∗∗ 0.86
(-0.22) (4.71)

Bivariate Equal -0.34 0.91∗∗∗ 0.88
(-0.68) (4.86)

Bivariate Value 0.11 0.50∗∗∗ 0.84
(0.24) (4.72)

improvements and momentum does not depend on either the sorting or weighting

scheme. The liquidity dynamic is the same across sorting and weighting schemes.

Likewise, the liquidity improvement factor can both span and price momentum

independently of the sorting and weighting scheme of which it is obtained.

1.4.2 Liquidity improvements and length of the formation period

The 12-2 formation period with skipping the last month before the holding period

is the standard way to form the momentum factor.14 However, in their initial study

documenting the momentum anomaly, Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) also consider

other formation periods. It is therefore interesting to investigate whether momentum

portfolios formed on different horizons also are subject to liquidity improvements

over their formation period. Here, I form the momentum factor using alternative

lengths of formation. I consider formation periods of 3, 6, 9, and 12 months. These

are the formation periods studied in Jegadeesh and Titman (1993).

I obtain these portfolios using a univariate sort on momentum as defined by

the formation period. The momentum factors are value-weighted (and therefore,

so is their LIQC-values) and rebalanced at a monthly frequency. Notice that I do

not skip the last month (or week as in Jegadeesh and Titman (1993)) when forming

these portfolios. Having obtained these momentum portfolios, I can again look at

the LIQC-values for winners and losers. The portfolios are value-weighted and rebal-

14The momentum factor obtained this way is the one from Carhart (1997), and it is being studied in
Asness et al. (2014), Hou et al. (2015), and Fama and French (2016).
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anced at a monthly frequency. The first row of Table 1.10 reports the mean return for

Table 1.10: Length of the formation period
This table reports mean returns and LIQC-values for winners minus loser portfolios with
varying lengths of the formation period. The formation period is either the 3, 6, 9, or 12 prior
months. The portfolios are obtained from a decile sort on momentum, which is defined by the
cumulative return of the formation period. Winners are the top decile portfolio and losers the
bottom decile. The portfolios are value-weighted and rebalanced at a monthly frequency. LIQC
for each of the legs are likewise value-weighted. t-stats are reported in parentheses.

Length of formation period

3 months 6 months 9 months 12 months

WML mean return 0.31 0.58 0.78 1.07
(1.13) (1.97) (2.54) (3.59)

Mean LIQC loser -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02
(-7.09) (-9.65) (-10.65) (-9.45)

Mean LIQC winners 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03
(16.24) (16.75) (16.79) (17.07)

the winners minus loser portfolios. All but one have a positive mean monthly return

at the 5% significance level. The mean returns for the winners minus losers portfolio

using a three-month formation period are not significantly different from zero. The

next row reports the mean LIQC-values for the short leg, i.e., the losers. All values are

significantly lower than zero, indicating that losers on average experience negative

stock-level liquidity innovation. The third row shows that winners, on average, ex-

perience positive liquidity innovations independently of the formation period. The

results from Table 1.10 go to show that stock-level liquidity innovations are not just a

phenomenon for the classic 12-2 momentum factor.

1.4.3 The role of the inverse dollar volume

In this section, I investigate the role of the inverse dollar volume of (1.2). Lou and

Shu (2017) show that the pricing of the Amihud (2002)-measure is driven by the

inverse dollar volume of (1.2). They construct a constant version of ILLIQ, where

returns, i.e., the numerator of (1.2), is constant. Their measure is highly correlated

with the original ILLIQ-measure and has the same properties. The Lou and Shu

(2017)-measure (A_C) for stock i is thus given by

A_Ci ,t =
1

dt

dt∑
k=1

1

VOLDi ,k,t
, (1.7)

where dt is again number of trading days in month t , and VOLDi ,k,t is the dollar-

volume on day k in month t . Lou and Shu (2017) find that A_C is priced similarly to

ILLIQ, showing that inverse dollar volume drives the pricing of the ILLIQ. However,

the source of the inverse dollar-volume premium is debatable. Through two empirical
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exercises, Lou and Shu (2017) conclude that the volume premium is most likely driven

by mispricing and not price impact, i.e., liquidity. Their conclusion invalidates ILLIQ

as a measure of liquidity, and therefore also LIQC as a measure of liquidity shocks.

Following Lou and Shu (2017), a high value of A_C is associated with mispricing. Thus,

an improvement in A_C would indicate a stock becoming less mispriced and vice

versa.

In a response, Amihud and Noh (2021) show that Lou and Shu (2017) neglect

a term in their decomposition of ILLIQ, namely the covariance between absolute

returns and the inverse dollar volume. The term is related to liquidity. Amihud and

Noh (2021) show that this missing term from Lou and Shu (2017)’s decomposition

is priced in the cross-section. I investigate whether changes in the inverse dollar

volume can explain momentum as well as liquidity improvements. I introduce an

inverse dollar-volume improvement measure, IDVOLC, which is similar to that for

liquidity (1.1) based on A_C instead of ILLIQ

IDVOLCi ,t =−
(

A_Ci ,t −
1

11

11∑
j=1

A_Ci ,t− j

)
. (1.8)

I form a long-short tradable inverse dollar-volume improvement factor (IDVOLIM)

akin to LIQIM. IDVOLDIM is independently bivariate sorted on (1.8) and size. The

portfolios are value-weighted, and the long leg of IDVOLIM consists of an equal-

weighted portfolio of Big IDVOL better and Small IDVOL better. The short leg consists

of an equal-weighted portfolio of Big IDVOL worse and Small IDVOL worse. The port-

folios are rebalanced at a monthly frequency. In the spirit of Amihud and Noh (2021)

I investigate the role of the inverse dollar-volume by netting out the effect of (1.8) in

LIQIM. I do so by creating a LIQIM factor orthogonal to IDVOLIM, LIQIMo(IDVOLIM).

Following the decomposition of Amihud and Noh (2021) and the liquidity improve-

ment hypothesis of this paper, momentum should load positively and significantly on

this orthogonal factor. As a benchmark, I also create an IDVOLIM factor orthogonal

to LIQIM, IDVOLIMo(LIQIM). I rerun the spanning regressions where I also control for

the FF3-factors. Table 1.11 show that augmenting the FF3-model with either LIQIM

or IDVOLIM makes the alpha insignificant, which is in favour of the arguments Lou

and Shu (2017). However, as seen column three momentum loads positively and

significantly on the LIQIM orthogonal to IDVOLIM, whereas the loading on IDVOLIM

orthogonal to LIQIM is insignificant. This result favours both the propositions made

in Amihud and Noh (2021) and in the present paper. From column six it is seen that

the presence of both LIQIM and IDVOLIM still makes the alpha insignificant. Consid-

ering the results in both column seven and eight at the same time, one can note that

while the alpha is substantially lower than for the benchmark in column one, it is

significant for the model augmented with LIQIMo(IDVOLIM) and IDVOLIM but not for

the model augmented with LIQIM and IDVOLIMo(LIQIM). This result speaks in favour

of the liquidity improvement hypothesis.
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Table 1.11: Orthogonal LIQIM and IDVOL factors
This table reports the time-series estimates (coefficients and adjusted R-squared values (R2

ad j ))

from running spanning regressions for UMD as shown in (1.5). The asset pricing models are (1)
the Fama and French (1993) three-factor (FF3) model in, (2) the FF3-model augmented with the
LIQIM, (3) the FF3-model augmented with a LIQIM factor orthogonal to the IDVOLIM factor,
(4) the FF3-model augmented with IDVOLIM, (5) the FF3-model augmented with an IDVOLIM
factor orthogonal to LIQIM, (6) the FF3-model augmented with both LIQIM and IDVOLIM, (7)
the FF3-model augmented with a LIQIM factor orthogonal to IDVOLIM and IDVOLIM, and (8)
the FF3-model augmented with LIQIM and IDVOLIM factor orthogonal to LIQIM. Standard
deviations are Newey and West (1987)-corrected. *, **, *** indicate significance at a 5%, 1%,
and 0.1% level, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

α 0.97∗∗∗ 0.22 0.87∗∗∗ 0.24 0.86∗∗∗ 0.19 0.24∗ 0.21
(8.36) (1.79) (5.77) (1.85) (5.71) (1.55) (1.96) (1.73)

LIQIM 1.07∗∗∗ 0.73∗∗ 1.08∗∗
(12.49) (5.78) (2.38)

LIQIMo(IDVOLIM) 0.65∗∗∗ 0.73∗∗∗
(3.29) (2.38)

IDVOLIM 1.13∗∗∗ 0.43∗∗∗ 1.15∗∗∗
(11.16) (3.59) (11.81)

IDVOLIMo(LIQIM) 0.37 0.43∗∗∗
(1.69) (3.60)

R2
ad j 0.23 0.56 0.11 0.52 0.08 0.57 0.57 0.57

Overall, the spanning results from Table 1.11 would suggest momentum is related

to liquidity improvement more so than to mispricing.

1.4.4 Alternative liquidity measure

While the empirical exercises so far have been using the Amihud (2002)-measure,

ILLIQ, the literature has recently developed new measures, which can proxy for

liquidity. Such a measure is the CHL of Abdi and Ranaldo (2017). CHL is a monthly

estimate of the bid-ask spread using daily close, high, and low prices.15 The advantage

of this measure is that uses more information than the Roll (1984)-measure and can

be computed from daily observations. The usage of daily information allows for a

longer sample period than, for instance, TAQ data does.16 I start out by confirming

that the liquidity improvement pattern shown in Figure 1.3 is the same when looking

at the spread measure. Figure 1.4 plots the spread trajectory for winners and losers

over the formation period. It does so for four momentum portfolios obtained from

either a univariate sort on momentum or a bivariate sort on momentum and size. The

15Monthly CHL-estimates are available for all stocks listed on the NYSE, Amex, and NASDAQ. The data
is available on Farshid Abdi’s website: https://www.farshidabdi.net/index.html.

16Bali et al. (2014) also use TAQ data in their study showing that positive innovations to the spread have
the same return predictability as the LIQC-measure.

https://www.farshidabdi.net/index.html
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portfolios are either equal- or value-weighted. All four panels of Figure 1.4 reveal that

Figure 1.4:
Average spread of winners and losers for alternative sorts and weighting schemes
This figure plots the average CHL-value of winners (blue-starred line) and losers of four dif-
ferent momentum portfolios over the formation period (t =−12 to t =−2), the intermediate
period (t =−1), and the holding period (t = 0). At the beginning of the holding period, t = 0
winners and losers are identified, and their stock-level CHL-values. I rescale the stock-level
CHL-values with the contemporaneous market-wide CHL-level. Rescaling the stock-level
CHL-values makes sure that the mean can be computed over the sample without the average
values being affected by the downward trend in the average value of illiquidity (Ben-Rephael
et al., 2015). Four different momentum strategies are considered: In Panel A momentum is
univariately on momentum (12 to 2 months prior return) where winners is the top decile
equal-weighted portfolio (EW) portfolio and losers the bottom decile portfolio. In Panel B mo-
mentum is likewise univariately sorted on momentum, but the portfolios are value-weighted
(VW). Panel C uses a bivariate sort on size and momentum where the portfolios are EW. Panel
D plots the bivariate sort with VW portfolios.
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the spread for winners becomes lower over the formation period, whereas the spread

for losers increases. Thus, the pattern detected using the Amihud (2002)-measure is

also present for this alternative liquidity measure.
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Next, I form a spread improvement factor, CHLIM, akin to LIQIM. I measure

improvement in the spread as

CHLCi ,t =−
(

CHLi ,t − 1

11

11∑
j=1

CHLi ,t− j

)
, (1.9)

where CHLi ,t is the Abdi and Ranaldo (2017)-measure for stock i in month t . The

spread improvement factor, CHLIM, is obtained using a bivariate dependent sort on

size and CHLC. I also form a spread improvement factor using a univariate sort on

CHLC. I use NYSE breakpoints. The portfolios are rebalanced at a monthly frequency

and are either equal- or value-weighted.

I start by confirming that four different CHLIM improvement factors are not

spanned by the FF3-model, i.e., that they all have a positive and significant alphas.

While all four have a positive and statistically significant FF3-alpha, the alphas are

the largest for the equal-weighted factors. For the equal-weighted factor obtained

from a univariate sort on CHLIM, the monthly alpha is 1.08% (t-stat=10.03), whereas

the equal-weighted factor obtained from a bivariate sort on CHLIM and size has a

monthly alpha of 0.44% (t-stat=6.71). The FF3-alphas for the value-weighted factor

obtained from a univariate sort on CHLIM have a monthly alpha of 0.42% (t-stat=2.33),

whereas the alpha for the CHLIM obtained from a bivariate sort only has an alpha of

0.20% (t-stat=3.00). These relatively low alphas (compared to that found (1.3)) may

also explain the poor spanning ability when either of the four factors is added to the

FF3-model. The Appendix holds a table showing that the addition of CHLIM to the

FF3-model does not help span a value-weighted momentum factor (which is either

obtained through a univariate sort on momentum or a bivariate sort on momentum

and size). The addition of a CHLIM does, however, help span an equal-weighted

momentum factor.

1.4.5 Fading momentum returns

Momentum has performed subpar in the 21st century: Before 2000, the monthly

unconditional mean return for UMD was at a significant 0.89% percent, whereas the

post-2000 equivalent was an insignificant 0.19%. The same goes for the monthly al-

pha, which dropped from a significant 1.05% per month to an insignificant 0.43% per

month. The reasons for why momentum has “stopped working” is debated amongst

both academics and practitioners.17 Bhattacharya et al. (2017) show that the demise

of the momentum premium cannot be attributed to the volatility experienced during

17For instance Arnott et al. (2017) of Research Affiliates also document subpar performance for momen-
tum in the 21st century and likewise show that it has had no alpha in this period. Dimensional Fund Advi-
sors concludes that momentum cannot be captured by practitioners, the and conclude that momentum
is purely an academic phenomenon https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b1bxr4ppygmdth/

The-Momentum-Factor-Is-Real-Too-Bad-It-Doesn-t-Work. In the academic literature Bhattacharya et al.
(2017) likewise document the demise of the momentum premium. Smith and Timmermann (2021), how-
ever, provides evidence suggesting that the momentum risk premium has not disappeared.

https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b1bxr4ppygmdth/The-Momentum-Factor-Is-Real-Too-Bad-It-Doesn-t-Work
https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b1bxr4ppygmdth/The-Momentum-Factor-Is-Real-Too-Bad-It-Doesn-t-Work
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the dot-com crash and the great financial recession. Investigating three other avenues

Bhattacharya et al. (2017) document that the momentum premium has decreased

due to (i) increased awareness of the momentum premium (McLean and Pontiff,

2016), (ii) explanatory risk factors no longer being priced,18 and (iii) increased market

efficiency has attenuated the momentum premium. The role of liquidity improve-

ments addresses the last two reasons. First, increased market efficiency has come

hand-in-hand with a diminishing liquidity premium. For instance, Ben-Rephael et al.

(2015) show that the liquidity premium in the U.S. has been declining over the past

four decades and is now only priced among the smallest stocks. This fact is restated in

Amihud (2019). For liquidity improvements to explain the momentum anomaly, the

following must hold: (a) liquidity must be a priced risk factor (Acharya and Pedersen

(2005) and Bali et al. (2014)), and (b) UMD must load significantly on LIQIM. Given

the documentation provided by Ben-Rephael et al. (2015), LIQIM and UMD should

drop in tandem. In Table 1.12 I run spanning regressions for both UMD and LIQIM

using the FF3-model for the sample pre-2000 and post-2000. I also tabulate their

mean returns. As a benchmark, I also run the spanning regression for the profitability

factor, ROEq , as this has been shown to explain momentum (Novy-Marx, 2015b).

Table 1.12: LIQIM and UMD spanning for subperiods
This table reports the average return, FF3-alpha (αF F 3), and adjusted R-squared values (R2

ad j )

for UMD, LIQIM, and ROEq for two subperiods of the sample. The two subperiods are the
sample pre-2000 and post-2000. The αF F 3 and R2

ad j are obtained from running spanning re-

gressions as shown in (1.5), where the model is the Fama and French (1993) three-factor model.
t-stats are reported in parentheses. Standard errors are Newey and West (1987)-corrected. *, **,
*** indicate significance at a 5%, 1%, and 0.1% level, respectively.

Mean return αF F 3 R2
ad j

Panel A: Period: Pre-2000

UMD 0.89∗∗∗ 1.05∗∗∗ 0.07
(5.10) (5.79)

LIQIM 0.58∗∗∗ 0.64∗∗∗ 0.04
(5.15) (4.60)

ROEq 0.67∗∗∗ 0.86∗∗∗ 0.31
(6.22) (8.66)

Panel B: Period: Post-2000

UMD 0.19 0.43 0.19
(0.54) (1.55)

LIQIM 0.46 0.47∗∗ 0.27
(1.67) (2.43)

ROEq 0.34 0.53∗∗∗ 0.44
(1.68) (4.28)

18Specifically, they show that the growth rate of industrial production suggested by Liu and Zhang
(2008) to explain momentum is no longer priced in the 21st century. Momentum, however, still loads
significantly on the factor.
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Panel A of Table 1.12 shows that all three factors have mean monthly returns

significantly different from zero in the pre-2000 sample. Panel B reveals that the mean

monthly returns in the post-2000 sample are all insignificant from zero. Likewise,

FF3-alpha is significantly different from zero for all three factors in the pre-2000

sample. In the post-2000 sample, the UMD factor is found insignificant in line with

Bhattacharya et al. (2017) and Arnott et al. (2017). The FF3-alphas for both LIQIM

and ROEq decrease in magnitude but are both significantly different from zero. In

terms of significance, Harvey, Liu, and Zhu (2016) argue that a factor needs a t-stat

greater than 3.0, which LIQIM and ROEq have in the early sample. In the post-2000

period, only the ROEq has a t-stat greater than 3.0. Taking this into account, the

liquidity improvement hypothesis cannot only explain momentum (in spanning

regressions and in the cross-section) but also cast light upon the apparent demise of

the momentum premium. In relation to Bhattacharya et al. (2017), I find that UMD

loads significantly on both LIQIM and ROEq in both subsamples. This loading does

not change significantly between the two periods.19

1.5 Conclusion

This paper shows that winners (losers), on average, experience positive (negative)

stock-level liquidity improvements during the formation period. Stock-level liquidity

innovations predict returns (Bali et al., 2014). The documented liquidity dynamic

suggests that stock-level liquidity improvements drive momentum returns. I show it

is the case through a series of empirical tests. I form a long-short liquidity improve-

ment factor, LIQIM. Augmenting the Fama and French (1993) three-factor model

resolves the momentum puzzle. The augmented model can span momentum in

spanning regressions and price 25 portfolios sorted on size and momentum in the

cross-section. Liquidity factors suggested in the literature to explain momentum

(see Pástor and Stambaugh (2003) and Sadka (2006)) do not subsume stock-level

liquidity improvements explanatory power. Given the relation between momentum

returns and liquidity improvements, I show that liquidity improvements can enhance

momentum returns. Liquidity improvements can explain momentum returns inde-

pendently of the length of the formation period and the choice of weighting and

sorting scheme. I also present evidence that shows the results are not solely driven

by the inverse dollar volume as otherwise suggested by Lou and Shu (2017). Stock-

level liquidity improvements’ ability to explain momentum hinges on liquidity risk

being a priced risk factor. However, liquidity risk has been fading away. I show that

momentum and LIQIM returns drop in tandem.

19In the Appendix, I run time-varying regressions. The UMD’s exposure to LIQIM shows a lower time-
variation (while controlling for the FF3-factors) than its exposure to ROEq (obtained while controlling the
other q-factors).
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Appendix

A.1 Liquidity improvements for decile sorted portfolios

I measure the LIQC-value for ten value-weighted portfolios obtained from a univari-

ate sort on momentum.

Table A.1: LIQC values for decile momentum portfolios
This table reports the average LIQC-value and its standard deviation for the ten percentile
portfolios obtained from sorting on momentum (12-2 months prior return). LIQC is given by
(1.1). LIQC is measured in month t −1. The sample period spans January 1967 to December
2018.

Portfolio Mean LIQC Standard deviation

Loser -1.16 0.18
2 -0.78 0.16
3 -0.38 0.10
4 -0.13 0.06
5 -0.05 0.05
6 0.08 0.04
7 0.13 0.09
8 0.39 0.05
9 0.81 0.07

Winner 1.54 0.11

Table A.1 shows the monotonic relationship is not restricted to the momentum

portfolios obtained from a bivariate sort on size and momentum as seen in Table 1.3.

Thus, the mean LIQC-value is increasing from losers (top row) to winners (bottom

row). The standard deviation of the LIQC-measure displays a U-shaped pattern. It is

highest for losers, decreases, and then increases for the winners. The main conclusion

from Table A.1 is that the liquidity improvement pattern for UMD is also present for

the ten portfolios sorted solely on momentum.

A.2 Asset pricing results for the benchmark models

This section presents results for the asset pricing models employed as benchmark

models in the paper. They serve as a reference point for the results presented in

the main text. The asset pricing models of interest is the FF3-model, the FF3-model

augmented with LIQIM, the Pástor and Stambaugh (2003)-model, the Sadka (2006),

and the q-factor model of Hou et al. (2015). Table A.2 presents results for spanning re-

gressions. The first and second columns of Table A.2 display results already discussed

in the main text. The FF3-model is incapable of spanning momentum, whereas the

addition of LIQIM enables this. The third row presents the results for the Pástor

and Stambaugh (2003)-model, which is simply the FF3-model augmented with their

traded liquidity factor, LIQV . As also documented by Li et al. (2019), the Pástor and
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Table A.2: Spanning regressions for all asset pricing models
This table reports the time-series estimates (coefficients and adjusted R-squared values (R2

ad j ))

from running spanning regressions for UMD as shown in (1.5). In (1) Fama and French (1993)
three-factor (FF3) model serves as the asset pricing model, in (2) the FF3 has been augmented
with the liquidity improvement factor, LIQIM. (3) is the Pástor and Stambaugh (2003)-model,
(4) the Sadka (2006)-model serves as the asset pricing mode, and in (5) it is the q-factor model
of Hou et al. (2015). Standard deviations are Newey and West (1987)-corrected. *, **, *** indicate
significance at a 5%, 1%, and 0.1% level, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

α 0.97∗∗∗ 0.22 0.85∗∗∗ 0.81∗∗∗ 0.14
(8.36) (1.79) (5.48) (3.42) (0.59)

MKT -0.22∗∗∗ -0.02 -0.19∗∗ -0.27∗∗
(-3.31) (-0.57) (-2.61) (-2.60)

SMB -0.03 -0.30∗∗∗ -0.02 0.03
(-0.36) (-4.92) (-0.16) (0.20)

HML -0.48∗∗∗ -0.18∗∗ -0.36∗∗ -0.36∗
(-3.63) (-2.53) (-2.54) (-1.93)

LIQIM 1.07∗∗∗
(12.49)

LIQV -0.01
(-0.11)

LIQΨ̄ 0.10
(0.09)

LIQλ 1.25∗∗
(2.66)

MKTq -0.08
(-1.25)

MEq 0.23
(1.60)

IAq -0.03
(-0.15)

ROEq 0.90∗∗∗
(5.52)

R2
ad j 0.23 0.56 0.07 0.10 0.26

Stambaugh (2003)-model is unable to explain momentum. The explanatory power

is the lowest for all benchmark models. The fourth row holds the results for Sadka

(2006)-model. Here, the monthly alpha remains high and significant. The exposure to

LIQλ is positive and significant in line with Sadka (2006). Like it was the case in his

original study, the addition of the Sadka (2006) does not help span momentum. The

fifth and final row holds the results for the q-factor model. Hou et al. (2015) show that

the q-factor model can span momentum, and the results here confirm this finding.

Next, I report the results for the cross-sectional regression for each of the bench-

mark models. 25 portfolios sorted on size and momentum serve as test assets. Columns

two and three of Table A.3 present results already reported in the main text. Column

one holds the cross-sectional estimates for the FF3-model. As shown by Fama and
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French (2016), the FF3-model is unable to price momentum. This is the first column

of Table A.3. In the second column the FF3-model is augmented with UMD, i.e., the

momentum factor itself. This model, also known as the Carhart (1997)-model, is able

to explain price momentum in the cross-section. The fourth column holds the results

for the FF3-model augmented with LIQIM. Like the Carhart (1997)-model, this model

can price momentum. The fourth column holds results for the Pástor and Stambaugh

(2003)-model. In their original study, Pástor and Stambaugh (2003) limit their analysis

to spanning regressions making these results interesting on their own. The Pástor

and Stambaugh (2003)-model can not price momentum in the cross-section. This

also the case for the Sadka (2006)-model displayed in column five. Unlike in the

original study, LIQΨ̄ is significant and negative. This discrepancy can be attributed

to the fact that I use different test assets20 and a longer sample period. The sixth

column shows that the q-factor model can price the 25 portfolios sorted on size and

momentum. Here, the size factor, MEq , and the profitability factor, ROEq , are both

significant. In the main text I replace ROEq with LIQIM, given that it is known that

this factor drives the q-factor model’s ability to price momentum Novy-Marx (2015b).

Comparing the results in column six with those of the last in Table 1.5 goes to show

that the obtained estimates are very much alike. Figure A.1 plots the realized mean

excess returns against the predicted excess return by the asset pricing model. A model

well equipped as describing the cross-section of mean excess returns would result in

the plots lying the 45◦-line.

As the results of Table A.3 would suggest, the three models showing the best

fits are the Carhart (1997), the FF3-model augmented with LIQIM, and the q-factor

model. All models appear to predict too low mean returns, which is also indicated

from the cross-sectional estimates where γ0 is found positive for all models.

20Sadka (2006) uses 25 portfolios sorted solely on momentum.
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Table A.3: Cross-sectional regressions for all asset pricing models
This table reports the estimated market prices of risk from cross-sectional regressions as seen
in (1.6) and the adjusted R-squared values (R2

ad j ). The asset pricing models considered are:

(1) the Fama and French (1993) three-factor (FF3), (2) the Carhart (1997)-model, (3) the FF3-
model augmented with LIQIM, (4) the Pástor and Stambaugh (2003)-model, (5) the Sadka
(2006)-model, and (6) is the q-factor model of Hou et al. (2015). The estimates are obtained
from running two-step Fama and MacBeth (1973)-type regressions. t-stats are reported in
parentheses. Standard errors are corrected for errors-in-variables, heteroskedasticity and
autocorrelation in standard errors. *, **, *** indicate significance at a 5%, 1%, and 0.1% level,
respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

γ0 2.38∗∗∗ 0.25 0.11 2.37∗∗∗ 2.12∗∗∗ 0.19
(6.14) (0.56) (0.24) (5.39) (4.77) (0.44)

MKT -1.56∗∗∗ 0.37 0.50 -1.61∗∗∗ -1.34∗∗
(-3.86) (0.90) (1.10) (-3.56) (-2.67)

SMB 0.30∗ 0.12 0.12 0.28 0.31
(2.06) (0.78) (0.72) (1.92) (1.73)

HML -0.73∗∗ 0.52 0.86∗ -0.78∗∗ -0.53
(-2.84) (1.49) (2.20) (-2.87) (-1.53)

UMD 0.71∗∗∗
(3.94)

LIQIM 0.86∗∗∗
(4.72)

LIQV -0.78
(-1.19)

LIQΨ̄ -0.13∗∗∗
(-3.46)

LIQλ -0.04
(-0.39)

MKTq 0.33
(0.78)

MEq 0.45∗∗∗
(3.13)

IAq 0.11
(0.43)

ROEq 0.68∗∗∗
(3.97)

R2
ad j 0.74 0.82 0.84 0.72 0.74 0.88
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Figure A.1: Cross-sectional regressions for asset pricing models
This figure holds six scatter plots of predicted and realized mean return for 25 value-weighted
portfolios sorted on size and momentum return. The predicted values follow from the estimates
of market prices of risks for a given asset pricing model. In Panel A the asset pricing model is
the Fama and French (1993) three-factor (FF3) model, in Panel B it is the Carhart (1997)-model.
In Panel C the FF3-model has been augmented with the liquidity improvement factor LIQIM.
Panel D holds the scatter plot for the Pástor and Stambaugh (2003)-model, Panel E for the
Sadka (2006)-model, and Panel F for the q-factor model of Hou et al. (2015). The black solid
line is the 45◦-line.
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A.3 The role of SMB

This section investigates the potential confounding issues that arise when both

LIQIM and SMB are part of the right-hand side. In Table 1.2 it is seen that SMB

and LIQIM have high correlation of 0.27. Table 1.4 shows that adding LIQIM to the

FF3-factors makes UMD’s exposure to SMB more negative and significant. Thus,

there are some confounding issues which potentially make the conclusions invalid. I

investigate the role of SMB in two ways. First I orthogonalize LIQIM on SMB creating

LIQIMo(SMB). I then rerun the spanning and cross-sectional regressions. Secondly, I

rerun the spanning and cross-sectional regressions without SMB. Table A.4 holds the

results for spanning (Panel A) and cross-sectional (Panel B) regressions. Replacing

LIQIM with LIQIMo(SMB) does not alter the results. Thus, the alpha is insignificantly

different from zero, the explanatory power high, and LIQIMo(SMB) is highly significant.

Comparing the SMB-beta with Table 1.4 shows the addition of LIQIMo(SMB) does not

change the SMB loading. This was of course the purpose when creating the LIQIM

factor orthogonal to SMB. The spanning regression in column two, where SMB has

been left out, shows similar results. The asset pricing model can span momentum

as the alpha is insignificantly different from zero. LIQIM is highly significant. The

two spanning regressions of Panel A show that LIQIM’s ability to span momentum

does not stem from the presence of SMB. Turning to the cross-sectional regressions

in Panel B similar conclusions are drawn. In column three the LIQIM orthogonal

to SMB is added to the model. The results are at large similar to those of Table 1.5.

Thus, the intercept is insignificant and the explanatory power high. Like it is the

case when LIQIM was not orthogonal to SMB, HML is significantly priced, and so is

LIQIM. SMB is not priced. In the fourth and last column, SMB has been left out of

the asset pricing model. This, however, changes the results a bit. The risk premium of

the market factor is now negative albeit insignificant. HML is no longer priced, and

the explanatory power drops. LIQIM still carries a significant risk premium, and the

intercept is insignificantly different from zero. The results suggest that SMB captures

some variation in the cross-section, which neither HML nor LIQIM can explain. The

main conclusion drawn from Table A.4 is that the potential confounding effect SMB

has on LIQIM does not alter the conclusion that adding LIQIM to the FF3-factors can

help span and price momentum.
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Table A.4: Spanning and cross-sectional regressions controlling for the correlation between
SMB and LIQIM
This table reports spanning (Panel A) and cross-sectional (Panel B) estimates, when accounting
for the correlation between SMB and LIQIM. The correlation between SMB and LIQIM is either
accounted for by using a LIQIM factor orthogonal to SMB, LIQIMo(SMB), or dropping SMB
from the asset pricing model. In the spanning regressions UMD serves as the dependent. 25
portfolios sorted on size and momentum serve as test assets for the cross-sectional regressions.
t-stats are reported in parentheses. Standard errors are Newey and West (1987)-corrected. *, **,
*** indicate significance at a 5%, 1%, and 0.1% level, respectively.

Panel A: Spanning regressions Panel B: Cross-sectional regressions

(1) (2) (3) (4)

α 0.22 0.23
(1.79) (1.78)

γ0 0.12 0.71
(0.24) (1.70)

MKT -0.02 -0.09 0.50 -0.05
(-0.57) (-1.91) (1.07) (-0.12)

SMB -0.02 0.12
(-0.37) (0.73)

HML -0.18∗ -0.16∗ 0.85∗∗ 0.47
(-2.56) (-1.96) (2.20) (1.47)

LIQIM 0.98∗∗∗ 0.78∗∗∗
(8.42) (4.55)

LIQIMo(SMB) 1.07∗∗∗ 0.83∗∗∗
(12.49) (4.52)

R2
ad j 0.56 0.52 0.84 0.52

A.4 Spanning regressions with CHLIM

This section runs spanning regressions for four different momentum factors. The

momentum factor is either obtained using a univariate sort on momentum or an

independent bivariate sort on momentum and size. Then, the long and short legs

are either equal- or value-weighted. The asset pricing model used in the spanning

regressions is the Fama and French (1993) three-factor model augmented with one of

four spread improvement factors. The four momentum factors are either obtained

from a univariate sort on momentum or a bivariate sort on momentum and size. The

portfolios are then either equal- or value-weighted. NYSE breakpoints are used and

the portfolios are rebalanced at a monthly frequency.

The table shows that the CHLIM independent of sorting and weighting scheme

is not as well equipped at explaining momentum as the LIQIM factor. It is only for

the momentum portfolios, which are equal-weighted, that the addition of a CHLIM-

factor spans momentum.
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Table A.5: Alternative sorting and weighting for momentum and CHLIM
This table reports the α, t-stats, and the adjusted R-squared (R2

ad j ) obtained from running

spanning regressions as seen in (1.5). The dependent variable is one of the four alternative
momentum factors. The right-hand-side variables are the Fama and French (1993) three-factor
model and one of the liquidity improvement factors. The four liquidity improvement factors
are obtained from either a univariate sort on CHLC of (1.9) or bivariate sort on size and CHLC.
The weighting of the resulting portfolios is either equal or value. In Panel A the dependent
variable is the momentum factor obtained from a univariate sort on momentum (12-2 months
prior return). The long leg is an equal-weighted portfolio of the top decile and the short leg is
an equal-weighted portfolio of the bottom decile. In Panel B the momentum factor is likewise
univariate sorted, but the portfolios are value-weighted. In Panel C the momentum factor
is obtained from a bivariate sort on size and momentum, where the portfolios are equal-
weighted. In Panel D the momentum factor is likewise obtained from a bivariate sort on size
and momentum, but the portfolios are value-weighted. Standard deviations are Newey and
West (1987)-corrected. *, **, *** indicate significance at a 5%, 1%, and 0.1% level, respectively.

Sorting CHLIM Weighting CHLIM α t-stat R2
ad j

Panel A: Dependent: Univariately sorted and equally weighted momentum

Univariate Equal 0.54 1.74 0.23
Univariate Value 0.88∗∗∗ 2.96 0.25
Bivariate Equal 0.34 1.79 0.27
Bivariate Value 0.37∗ 2.00 0.27

Panel B: Dependent: Univariately sorted and value-weighted momentum

Univariate Equal 1.01∗∗∗ 3.69 0.15
Univariate Value 1.40∗∗∗ 5.13 0.18
Bivariate Equal 0.69∗∗∗ 3.89 0.18
Bivariate Value 0.71∗∗∗ 4.15 0.19

Panel C: Dependent: Bivariately sorted and equal-weighted momentum

Univariate Equal 0.27 0.76 0.20
Univariate Value 0.69∗ 2.05 0.19
Bivariate Equal 0.19 0.87 0.22
Bivariate Value 0.22 1.07 0.22

Panel D: Dependent: Bivariately sorted and value-weighted momentum

Univariate Equal 1.11∗∗∗ 4.11 0.12
Univariate Value 1.51∗∗∗ 5.57 0.15
Bivariate Equal 0.76∗∗∗ 4.30 0.13
Bivariate Value 0.78∗∗∗ 4.55 0.15
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A.5 Time-varying alphas and betas

This section investigates the time-varying alpha of UMD and its time-varying ex-

posure to the two factors most important for explaining the momentum anomaly,

namely LIQIM and ROEq . Figure A.2 plots three time-varying alphas for UMD. I ob-

tain the alphas from 5-year rolling spanning regressions. Panel A plots the FF3-alpha.

In the full sample regression, the FF3-alpha is significantly different from zero. Panel

B plots the rolling alphas obtained while controlling for the FF3-factors and LIQIM.

Finally, Panel C plots the rolling alpha obtained while controlling for the q-factor

model of Hou et al. (2015).

For substantial periods it is seen that both the rolling estimate of the FF3-alpha

(solid black line) and the 95% confidence interval (grey shaded area) lie above zero

(blue dashed line). The alpha obtained, while controlling for the FF3-factors and

LIQIM, is significantly different from zero during the first half of the 1980s and in-

significantly so for the rest of the period. For alpha obtained while controlling for the

q-factor model, the alpha appears more stable than for the two other models under

review here. However, there is a large fluctuation around the turn of the new millen-

nium. Albeit the q-factor alpha for a brief period is found significant, the q-factor

model does a good job of spanning UMD. From Panel A, the FF3-alpha becomes in-

significantly different from zero around the turn of the new millennium, as discussed

in the main text.

Next, I turn to UMD’s time-varying exposure to the two factors, which in the

paper has been demonstrated instrumental for explaining the momentum anomaly.

That is, LIQIM and ROEq . Like for the alphas, I obtain 5-rolling beta estimates. The

LIQIM-beta is obtained while controlling for the FF3-factors, and the ROEq -beta

is obtained while controlling for the other q-factors. The rolling beta estimates are

plotted in Figure A.3. The blue dashed line plots the mean beta estimates, i.e., the

one obtained from the full sample estimates. Comparing the variability between the

two beta-estimates in Panel A and Panel B, it is easy to see that UMD’s exposure to

LIQIM is much less volatile than its exposure to ROEq . The low variability of UMD’s

exposure to LIQIM supports the hypothesis laid out in the main text: Returns to

liquidity improvements and momentum returns drop in tandem.
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Figure A.2: Time-varying momentum alpha obtained from 5-year rolling regressions
This figure plots the time-varying alphas for the momentum factor UMD using a rolling window
considering the last five years. Panel A plots the alpha obtained controlling solely for the Fama
and French (1993) three-factor (FF3) model, Panel B plots the alpha controlling for the FF3-
factors and the liquidity improvement factor, LIQIM, and Panel C plots the alpha obtained
when controlling for the q-factor model of Hou et al. (2015). The solid black line is the estimated
alpha, the grey shaded area indicates the 95% confidence interval, and the blue dashed line
indicates zero. Standard errors are Newey and West (1987)-corrected.
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Figure A.3: Time-varying betas obtained from 5-year rolling regressions
This figure plots the time-varying betas for the momentum factor UMD using a rolling window
considering the last five years. Panel A plots UMD’s beta exposure to the liquidity improvement
factor, LIQIM, obtained while also controlling for the three Fama and French (1993) factors.
Panel B plots UMD’s beta exposure to the profitability factor, ROEq , of the q-factor model (Hou
et al., 2015) while also controlling for the other three factors of the model. The solid black line
plots the time-varying estimate, the grey shaded area indicates the 95% confidence interval,
and the blue dashed line plots the time-series estimate over the period. Standard errors are
Newey and West (1987)-corrected.
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Abstract

We study U.S. house price movements using a variance decomposition based on

households’ subjective income and house price expectations from 1980 to 2021. Con-

trary to conventional wisdom from a VAR-based model for rational expectations,

we find that subjective income growth expectations account for the majority of the

overall variation in the log price-income ratio. Subjective return expectations, con-

versely, account for a small and insignificant fraction of the overall variation. Defining

belief distortions as the difference between rational and subjective expectations, we

show that the discrepancy between rational and subjective decompositions can be

attributed to households being too optimistic (pessimistic) about future long-term

income growth (discount rates) during housing booms.
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2.1 Introduction

A central question in asset pricing and macroeconomics is what drives house price

movements. It has been standard practice in the literature to apply the Campbell

and Shiller (1988a) variance decomposition to separate variation into components

related to cash flows news and discount rate news.1 The variance decomposition has

conventionally been implemented using rational expectations vector autoregressive

(VAR) models estimated using past data realizations. There are two main challenges

with this approach. First, the VAR model is sensitive to the selection of variables

(Chen and Zhao, 2009; Engsted, Pedersen, and Tanggaard, 2012). Second, a rich and

growing literature documents systematic deviations from rational expectation in

macroeconomic and finance in general (see, e.g., Greenwood and Shleifer (2014),

Landier, Ma, and Thesmar (2020), Bordalo, Gennaioli, La Porta, and Shleifer (2020a),

and Nagel and Xu (2021)) and for housing market specifically (see, e.g., Case, Shiller,

and Thompson (2012), Glaeser and Nathanson (2017), Kuchler and Zafar (2019),

Armona, Fuster, and Zafar (2019), and De Stefani (2021)).

In this paper, we address these issues by considering a variance decomposition

based on subjective expectations measured through survey data collected from the

Survey of Consumers from the University of Michigan. Specifically, we consider a

variance decomposition for the log price-income ratio that separates house price

movements into a component related to subjective income growth (cash flow) ex-

pectations and a component related to subjective housing return (discount rate)

expectations. Our main empirical findings suggest that U.S. house price movements

are primarily driven by subjective income growth expectations, whereas subjective

return expectations play a much smaller role. This finding holds across several model

specifications and time periods, but is more pronounced after the 2007 housing mar-

ket collapse. The result is at odds with the conventional wisdom from a large existing

literature that attributes house price movements to discount rate news (Campbell

et al., 2009; Plazzi et al., 2010; Engsted and Pedersen, 2014) and suggests that sub-

jective cash flow expectations are more important than originally thought. That

subjective cash flow expectations drive house price movements is, however, consis-

tent with recent evidence from the stock market in which stock price movements are

similarly driven by subjective dividends and earnings expectations (see, e.g., Bordalo

et al. (2020a) and De La O and Myers (2021)).

We establish our empirical findings as follows. We first consider a short-term

decomposition for one-year subjective expectations to gauge the relative importance

of short-term income and return expectations vís-a-vís expectations to the future

1Campbell and Shiller (1988a,b) and Cochrane (2008) apply the framework to the dividend-price ratio
for the aggregate stock market, Campbell and Ammer (1993) do so in the context of fixed income markets,
Campbell, Davis, Gallin, and Martin (2009) consider metropolitan housing areas in the U.S., Plazzi, Torous,
and Valkanov (2010) study commercial real estate, and Engsted and Pedersen (2014) decompose the price-
rent ratio for 18 OECD housing markets. More recently, Cochrane (2021a,b) considers a decomposition of
the debt-output ratio (see also Jiang, Lustig, Nieuwerburgh, and Xiaolan (2021)).
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price-income ratio (a long-term component). We consider three different periods: (i) a

post-2007 sample, (ii) a pre-2007 sample, and (iii) a full sample that runs from 1980:Q2

to 2021:Q1. Our main conclusions are as follows. Generally speaking, the long-term

component is the dominant driver of variation in the price-income ratio at the one-

year horizon for all samples, but the contribution from one-year subjective income

expectations is significant in the post-2007 sample. Subjective return expectations

are negligible and generally insignificant. Overall, these results suggest that long-

term expectations dominate the variability of house price movements. Comparing to

rational expectations from a VAR model, we find that the long-term component is less

dominant, and that rational return expectations are more important in the post-2007

sample than in the pre-2007 sample. That is, subjective and rational expectations

deliver starkly different predictions regarding the main drivers of U.S. house price

movements in our sample.

The sample split is dictated by the availability of subjective return expectations

from the survey of consumers, which only starts in 2007. It also coincides with the

collapse of the housing market, which we exploit in our interpretations. Subjective

income expectations, on the other hand, are available for the full period. To capitalize

on this, we use additional survey data to construct a synthetic series for subjective

return expectations that can be extended backwards in time. Specifically, we collect

survey responses related to households’ view of buying conditions and their reasons

for their view. Using the elastic net (ENet) of Zou and Hastie (2005), we determine

the reasons relevant for tracking subjective return expectations and show that a close

mapping can be constructed between the reasons provided for their view on buying

conditions and survey responses on expected housing returns. Bork, Møller, and

Pedersen (2020) consider a similar approach in constructing a housing sentiment

index. We validate the series through several checks. First, we estimate the ENet on

the last 80% of the sample and verify that it continues to track subjective return

expectations well during the first 20% of the post-2007 sample. Second, we provide an

interpretation of the parameter estimates and argue that the signs are economically

meaningful. Third, we obtain nearly identical results using actual and synthetic return

expectations for the post-2007 sample period.

We then turn to a traditional full-horizon variance decomposition in which we

investigate how long-term expectations affect house price movements. To examine

long-term subjective expectations, we need to infer them from survey data. We follow

De La O and Myers (2021) and consider a standard decay function of the AR(1)-type

for one-year and five-year subjective expectations. Having estimated this relation,

we can decompose overall variation into a component related to subjective income

expectations and a component related to subjective return expectations, respectively.

Our main result is that subjective income expectations accounts for the clear majority

of U.S. house price movements. This findings holds for all sample periods and even

across different income and age groups. These findings starkly contrast conventional
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wisdom from VAR-based models and rational expectations, where discount rate

news are often found to account for all variation. Indeed, conducting a variance

decomposition using VAR-based rational expectations demonstrates that discount

rate expectations capture the lion’s share of variation in the price-income ratio in all

sample periods, but most clearly so in the post-2007 sample. In sum, we document a

striking difference between subjective and rational expectations.

To shed light on these differences, we investigate forecast errors for subjective

expectations and belief distortions, which we define as the difference between ratio-

nal and subjective expectations (Bianchi, Ludvigson, and Ma, 2021). Forecast errors

are useful for gauging how households form expectations and how they differ from

realized outcomes, whereas belief distortions allow us to quantify differences in belief

formation. Households underestimate housing returns during normal times, but

remain overly optimistic during crisis periods in which they systematically overes-

timate future house price returns. Belief distortions follow a similar pattern, which

can help explain differences in belief formation that drive the differences in results

between subjective and rational expectations. We then investigate how subjective

expectations respond to changes in the price-income ratio. Subjective income growth

expectations are strongly predictable by the price-income ratio in the post-2007

period, whereas there is little to no relation between the price-income ratio and

future subjective housing return expectations. This is consistent with the view that

subjective income expectations drive all variation in house price movements. Last,

we consider a variance decomposition that accounts for belief distortions. We find

that belief distortions play a significant role, and that our empirical values for the

role of belief distortions are consistent with the idea that investors underestimate

income in the short-term, but are overly optimistic in the long-run relative to rational

expectations. In contrast, households generally underestimate discount rates in the

long-run as well.

Our paper is related to a vibrant literature that studies the impact of subjective

expectations. Most closely related to our work is De La O and Myers (2021). They con-

sider a variance decomposition for the aggregate U.S. stock market using subjective

dividends, earnings, and return expectations, respectively, and find that subjective

cash flow expectations drive stock price movements. We arrive at an equivalent result

using a similar setup for the housing market, solidifying the strong similarity between

the two markets often found in the literature (see, e.g., Cochrane (2011)). More gener-

ally, our work is related to a growing literature that documents important differences

between subjective and rational expectations. For example, subjective expectations

have been shown to explain several financial market phenomena (Greenwood and

Shleifer, 2014; Barberis, Greenwood, Jin, and Shleifer, 2015; Bordalo, Gennaioli, La

Porta, and Shleifer, 2019; Bordalo et al., 2020a; Nagel and Xu, 2021), deviate systemat-

ically from rational expectations in macroeconomics (Coibion and Gorodnichenko,

2012; Gennaioli, Ma, and Shleifer, 2016; Bianchi et al., 2021; Bordalo, Gennaioli, Ma,
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and Shleifer, 2020b; Landier et al., 2020), and create predictability in fixed income

markets (Buraschi, Piatti, and Whelan, 2021; Schmeling, Schrimpf, and Steffensen,

2021). In relation to the U.S. housing market, several papers provide evidence on

households’ belief formation. Case et al. (2012) show that long-term return expecta-

tions drove the housing boom, whereas short-term return expectations underreacted

to available information. Glaeser and Nathanson (2017) provide an extrapolative

model of house prices. Abildgren, Hansen, and Kuchler (2018) argue that overopti-

mism can account for a sizable share of the increase in house prices in Denmark

during the boom period. Kuchler and Zafar (2019) find that individuals extrapolate

expectations from local to national house price movements. Armona et al. (2019) and

De Stefani (2021) document that consumers’ subjective expectations systematically

underestimate momentum and neglect mean reversion in house prices.

We add to this growing literature by demonstrating that subjective income expec-

tations are the main driver of house price movements. As such, we provide evidence

consistent with a belief formation that is substantially different from rational expec-

tations. Last, our paper is related to a large literature that applies the Campbell and

Shiller (1988a) variance decomposition to understand movements in asset prices.

Most closely related to us is Campbell et al. (2009), Hiebert and Sydow (2011), Plazzi

et al. (2010), and Engsted and Pedersen (2014, 2015) who all employ VAR-based de-

compositions of house price movements. The main conclusion from this literature is

that changes in discount rates are the sole driver of house price movements in the

U.S. Hiebert and Sydow (2011) study eight euro area countries and find, contrary to

the findings for the U.S., that changes in expected cash flows are the main driver of

house prices. We contribute to this discussion by documenting a much larger role in

the U.S. for cash flows under the subjective expectations measure.

The rest of the paper unfolds as follows. Section 2.2 outlines the Campbell-Shiller

variance decomposition for subjective expectations and compares it to a VAR-based

approach. Section 2.3 describes the data and discusses the construction of synthetic

return expectation. Section 2.4 presents our main empirical results on the role of

subjective income growth and housing return expectations in explaining house prices.

Section 2.5 gauges households’ expectation formation by studying forecast errors, be-

lief distortions, and subjective beliefs. Last, Section 2.6 provides concluding remarks.
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2.2 Decomposing house price movements

This section describes the variance decomposition used for the price-income ratio

of the U.S. housing market. We first introduce a variance decomposition based on

subjective expectations followed by a VAR-based benchmark for rational expectations.

2.2.1 A log-linear model for housing returns

Let Rt+1 denote the housing rent from period t to t +1 and let Pt denote the house

price at the end of period t , then the one-period gross housing return Ht+1 is

Ht+1 = Pt+1 +Rt+1

Pt
. (2.1)

This return definition is similar to that of a common stock in which dividends replace

rents. Following Campbell and Shiller (1988a), Campbell et al. (2009), Plazzi et al.

(2010), and Engsted and Pedersen (2014), we apply a log-linearization to Ht+1 to

obtain an approximate linear relation for the log housing return

ht+1 = κ+ρprt+1 +∆rt+1 −prt , (2.2)

where ht+1 ≡ log
(
Ht+1

)
is the log housing return, pt ≡ log

(
Pt

)
is the log house price,

rt ≡ log
(
Rt

)
is log rent, ∆rt+1 = rt+1 − rt denotes the log growth rate in rent, and

prt = pt −rt is the log price-rent ratio. Last, ρ = exp{pr }/(1+exp{pr }) < 1 is a constant

related to the average log price-rent ratio pr , and κ is a constant of linearization.

2.2.2 Substituting rent for income

It has been standard practice to employ the log price-rent ratio prt in the decomposi-

tion of house price movements. However, long-running and reliable survey expecta-

tions for rent are challenging to obtain. To overcome this issue, we instead consider

an alternative variance decomposition in which we substitute income for rent. Al-

though the substitution makes a direct comparison with the existing VAR-based

rational expectations literature difficult, the substitution does allow us to shift focus

to subjective income expectations that are readily available over a long time span

from the Survey of Consumers from the University of Michigan. A possible concern is

that income and rent dynamics are different. We address this concern by showing

that a rational expectations VAR model with income substituted for rent produces

qualitatively similar estimates. We view this is a comfort. However, we cannot make

any statements about whether the dynamics for subjective rent and income expecta-

tions are comparable. We are also not alone in considering the log price-income ratio

instead of the price-rent ratio as both Malpezzi (1990, 1999) and Pavlidis, Yusupova,

Paya, Peel, Martínez-García, Mack, and Grossman (2016) investigate housing market
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dynamics using this price-to-fundamental ratio.2 Last, we note that Bordalo et al.

(2020a) and De La O and Myers (2021) make use of a similar approach when substitut-

ing in earnings for dividends in the price-dividend ratio due to better data coverage.

We explain the substitution below.

Suppose that rent makes up a fraction of total disposable income, where the

fraction may vary over time. Define the log rent-income ratio r yt ≡ rt − yt as this

fraction, where yt ≡ log
(
Yt

)
denotes the log of aggregate income. Substituting rt =

r yt + yt in (2.2) yields

ht+1 = κ+
(
1−ρ)

r yt+1 +ρpyt+1 +∆yt+1 −pyt (2.3)

≈ κ+ρpyt+1 +∆yt+1 −pyt (2.4)

where pyt = pt −yt denotes the log price-income ratio, and∆yt+1 = yt+1−yt is the log

income growth rate. We follow De La O and Myers (2021) and set the term involving

the rent-income ratio (1−ρ)r yt equal to zero since ρ ≈ 1, and so its contribution

to explaining variations in housing returns is small.3 The expression in (2.4) can

be re-arranged to provide an expression for the log price-income ratio that can be

iterated forward under the usual transversality condition, limT→∞ρT E∗
t

[
pyt+T

]= 0,

that rules out bubbles in the price ratio

pyt ≈ κ+ρpyt+1 +∆yt+1 −ht+1 (2.5)

≈ κ

1−ρ +
∞∑

j=0
ρ j E∗

t

[
∆yt+1+ j

]
−

∞∑
j=0

ρ j E∗
t

[
ht+1+ j

]
, (2.6)

where E∗
t [·] is the expectations operator conditional on information at time t .4 The

expectations operator will be defined over subjective expectations in our baseline

results, following De La O and Myers (2021), but we present results for rational ex-

pectations, denoted Et [·], for comparison. Importantly, as pointed out in De La O

and Myers (2021), (2.6) holds under any probability measure, hence also a subjective

one, and subjective expectations need not be rational as long as the transversality

condition holds. We benchmark our results for subjective expectations with results

for VAR-based rational expectations, which has long been the standard choice in the

literature (Campbell et al., 2009; Engsted and Pedersen, 2014). The expression for pyt

in (2.6) reveals that all variation originates from either changes in subjective expecta-

2Disposable income has further been a stable ingredient to the inverse demand approach (Kearl, 1979)
to determining house prices (see Duca, Muellbauer, and Murphy (2021) for a recent survey). The price-
income ratio has similarly been subject to extensive scrutiny in the literature as to whether a cointegrating
relationship exists between prices and income (see, e.g., Holly, Pesaran, and Yamagata (2010)).

3The Appendix offers additional details on the derivation and provides empirical evidence confirming
that the fraction of variance in the log price-income originating from the log rent-income ratio is virtually
zero, and its inclusion/exclusion does not alter any of our conclusions.

4Housing bubbles have drawn considerable attention in the literature (Shiller, 2015). Although we
limit ourselves to a setting without bubbles, it is possible to include a bubble component in a setting with
subjective expectations. We refer to De la O and Myers (2021) for a discussion.
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tions about future income growth, changing subjective housing return expectations,

or a combination.

To gauge the relative importance of the two components in explaining price

movements, we consider a decomposition in which we separate the variance of the

log price-income ratio into two parts: (i) its covariance with subjectively expected

income growth and (ii) its covariance with subjective housing return expectations

1 =
cov

(∑∞
j=0ρ

j E∗
t

[
∆yt+1+ j

]
, pyt

)
var

(
pyt

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y

+
cov

(
−∑∞

j=0ρ
j E∗

t

[
ht+1+ j

]
, pyt

)
var

(
pyt

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
DR

, (2.7)

where we scale by the variance of the log price-income ratio, so that the two terms

represent the proportion of overall variance that can be attributed to each term. The

decomposition allows us to quantify whether price movements are explained primar-

ily by subjective cash flow expectations (Y ) or subjective discount rate expectations

(DR).

2.2.3 A finite-horizon decomposition

Our first results will apply one-year subjective expectations to gauge drivers of price

movements. Taking subjective expectations to (2.5) shows that changes in the price-

income ratio must be explained by changes in one-year income growth expectations,

one-year housing return expectations, or expectations to the future price-income

ratio. That is, we can decompose the total variation of pyt at the one-year horizon as

1 = cov(E∗
t [∆yt+1], pyt )

var(pyt )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y1

+ cov(−E∗
t [ht+1], pyt )

var(pyt )︸ ︷︷ ︸
DR1

+ρ cov(E∗
t [pyt+1], pyt )

var (pyt )︸ ︷︷ ︸
LT

, (2.8)

where Y1 is the fraction of variation in pyt attributed to the covariation between

one-year expected income growth rates and the price-income, DR1 is the fraction

of variation in pyt attributed to the covariation between expected housing returns

and the price-income ratio, and LT represents the fraction of variation in pyt at-

tributed to the covariation between long-term expectation and the price-income

ratio. A positive sign on Y1, DR1, and LT implies that they contribute positively to

explaining the variance of the log price-income ratio pyt . A negative sign implies a

negative contribution, and that the other components must jointly account for more

than 100% of the variation in pyt . We can directly measure the first two components,

whereas the latter (LT ) is inferred from the remaining components as we do not have

subjective one-year price-income ratio expectations. Importantly, the one-year cash

flow and the one-year income growth components are estimated separately and inde-

pendently of each other, meaning that there are no concerns of cross contamination.

We refer to De La O and Myers (2021) for a full discussion of this property.
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2.2.4 A full-horizon decomposition

The implementation of the full-horizon variance decomposition for pyt in (2.7)

requires subjective expectations for an infinite horizon. However, survey data is not

available for an infinite horizon, which means that we need to estimate individuals’

subjective long-horizon expectations for income growth and housing returns from

their finite-horizon survey responses. That is, we need to specify a law of motion for

subjective expectations. We opt for a standard decay function of the AR(1)-type, which

implies that longer-horizon expectations are mean-reverting. This is also the choice

in De La O and Myers (2021). The relationship between the conditional expected

housing return j periods ahead and the conditional expected housing return one-

period ahead is specified as

E∗
t

[
ht+1+ j

]
=αh, j +φ j

hE∗
t

[
ht+1

]+εt , j , (2.9)

where φ j
h measures the persistence of subjective housing return expectations. With

this simple structure in hand for long-horizon subjective expectations, we can express

the full-horizon decomposition in (2.7) as

1 = 1

1−ρφy
Y1︸ ︷︷ ︸

Y

+ 1

1−ρφh
DR1︸ ︷︷ ︸

DR

. (2.10)

The persistence parameters {φy ,φh} can be estimated using subjective expectations

for the same variable at different horizons when available. In our case, we only have

data for subjective housing return expectations at different horizons, meaning that

we can estimate φh from the data, but not φy . We therefore estimate DR1 and φh and

then infer Y from the identity. We do, however, provide several robustness checks

on this issue. First, having estimated Y1 in (2.8), we can infer and assess the implied

value of φy from the identify. Second, we consider an additional set of survey data

regarding consumers’ expectations about their future financial situation, which we

argue is related to expected income growth, to estimate the value of φy . Overall, we

find similar values for φy using this alternative approach, which suggests that our

baseline approach is reasonable.

2.2.5 A rational expectations benchmark

We model rational cash flow (income) and housing return expectations using a stan-

dard VAR model, which is a common choice in the literature (see, e.g., Campbell

et al. (2009), Plazzi et al. (2010), and Engsted and Pedersen (2014, 2015)). The benefit

of employing a VAR model is that a closed form expression for the infinite hori-

zon expectations is easily obtained. Let zt be a vector of log income growth rates,

housing returns, and the price-income ratio, i.e., zt =
(
∆yt ,ht , pyt

)′. The first-order
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(demeaned) VAR model for zt can be expressed as

zt+1 = Azt +εt+1, (2.11)

where A denotes the VAR parameter matrix, and εt+1 is a vector of errors. Using the

VAR system in (2.11), we can express the identity in (2.7) as

1 =
cov

(
e ′

1
A

I−ρA zt , pyt

)
var

(
pyt

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y

+
cov

(
−e ′

2
A

I−ρA zt , pyt

)
var

(
pyt

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
DR

, (2.12)

where e ′
i is a selection vector whose i th entry takes the value one and all other entries

are zero. We provide additional details in the Appendix.

2.3 Data and variable construction

This section outlines the data sources for housing variables and subjective expecta-

tions. We describe the construction of variables used in the empirical analysis and

provide descriptive statistics for realizations and subjective expectations.

2.3.1 Housing data

We collect quarterly observations on seasonally adjusted nominal house prices and

price-income ratios from the OECD housing database for the period 1980:Q2 to

2021:Q1.5 We then obtain a time series for nominal income by backing out the implied

value from the price-income ratio.

2.3.2 Survey expectations

We collect survey expectations on income and housing returns from the Survey of

Consumers from the University of Michigan.6 The University of Michigan surveys

households on a wide range of economic topics, which include both expectations

about personal finances and the macroeconomy as a whole. The survey has been

running since 1978 using a rotating panel of about 6000 households per year and is a

standard source for measures of consumer confidence.

2.3.2.1 Income expectations

We measure income expectations using households’ view on future income growth.

The consumer survey solicits respondents about their expectations to changes in

income during the next year by first asking: “During the next 12 months, do you

5The OECD housing data is available from https://data.oecd.org/price/housing-prices.htm.
6Data is available from https://data.sca.isr.umich.edu/.

https://data.oecd.org/price/housing-prices.htm
https://data.sca.isr.umich.edu/
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expect your (family) income to be higher or lower than during the past year?”, which

is followed by a question aiming at quantifying the expected growth in income that

asks: “By about what percent do you expect your (family) income to increase during

the next 12 months?” (Table 13 in the consumer survey). We use the median response

to this latter question that asks respondents about the expected percentage growth

in their income over the next year in our empirical analyses, as it directly maps to

the expectations for income in the decomposition for housing returns. We collect

monthly observations from April 1980 and construct a quarterly sample by sampling

end-of-quarter responses to align survey responses with the quarterly OECD housing

data.

2.3.2.2 House price expectations

Households are surveyed on a wide range of questions regarding their expectations

with respect to buying, selling, and owning a home. Table 46 in the survey asks

respondents about their views on changes in home values during the next year.

Respondents are first asked: “What do you think will happen to the prices of homes

like yours in your community over the next 12 months? Will they increase at a rapid

rate, increase at a moderate rate, remain about the same, decrease at a moderate rate,

or decrease at a rapid rate?”, which is followed by a question that directly asks about

the expected percentage change to home values: “By about what percent do you expect

prices of homes like yours in your community to go (up/down), on average, over the

next 12 months?”. Table 47 surveys consumers about their views on average housing

returns over the next five years using similar survey questions. We use the consensus

expectations (mean) as our final time series in our empirical analyses.7

The surveys in Tables 46 and 47 ask consumers about the expected growth rate in

home values, and we use it as a proxy for subjective expectations about future housing

returns. A potential concern is that the survey responses only consider price changes

and therefore do not take rent into account. However, since our analyses focus on the

covariation between expectations and price ratios, we view this as a minor issue due

to the high persistence and low variability of rent that makes expected price changes

the dominant driver of variability in expected housing returns.8 We therefore refer

to house price changes as housing returns throughout unless a clear distinction is

needed.

A common challenge in empirical work that employs survey responses as mea-

sures of subjective expectations is the relatively short time series of responses avail-

7We prefer to use the mean expectation when available. Using the median for subjective house price
expectations instead does not alter any of the conclusions or results in the paper.

8This issue is not unique to survey expectations series on housing returns from the University of
Michigan, and it is, for example, also present in many surveys on expected stock returns (Greenwood and
Shleifer, 2014). In the Appendix, we show that our main results remain both qualitatively and quantitatively
similar when gauging and accounting for this issue.
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able (see, e.g., Greenwood and Shleifer (2014) and De La O and Myers (2021)).9 The

survey expectations on expected changes in home values are only available from

2007:Q1 to 2021:Q1, which is a relatively short period for analyzing the drivers of

house prices (but comparable to that in De La O and Myers (2021)). We address this

issue by noting that the Survey of Consumers offers several survey series that can be

regarded as relevant proxies for return expectations, and we outline our approach

to constructing a synthetic expectation series for housing returns below that can be

extended backwards in time.

2.3.2.3 Synthetic return expectations

We construct a time series of synthetic expectations for future one-year house price

changes for the period 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1. We base our synthetic expectations on

households’ general view on buying conditions in the housing market measured

through survey data. The survey of consumers provides data on households’ views in

Table 41 by first asking the question: “Generally speaking, do you think now is a good

time or a bad time to buy a house?”. Table 42 provides additional details by asking

about the reasons for the initial response using the question: “Why do you say so?”.

We focus on the responses related to households’ reasoning for the initial response

because we are likely to extract more precise information about attitudes from these

responses. In particular, the table contains 11 time series:

1. Good time to buy: Prices are low; good buys available

2. Good time to buy: Prices won’t come down; are going higher

3. Good time to buy: Interest rates are low

4. Good time to buy: Borrow-in-advance of rising interest rates

5. Good time to buy: Capital appreciation; good investment

6. Good time to buy: Times are good; prosperity

7. Bad time to buy: Prices are high

8. Bad time to buy: Interest rates are high; credit is tight

9. Bad time to buy: Times are bad; can’t afford to buy

10. Bad time to buy: Bad times ahead; uncertain future

11. Bad time to buy: Capital depreciation; bad investment

9For example, De La O and Myers (2021) draw their conclusion about what moves the price-dividend
ratio using quarterly data on subjective dividend growth expectations from 2003 to 2015.
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If households’ attitude towards buying a house is related to expected price devel-

opments, then these responses should be informative for modeling expectations of

house price returns. If the majority of households believe that today is a good time to

buy a house, then they are likely to hold a favorable view of future house price changes

– and vice versa. The series has been used extensively in the literature. For example,

Piazzesi and Schneider (2009) identify momentum traders in the housing market

and show that their beliefs about rising prices coincided with the boom, Bork et al.

(2020) construct a housing sentiment index that contains strong explanatory power

for future house prices, and De Stefani (2021) studies household belief formation.

We build our baseline synthetic expectations using an estimation strategy inspired

by Greenwood and Shleifer (2014) and Bork et al. (2020). In particular, we establish a

mapping between the survey series for the 11 reasons and survey expectations for

house price changes over the period 2007:01 to 2021:06, and use the estimated coeffi-

cients to extend the series backward in time to 1980:Q2. To maximize the number

of observations for constructing the synthetic expectations, we use monthly survey

data for the estimation and then sample end-of-quarter values for the empirical

analyses. However, our results are near identical if using quarterly data for building

the synthetic expectations.

To determine which provided reasons are most informative for the formation of

subjective return expectations, we consider the elastic net (ENet) of Zou and Hastie

(2005). We choose the ENet for several reasons. First, conventional ordinary least

squares (OLS) estimation provides the best fit over the estimation (or training) period,

which can lead to overfitting and poor out-of-sample performance. Our aim is to

extend subjective return expectations backwards in time, and we therefore prefer a

method that guards against overfitting. Second, the ENet, which is a refinement of

the well-known least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) of Tibshirani

(1996), is a penalized regression that allows for variable selection by shrinking certain

parameters to zero through the L1 component (as the LASSO), but is better equipped

to deal with highly correlated regressors by also including an L2 ridge component in

the penalty term. In particular, the ENet solves the problem

min
β0,β

T∑
t=1

(
E∗

t

[
ht+1

]−β0 −β′X t

)2 +λ
n∑

k=1
α|βk |+λ

n∑
k=1

0.5(1−α)β2
k , (2.13)

where E∗
t

[
ht+1

]
denotes the expected one-year house price change, X t is a vector of

reasons provided for indicating whether now is a good or bad time to buy a house,

α is a blending parameter for the L1 and L2 components of the penalty term. When

α= 1, the ENet reduces to the LASSO. We set α= 0.5 so that each component receives

an equal weight. We determine the regularization parameter λ, which controls the

degree of shrinkage, using ten-fold cross-validation over different values of λ and

choose the largest value of λ such that the mean squared error is within one standard

error of its minimum.
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Figure 2.1: Synthetic survey expectations
This figure illustrates the fit for the synthetic survey expectation series for housing returns from
January 2007 to June 2021 (top panel) and the backfilled series over the full period from June
1980 to June 2021 (bottom panel). The training sample covers 2009:12 to 2021:06 and the test
sample covers 2007:01 to 2009:11. We plot observed subjective expectations in the solid gray
line, estimated expectations over the training sample in blue, estimated expectations during
the test period in red, and the backwards extended series in green. The synthetic expectation
series is estimated using survey data on households’ view on buying conditions and their
reasons for the provided answers. Gray shaded areas represent NBER recession periods. The
full sample period spans 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1.
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Figure 2.1 plots the observed subjective return expectations relative to the syn-

thetic series. We estimate the ENet using the last 80% of our sample as the training

sample (2009:12 to 2021:06) and use the first 20% as the test sample (2007:01 to

2009:11) to verify that the specification continues to perform satisfactory when ex-

tending the series backwards. The top panel shows that the fit is good both during

the training sample and the test sample. Figure 2.1 also reports that the correlation

(R2) between the observed and synthetic expectations series is 0.94 (88%) during the

training sample and 0.89 (70%) during the test sample, both of which are reasonable

and highlights that the provided reasons can be used to track subjective return expec-

tations. The fit during the test sample is slightly lower, but this is to be expected, and

the continued strength of the fit inspires confidence in our approach. Over the full

period, the synthetic expectations behave as expected in that they tend to decline

during recessions and increase during expansions.

To further verify our approach, we consider the estimated model for the synthetic

expectations, denoted Ẽ∗
t

[
ht+1

]
, which is estimated as

Ẽ∗
t

[
ht+1

]= 2.90−0.03x1 +0.07x2 +0.03x7 −0.08x8 −0.02x9 −0.08x10. (2.14)

To ease the interpretation of the signs on the selected variables we categorize the

selected variables into two groups: (i) expected price behavior and (ii) demand effects.

First, we interpret variables x1, x2, and, x7 to describe the expected price behavior, as

the signs suggest that agents expect some persistence in prices. For instance, x1 (Good

time to buy: Prices are are low; good buys available) has a negative sign. Accordingly,

when prices are low, households’ expect them to remain low in the future. x2 (Good

time to buy: Prices won’t come down; are going higher) has a positive sign as we would

expect. x7 (Bad time to buy: Prices are high) has a positive sign, which suggests that

households expect high prices to remain high in the future. We categorize variables

x8, x9, and x10 as demand effects. Variable x8 (Bad time to buy: Interest rates are

high; credit is tight) lowers demand and therefore return expectations. Likewise, the

interpretation of variables x9 (Bad time to buy: Times are bad; can’t afford to buy)

and x10 (Bad time to buy: Bad times ahead; uncertain future) would also suggest a

lower demand, and return expectations must therefore follow suit.

2.3.3 Descriptive statistics

Table 2.1 reports descriptive statistics for the main data series used in the empirical

analyses. Panel A reports descriptive statistics for realized annualized housing returns

and income growth at a quarterly frequency over the full sample from 1980:Q2 to

2021:Q1. Housing returns are positive on average and negatively skewed as the me-

dian exceeds the mean. Income growth rates are on the other hand slightly positively

skewed. Returns are more volatile than income growth rates.

Panel B presents descriptive statistics for subjective housing return expectations

and subjective income growth expectations. One-year subjective housing return and
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Table 2.1: Descriptive statics
This table reports descriptive statistics for realized housing variables and subjective expec-
tations. For each variable, we report means, medians, standard deviations (std.), minimum
values, and maximum values. Panel A reports descriptive statistics for realized one-year hous-
ing returns and income growth obtained from the OECD housing database. Panel B reports
descriptive statistics for subjective expectations from the Survey of Consumers from the Uni-
versity of Michigan. We consider various data samples dictated by data availability and for
comparability. The full sample period spans 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q2.

Sample Mean Median Std. Min Max

Panel A: Realized Values

Returns 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 4.08 5.03 3.99 -10.67 11.90
Income growth rates 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 4.62 4.31 2.53 -2.34 15.96

Panel B: Survey Expectations

One-year returns 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 1.22 1.70 1.35 -1.90 3.70
Synthetic one-year returns 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 1.25 1.46 1.29 -1.00 4.06
Synthetic one-year returns 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 1.48 1.96 1.49 -3.49 3.34
Synthetic one-year returns 1980:Q2-2021:Q2 1.40 1.83 1.42 -3.49 4.06
Five-year returns 2007:Q3-2021:Q2 2.65 2.70 0.56 0.90 4.60
One-year income growth rates 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 1.28 1.45 0.81 0.20 2.70
One-year income growth rates 1980:Q2-2021:Q2 2.39 2.50 1.19 0.20 6.50

income growth expectations are lower than their realized counterparts on average

and are significantly less volatile. The descriptive statistics for the synthetic series are

generally close to the subjective expectations over the same sample period, which

confirms the graphical interpretations of the fit. Subjective expectations about one-

year housing returns are on average lower than average expected returns over the

next five years, which indicates that φh > 0. Expected income growth rates are never

negative as the minimum value is 0.20. We also notice that subjective income growth

expectations are higher and more volatile over the full sample period relative to the

shorter 2007-2021 sample.

2.3.4 Rational expectations from a VAR model

Last, we introduce the estimated parameter matrix A from the VAR model described

in (2.11). The VAR estimates serve as the foundation for measuring rational expecta-

tions in our setting, which acts as a benchmark to existing studies. Our state vector zt

contains three variables: income growth rates,∆yt , housing returns, ht , and the price-

income ratio, pyt . The VAR system resembles that of Cochrane (2008) for modeling

stock returns, dividend growth, and the price-dividend ratio, and that of Plazzi et al.

(2010) for commercial real estate. Campbell et al. (2009) and Engsted and Pedersen

(2014) consider similar systems for house prices, rent, and the price-rent ratio.

Table 2.2 presents estimates for year-on-year coefficients. The table documents

that both income growth rates and housing returns are predictable. Thus, the R2 for
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Table 2.2: VAR model
This table reports parameter estimates from the vector autoregressive (VAR) model in (2.11)
with variable vector zt = (

∆yt ,ht , pyt
)
. ∆yt is the one-year log growth rate in disposable

income, ht is the one-year log housing return, and pyt is the log price-income ratio. We report
parameter estimates, standard errors (in parenthesis), and R2 (in percentage points) for each
variable. Standard errors are computed using the Newey and West (1987) covariance estimator.
The sample period spans 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q2.

∆yt ht pyt R2

∆yt+1 0.10 0.18 0.12 45.35
(0.13) (0.10) (0.05)

ht+1 0.23 0.86 -0.13 62.96
(0.13) (0.09) (0.06)

pyt+1 0.13 0.67 0.75 93.06
(0.18) (0.11) (0.03)

all three variables of the system can be considered high, with ∆yt+1 being the lowest.

Only the price-income ratio, pyt , is significant in predicting income growth, ∆yt+1.

Housing returns are highly autocorrelated, and the coefficient on pyt is negative as

one would expect. Likewise, pyt is also highly autocorrelated and has the highest

R2.10

2.4 What drives housing returns?

This section examines house price movements by decomposing the variance of the

log price-income ratio into components related to subjective income and return

expectations, respectively. We first consider a decomposition based on one-year

subjective expectations to gauge the importance of short-term expectations relative

to the long-term component. We then turn to a full-horizon decomposition and show

that subjective income growth expectations account for the majority of house price

movements, whereas subjective housing return expectations account for a small and

even negative fraction after the housing market collapse. This contrast conventional

wisdom from rational expectations in which discount rate news account for the

majority of house price movements.

2.4.1 Short-term subjective expectations

We begin our empirical analysis by investigating the dynamics and main properties of

short-term subjective income growth and housing return expectations. The top panel

of Figure 2.2 plots one-year subjective housing return expectations against future

10A common concern in predictive VAR models is finite-sample bias. However, the correlations among
innovations are fairly low (less than 0.4 in absolute value) in the estimated model, which alleviate most
concerns.
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realized year-over-year house price changes at a quarterly frequency from 1980:Q2

to 2020:Q1. First, subjective housing return expectations are noticeably less volatile

than realized house price changes, which is expected from the descriptive statistics

in Table 2.1. Moreover, there is only a weak relation between subjective expectations

and realized house price changes over the full sample, where the correlation is -0.02.

The correlation is larger at about 0.40, however, for the subsample from 2007 to 2021

over which survey data on house price changes is available.

A similar observation emerges for income growth rates in which realizations and

subjective expectations have a correlation of 0.45 for the short sample and only 0.11

for the full sample. That subjective expectation and realizations are weakly correlated

aligns well with the stock market literature (see, e.g., Greenwood and Shleifer (2014)

and De La O and Myers (2021)). For example, Greenwood and Shleifer (2014) show

that the correlation of return expectations with realized future returns is, if anything,

negative, and that these expectations are more correlated with past returns. We

observe a similar pattern for the full sample.

The bottom panel of Figure 2.2 plots subjectively expected income growth against

realized income growth. Similarly to housing returns, subjective expectations are less

volatile than realized income growth over the sample period, which is also reflected

in Table 2.1. Income growth expectations tend to miss recessionary periods, most

notably the recent financial crisis, but otherwise seem to follow the trend reasonably

well during normal times. Compared to subjective housing return expectations, sub-

jective income expectations are slightly less volatile during the 2007-2021 period, but

about equally volatile for the full period.

2.4.2 Variance decompositions of the price-income ratio

This section considers a variance decomposition of the log price-income ratio pyt

that distinguishes between movements in subjective income growth and housing

return expectations. We begin with a decomposition that employs one-year subjective

expectations to gauge the importance of short-term expectations relative to a long-

term pyt component. Second, we consider a decomposition over all horizons that

facilitates an examination of the relative importance of subjective income and return

expectations.

2.4.2.1 A decomposition using one-year expectations

Table 2.3 presents the results from the one-year decomposition in (2.8). The equation

tells us that changes in the price-income ratio must be explained by changes in

one-year income growth expectations (Y1), one-year return expectations (DR1), or

expectations to the future price-income ratio (LT ). The latter is interpreted as a

long-term component. We can directly measure one-year subjective expectations to

income and returns. From (2.5), we can infer E∗
t

[
pyt+1

]
and then estimate LT . This
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Figure 2.2: Expected and realized returns and income growth rates
This figure compares subjective expectations to their realizations. The top panel compares
one-year subjective housing return expectations and realized one-year house price changes.
We compare realizations (orange solid line) to both actual (red solid line) and synthetic (blue
solid line) subjective return expectations. The bottom panel compares one-year subjective
income growth expectations (orange solid line) to one-year realized income growth rates (solid
blue line). Gray shaded areas represent NBER recession periods. The full sample period spans
1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1.
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identification strategy entails that the components are estimated separately, and are

therefore not constrained to sum to one. We do, however, note that the sum of the

components of each decompositions are close to one. We consider different time

periods and settings depending on the availability of data. Specifically, we consider

the periods 1980:2-2006:Q4 (pre-2007), 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 (post-2007), and 1980:Q2-

2021:Q1 (full) for our analyses.

Table 2.3: Variance decompositions for one-year expectations
This table reports variance decompositions for one-year subjective and rational expectations.
Panel A reports the importance of one-year subjective income growth expectations (Y1) and
subjective return expectations (DR1) in the price-income decomposition. The coefficients
Y1, DR1, and LT are obtained by regressing one-year subjective income expectations, return
expectations, and ρ multiplied by the one-year price-income ratio expectations on the current
price-income ratio, respectively. We consider various time periods based on data availability,
and all estimated are based on quarterly data. Panel B reports the one-year variance decom-
position using rational expectations from the VAR model in (2.11). Newey and West (1987)
standard errors are reported in parentheses. The sample period spans 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1.

Sample Y1 DR1 LT

Panel A: Subjective Expectations

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.07 -0.03 0.98
(0.01) (0.04) (0.03)

Synthetic Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.07 -0.02 0.96
(0.01) (0.03) (0.03)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.05 0.08 0.88
(0.04) (0.07) (0.11)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.09 0.02 0.90
(0.03) (0.05) (0.07)

Panel B: Rational Expectations

Rational Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.11 0.16 0.72
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Rational Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.16 -0.03 0.87
(0.01) (0.04) (0.03)

Rational Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.15 -0.02 0.85
(0.01) (0.03) (0.02)

Panel A of Table 2.3 presents variance decompositions for subjective expectations.

Overall, we find that the long-term component accounts for the majority of the

variation in pyt across all time periods. The first row presents results for the post-2007

sample over which we can observe subjective expectations for returns and income

growth from the survey of consumers. First, the long-term component accounts

for the majority of the overall variation in pyt (0.98), suggesting that short-term

subjective expectations account for small fractions of the overall variability. A smaller,

but significant, fraction (0.07) can be attributed to the covariation between one-

year subjective income growth expectation and pyt . Last, the coefficient on DR1,

which is small and insignificant, suggests that subjective return expectations deliver a
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negative contribution to the overall variance (-0.03). The second rows finds identical

results using our synthetic return expectations in the decomposition. The results

are similar to those obtained for the aggregate stock market in De La O and Myers

(2021), although subjective income growth expectations make up a smaller fraction

than subjective dividends and/or earnings expectations. However, for both asset

classes, subjective cash flow expectations appear to be more important than discount

rate expectations. The third row presents results for the pre-2007 sample. The long-

term component is still the dominant driver of variations in pyt (0.88), but less so

in magnitude. Instead, short-term subjective return expectations make up a larger

fraction (0.08) together with subjective income expectations (0.05). Despite these

differences in magnitudes, we cannot reject the null that the coefficients are equal

across samples. The fourth and final row of Panel A presents results for the full sample.

The results are similar to the pre- and post-2007 sample, and the decomposition

similarly reflects that LT is the driving component (0.90) together with short-term

subjective income expectations (0.09), whereas subjective return expectations are

negligible.

The finding that the cash flow component is more important than the discount

rate component differs from an existing literature that finds a bigger role for expected

discount rates using rational expectations. Panel B of Table 2.3 therefore considers

a decomposition under rational expectations from a VAR model. For the pre-2007

sample, we indeed find the DR1 component to account for a bigger fraction of the

total variability of pyt (0.16) than Y1 (0.11), and that the long-term component is less

dominant (0.72). The full sample rational expectations results are, however, closer to

those under subjective expectations, although LT is generally less important for ratio-

nal expectations. Nonetheless, the long-term component remains the major source

of variance in the price-income ratio irregardless of how we measure expectations.

There has not been a tradition for short-term variance decompositions in the rational

expectations literature, making these results interesting on their own. We turn to an

investigation of long-term expectations in the next section.

2.4.2.2 A full-horizon decomposition

Table 2.4 reports the results for the full-horizon decomposition in (2.10). The full-

horizon decomposition makes use of the persistence of subjective housing return

expectations φh , which we estimate using the regression in (2.9) using subjective

expectations for housing returns at the one- and five-year horizon. The series are avail-

able for the post-2007 sample. We therefore only run this estimation once and use the

estimated φh throughout. With an estimate of φh in hand, which we estimate at 0.58,

we can compute the full-horizon contribution of subjective housing return expecta-

tions to the overall variability of the price-income ratio as DR = DR1/
(
1−ρφh

)
. We

can then infer the full-horizon contribution from subjective income growth Y from

the identity 1 = Y +DR . While one could in principle also estimate Y = Y1/
(
1−ρφy

)
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using a similar approach, we lack long-term subjective income growth expectations

to estimate the decay function. We provide additional result and robustness checks

on this matter below by comparing the implied φy from (2.10) with estimates ob-

tained using additional survey data. For the results under rational expectations, we

use the VAR system to compute Y and DR directly from the general identity in (2.7).

Table 2.4: Full-horizon variance decompositions
This table presents full-horizon variance decompositions for subjective and rational expecta-
tions. Panel A reports full-horizon variance decompositions for subjective expectations. All
decompositions are based on estimating DR = DR1/

(
1−ρφh

)
using the estimated φh = 0.58

value from the decay model in (2.9) using one-year and five-year return expectations. We then
back out Y from the identify 1 = Y +DR and the estimate of φy using Y1 from Table 2.3. We
estimate DR1 by regressing one-year subjective return expectations into the log price-income
ratio. Panel B reports full-horizon variance decompositions based on rational expectations
from the VAR model in (2.11). Standard errors are reported in parentheses. Standard errors,
which are re in parentheses, are computed using the delta method as outlined in Appendix
A.1.3. We report Newey and West (1987) standard errors for φh and the rational decomposi-
tion, but based on the standard errors for Y1, DR1, and φh assuming independent errors for
subjective expectations as in De La O and Myers (2021). The sample period spans 1980:Q2 to
2021:Q1.

Sample φh φy Y DR

Panel A: Subjective Expectations

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.58 0.95 1.08 -0.08
(0.05) (0.09) (0.09)

Synthetic Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.58 0.94 1.05 -0.05
(0.05) (0.08) (0.08)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.58 0.95 0.81 0.19
(0.05) (0.17) (0.17)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.58 0.92 0.95 0.05
(0.05) (0.12) (0.12)

Panel B: Rational Expectations

Rational Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 -0.12 1.12
(0.00) (0.00)

Rational Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.21 0.77
(0.06) (0.07)

Rational Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.18 0.81
(0.04) (0.05)

Panel A of Table 2.4 considers subjective expectations. Our main empirical finding

is that subjective income growth expectations account for the lion’s share of the varia-

tion in pyt . This result emerges across all sample periods, but is more pronounced in

the post-2007 sample (although not statistically so). Subjective income expectations

account for all variation (1.08) in pyt during this period. Subjective housing return

expectations, conversely, play a negligible role. Y still accounts for most of the varia-

tion during the pre-2007 sample (0.81), although DR accounts for a positive fraction

here (0.19). Combined, these results provide strong evidence that households’ sub-
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jective income expectations account for the majority of house price movements. This

result stands in sharp contrast to conventional results from the existing literature

that attributes the majority of house price variations to the discount rate compo-

nent DR (see, e.g., Campbell et al. (2009) and Engsted and Pedersen (2014)). Panel

B of Table 2.4 confirms these findings using a VAR model for rational expectations.

Specifically, the VAR-based decomposition for rational expectations suggests that

house price variations are predominantly explained by return expectations. This is

particularly visible in the post-2007 sample in which the covariation between ex-

pected returns and the price-income ratio drives all variation with Y being negative.

DR still accounts for the majority of the variation (0.77) during the pre-2007 sample,

but leaves a larger role for income expectations (0.21). We close the discussion by

noting that the variance terms sum to one by construction when using the subjective

expectations, whereas this is only the case for rational expectations in the post-2007

sample using observable expectations. For the remaining samples, the terms sum to

0.99 and 0.98, respectively, which suggests that our estimates are reasonable.

The striking discrepancy between sources of variation identified from subjective

expectations and rational expectations, respectively, adds to a growing literature

that studies subjective expectations. For example, De La O and Myers (2021) sim-

ilarly document that subjective cash flow expectations drive variation in the U.S.

aggregate stock market, which contrast conventional wisdom (see, e.g., Cochrane

(1992), Campbell and Ammer (1993), and Cochrane (2008)). Jiang et al. (2021) con-

sider a Campbell-Shiller decomposition of the log debt-output ratio presented in

Cochrane (2021a) and find that most of the variation in the ratio can be attributed

to future surpluses (cash flows) under investors’ subjective expectations. Moreover,

similar to house prices, short-term expectations for surpluses and bond returns are

unimportant, and all variation is driven by the long-term debt-output component.

Bordalo et al. (2020a) show that using survey expectations of earnings of S&P 500

firms can explain a significant part of stock market anomalies such as excess stock

price volatility, fluctuations in price-earnings and price-dividend ratios, and return

predictability.

2.4.2.3 The value ofφy

Our baseline empirical findings are based on estimating φh from the regression

in (2.9) using one- and five-year subjective housing return expectations to obtain DR ,

and then subsequently backing out Y from the identity in (2.10). The estimate of Y1

(and ρ) allows us to determine the implied value of φy . Ideally, one would estimate

φy and Y analogously to verify results. However, the survey of consumers do not

solicit respondents about their long-term expectations for income growth, which

complicates an equivalent estimation approach for φy . In this section, we provide

additional tests and estimates of φy that rely on additional survey data. Overall, we

arrive at similar φy estimates, which suggests that our baseline results are reasonable
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and do not change much if we use these alternative φy estimates instead

Specifically, we estimate φy using an additional set of survey data from the Survey

of Consumers that asks respondents about their future financial situation. The survey

in Table 8 asks: “Now looking ahead – do you think that a year from now you (and your

family living there) will be better off financially, or worse off, or just about the same as

now?”. Table 11 of the survey asks a similar question, but changing the horizon to five

years instead of one: “And 5 years from now, do you expect that you (and your family

living there) will be better off financially, worse off, or just about the same as now?”

The series are available from 1947:02 and 1968:08, respectively, for Table 8 and 11, but

are only regularly updated at a monthly frequency from 2011:07 onwards. Before this

time, the series are updated at varying frequencies and contain long spans of missing

information. An index score is computed by subtracting the fraction of respondents

answering worse off from the fraction answering better off, and then 100 is added. We

provide a plot of the series in the Appendix.

Panel A of Table 2.5 presents two alternative estimates of φy , the persistence

parameter for subjective income growth expectations. We first consider the period

over which data is available at a regular frequency, i.e., from 2011:07 onwards. Next,

we use all of the data with the first observation being in 1968:08. Using both the

post-2007 sample and the full sample shows that the autoregressive parameter has a

high value in line with the implied values of φy from the variance decompositions.

Indeed, the values are remarkably close to each other at 0.95 and 0.94, respectively.

Panel B of Table 2.5 reports the results from conducting full-horizon variance

decompositions using the alternative estimates of φy . That is, we now estimate Y

directly and then back out DR from the identity. Overall, the results are qualitatively

identical to our baseline findings. Subjective income expectations account for all

variation in the post-2007 sample and a smaller, but still dominant share, in the

pre-2007 sample. We conclude that our baseline findings are robust to this alternative

estimation of the full-horizon variance decomposition.

2.4.3 A look across income and age groups

Subjective income growth expectations drive the majority of house price variation at

long horizons. This finding is strong and robust in the data when using consensus

survey forecasts across all respondents, but a natural question is whether the findings

are driven by certain consumer groups. To examine this, we consider two different

categories closely related to the degree of home ownership: income and age. We

consider three income groups (lowest third, middle third, and highest third) and

three age groups (18–34, 35–54, and 55–97). Both groups are relevant to examine as

respondents in each income bracket and age cohort are likely to display different

expectations and different degrees of home ownership on average. We consider the

same time periods as in the baseline analyses and construct group specific synthetic
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Table 2.5: Estimates ofφy
This table provides additional estimates and robustness on the full-horizon variance decom-
position by estimating φy from an alternative set of survey responses regarding one-year and
five-year changes to their financial situation. Panel A provides φy estimates for two sample
periods. Panel B reports full-horizon variance decompositions using the φy from Panel A.

Specifically, we estimate Y = Y1/
(
1−ρφy

)
and back out DR from the identity 1 = Y +DR.

Standard errors, which are re in parentheses, are computed using the delta method as outlined
in Appendix A.1.3. We report Newey and West (1987) standard errors for φy , but based on the
standard errors for Y1, DR1, and φy assuming independent errors for the variance decomposi-
tion using subjective expectations as in De La O and Myers (2021). The sample period spans
1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1.

Panel A: Estimates of φ̂y

Sample Frequency φ̂y s.e. No. obs.

Subjective Expectations 2011:07-2021:06 Monthly 0.95 0.01 120
Subjective Expectations 1968:08-2021:06 Various 0.94 0.01 168

Panel B: Full horizon decomposition

φy = 0.94 φy = 0.95

Sample Y DR Y DR

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 1.08 -0.08 1.33 -0.33
(0.24) (0.24) (0.37) (0.37)

Subjective Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.69 0.31 0.84 0.16
(0.60) (0.60) (0.75) (0.75)

Subjective Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 1.29 -0.29 1.58 -0.58
(0.48) (0.48) (0.66) (0.66)

expectations using group specific answers to why they think now is a good time to

buy a house (see Section 2.3.2.3). We present full-horizon variance decompositions

here, but the Appendix contains discussions of descriptive statistics and one-year

variance decompositions for completeness.

Table 2.6 presents full-horizon variance decompositions across the three income

groups, and the conclusion is clear: subjective income growth expectations drive

house price movements across all income groups. Albeit that Y is largest for the

low income group, we find identical patterns and similar magnitudes across all

income groups and sample periods. As in our baseline specification, we find that Y is

larger in the post-2007 period (although insignificantly so) compared to the pre-2007

period for the low and middle income groups, whereas Y remains around one for

all periods for the high income group. The Appendix demonstrates that subjective

income growth expectations are increasing with the income bracket (so are subjective

return expectations), which could explain part of these results. The Appendix similarly

demonstrates that the one-year variance decompositions across income groups are

qualitatively similar to our baseline results.

Table 2.7 presents full-horizon variance decompositions across the three age
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Table 2.6: Full-horizon variance decompositions across income distributions
This table presents full-horizon variance decompositions for subjective expectations across
three different income categories: the bottom third (Panel A), the middle third (Panel B), and
the upper third (Panel C). All decompositions are based on estimating DR = DR1/

(
1−ρφh

)
using an value for φh estimated using the decay model in (2.9) using one-year and five-year
return expectations for each income group. We then back out Y from the identify 1 = Y +DR.
We estimate DR1 by regressing one-year subjective return expectations into the log price-
income ratio. We report the estimates of Y1 and DR1 in the Appendix. Standard errors, which
are re in parentheses, are computed using the delta method as outlined in Appendix A.1.3.
We report Newey and West (1987) standard errors for φh and the rational decomposition, but
based on the standard errors for Y1, DR1, and φh assuming independent errors for subjective
expectations as in De La O and Myers (2021). The sample period spans 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1.

Sample φh Y DR

Panel A: Low income

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.75 1.26 -0.26
(0.03) (0.13) (0.13)

Synthetic Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.75 1.19 -0.19
(0.03) (0.14) (0.14)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.75 0.85 0.15
(0.03) (0.20) (0.20)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.75 1.05 -0.05
(0.03) (0.15) (0.15)

Panel B: Middle income

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.60 1.12 -0.12
(0.06) (0.08) (0.08)

Synthetic Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.60 1.06 -0.06
(0.06) (0.09) (0.09)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.60 0.91 0.09
(0.06) (0.10) (0.10)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.60 1.04 -0.04
(0.06) (0.08) (0.08)

Panel C: High income

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.27 1.00 -0.00
(0.49) (0.06) (0.06)

Synthetic Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.27 1.01 -0.01
(0.49) (0.05) (0.05)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.27 0.98 0.02
(0.49) (0.03) (0.03)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.27 1.03 -0.03
(0.49) (0.03) (0.03)
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Table 2.7: Full-horizon variance decompositions across age distributions
This table presents full-horizon variance decompositions for subjective expectations across
three different age categories: for respondent aged 18–34 (Panel A), respondents aged 35–54
(Panel B), and respondents aged 55–97 (Panel C). All decompositions are based on estimating
DR = DR1/

(
1−ρφh

)
using an value forφh estimated using the decay model in (2.9) using one-

year and five-year return expectations for each age group. We then back out Y from the identify
1 = Y +DR. We estimate DR1 by regressing one-year subjective return expectations into the
log price-income ratio. We report the estimates of Y1 and DR1 in the Appendix. Standard
errors, which are re in parentheses, are computed using the delta method as outlined in
Appendix A.1.3. We report Newey and West (1987) standard errors for φh and the rational
decomposition, but based on the standard errors for Y1, DR1, and φh assuming independent
errors for subjective expectations as in De La O and Myers (2021). The sample period spans
1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1.

Sample φh Y DR

Panel A: Aged 18-34

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.68 1.13 -0.13
(0.05) (0.09) (0.09)

Synthetic Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.68 1.13 -0.13
(0.05) (0.09) (0.09)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.68 0.84 0.16
(0.05) (0.15) (0.15)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.68 1.05 -0.05
(0.05) (0.12) (0.12)

Panel B: Aged 35-54

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.51 1.07 -0.07
(0.13) (0.07) (0.07)

Synthetic Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.51 1.04 -0.04
(0.13) (0.07) (0.07)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.51 0.83 0.17
(0.13) (0.15) (0.15)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.51 0.97 0.03
(0.13) (0.10) (0.10)

Panel C: Aged 55-97

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.60 1.08 -0.08
(0.05) (0.08) (0.08)

Synthetic Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.60 1.05 -0.05
(0.05) (0.09) (0.09)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.60 0.78 0.22
(0.05) (0.21) (0.21)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.60 0.92 0.08
(0.05) (0.14) (0.14)
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groups. The age groups are likely to represent consumers in various stages of the life

cycle and can help disentangle if their subjective expectations differ markedly from

our baseline findings. This is not the case. Subjective income growth expectations

remain the dominant driver of house price variation across all age groups, and the

magnitudes of Y are very similar across age cohorts for the different sample periods.

Similar to our baseline findings, and for the income groups, we find that Y is larger in

the post-2007 period (although insignificantly so) compared to the pre-2007 period

for all age groups. The Appendix demonstrates that subjective income growth and

return expectations are decreasing with age, and that the one-year variance decom-

positions across age groups are qualitatively similar to our baseline results. Overall,

we conclude that our main conclusions are not driven by a particular income bracket

nor age cohort.

2.5 Understanding expectation formation

Our empirical findings demonstrate that (i) subjective income growth expectations

account for the bulk of house price movements, (ii) subjective housing return expec-

tations play a negligible role, and (iii) using rational expectations lead to opposite

conclusions. This section bridges the gap between these differing results by studying

forecast errors and belief distortions, respectively. We start by assessing the nature of

forecast errors and belief distortions at the one-year horizon, and then study their

predictability from observable variables. We then turn to a full-horizon variance

decomposition of the price-income ratio that accounts for belief distortions to shed

further light on the impact of differences in expectation formation.

2.5.1 Forecast errors and belief distortions

We define forecast errors as the difference between the realized value of a variable

and the subjectively expected value, i.e.,

ex
t+1 = xt+1 −E∗

t

[
xt+1

]
, x ∈ {h,∆y}. (2.15)

Forecast errors are useful for gauging how households form expectations, and they

measure whether households systematically over- or underestimate future income

growth and/or housing returns. We are also interested in how these expectations

differ from conventional rational expectations. To gauge this difference, we use the

definition of belief distortions advanced by Bianchi et al. (2021) as the difference

between rational expectations and subjective expectations

ux
t = Et

[
xt+1

]−E∗
t

[
xt+1

]
, x ∈ {h,∆y}, (2.16)

where rational expectations are obtained using the VAR model in (2.11). Belief distor-

tions allow us to quantify differences in expectation formations for the same variable.
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Figure 2.3: Forecast errors and belief distortions
This figure illustrates the time series dynamics of forecast errors (top panel) and belief distor-
tions (bottom panel) for actual return expectations (solid red line), synthetic return expecta-
tions (solid blue line), and income expectations (solid orange line), respectively. Forecast errors
are defined as future realizations minus one-year subjective expectations. Belief distortions are
defined as the difference between rational expectations and subjective expectations (Bianchi
et al., 2021). Gray shaded areas represent NBER recession periods. The full sample period spans
1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1.
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Figure 2.3 plots time series of forecast errors (top panel) and belief distortions

(bottom panel) for one-year income growth and housing returns. Forecast errors are

generally positive for both returns and income, indicating that households underesti-

mate realized growth rates during normal times. The observation that households

systematically underestimate momentum in house prices (Guren, 2018) during nor-

mal times is consistent with the findings in Armona et al. (2019) and De Stefani (2021).

Conversely, households systematically overestimated growth rates during the 2008 fi-

nancial crisis, especially for returns, and remained overoptimistic about house prices.

One possible explanation for this observation is that households underestimate the

likelihood of large house price declines after a sequence of price increases (Case et al.,

2012; De Stefani, 2021).

Turning to belief distortions, we find that rational expectations are higher dur-

ing normal times, but markedly lower during the financial crisis. This mirrors the

conclusion from the forecast errors: households systematically underestimate house

price returns during normal times, but fail to anticipate crisis periods. Overall, the

evidence suggests that households’ subjective expectations deviate systematically

from both rational expectations and future realizations of the variables.

2.5.2 Predictability of forecast errors and belief distortions

This section asks whether households’ forecast errors and belief distortions are fore-

castable from today-available information about log price-income ratios, income

growth, and housing returns. These regressions provide a simple test of expectation

biases, as errors should be unpredictable by information available at the time that

the responses are submitted under a rational model (Gennaioli et al., 2016).

Table 2.8 reports coefficient estimates from running a series of predictive regres-

sions for forecast errors (Panel A) and belief distortions (Panel B). We make several

observations. First, forecast errors for housing returns are predictable by pyt with

a negative sign in the post-2007 sample, but predictable with a positive sign during

the pre-2007 sample. Put differently, households overestimate returns post-2007 and

underestimate returns pre-2007, with respect to information in pyt . This result can be

attributed in large to the fact that the post-2007 sample saw the deflation of the U.S.

housing market. Second, forecast errors for income growth are only predictable in the

pre-2007 sample with a positive sign. For belief distortions, we find predictable differ-

ences for returns in the post-2007 sample and for income growth in all periods, but

most pronounced in the pre-2007 sample. These results suggest that households have

changed the way they form expectations post-2007 and the housing market collapse,

which helps explain the differences documented in the variance decompositions for

the pre- and post-2007 sample.

We then gauge the predictable impact of realized housing returns ht on forecast

errors and belief distortions. Realized one-year housing returns are strongly and

positively related to future forecast errors in all periods with positive signs, suggesting
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Table 2.8: Forecast errors and belief distortions
This table examines the predictability of forecasts errors (Panel A) and belief distortions (Panel
B). We consider predictive regression in which we forecast future forecast errors and belief
distortions using realization of the log price-income ratio (pyt ), income growth (∆yt ), and
housing returns (ht ). Panel A presents the results for forecast errors, which are defined as
future realizations minus one-year subjective expectations. Panel B reports the results for
belief distortions, which are defined as the difference between rational expectations and
subjective expectations (Bianchi et al., 2021). Newey and West (1987) standard errors are
reported in parentheses and the R2 (in percentage) from the predictive regression in squared
brackets. The sample period spans 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1.

Sample βpy βh β∆y

Panel A: Forecast Errors

Subjective return 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 -0.39 0.56 0.23
(0.11) (0.12) (0.38)

[42.15] [34.87] [22.54]
Synthetic return 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 -0.38 0.57 0.18

(0.11) (0.12) (0.39)
[41.63] [38.19] [0.51]

Synthetic return 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.14 0.51 0.37
(0.05) (0.15) (0.13)

[16.70] [28.66] [12.09]
Synthetic return 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 -0.02 0.56 0.45

(0.08) (0.12) (0.15)
[0.14] [38.26] [8.47]

Subjective income growth 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 -0.03 0.16 -0.43
(0.07) (0.12) (0.15)
[0.01] [0.08] [0.08]

Subjective income growth 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.09 0.08 0.02
(0.03) (0.09) (0.08)

[12.40] [1.46] [0.06]
Subjective income growth 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.02 0.11 -0.10

(0.02) (0.09) (0.10)
[0.64] [4.07] [1.11]

Panel B: Belief Distortions

Subjective return 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 -0.19 0.70 0.65
(0.09) (0.06) (0.25)

[14.47] [84.32] [20.11]
Synthetic return 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 -0.18 0.71 0.67

(0.10) (0.06) (0.26)
[12.24] [86.15] [20.47]

Synthetic return 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.12 0.48 0.58
(0.10) (0.10) (0.12)

[20.08] [39.99] [44.77]
Synthetic return 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.04 0.63 0.64

(0.06) (0.07) (0.18)
[1.12] [72.98] [30.29]

Subjective income growth 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.04 0.15 0.17
(0.02) (0.03) (0.07)

[10.46] [59.97] [21.22]
Subjective income growth 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.11 0.35 -0.04

(0.03) (0.06) (0.07)
[44.31] [51.61] [0.57]

Subjective income growth 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.06 0.18 0.07
(0.02) (0.04) (0.06)

[24.28] [42.52] [2.17]
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that households systematically underestimate short-term house price changes. This

confirms the graphical evidence in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 in which realized values are

consistently above expected values during most (normal) times. Housing returns, on

the other hand, are nearly unrelated to forecast errors for income growth. In contrast,

belief distortions for both returns and income growth are strongly predictable by

realized housing returns ht with positive coefficients for both variables and all time

periods. These results are therefore pointing to households generally underestimating

one-year growth rates.

Last, we turn to realized income growth ∆yt . ∆yt predicts return forecast errors

during the pre-2007 sample with a positive coefficient and forecast errors for income

growth in the post-2007 sample with a negative coefficient. Households underesti-

mate future returns with respect to the information in income growth during the

pre-2007 sample, but overestimate income growth during the post-2007 periods with

respect to past income growth. The change in predictability of forecast errors from

pyt therefore seems to be related to a shift in how households react to changes to

their income. As for housing returns, the results for belief distortions indicate that

households significantly underestimate one-year housing returns during all peri-

ods. In contrast, income growth only significantly predicts deviations from rational

expectations in the post-2007 sample with a positive coefficients. Overall, these re-

sults are consistent with systematic deviations from unbiased expectations, and that

households make systematical errors in their one-year expectations.

2.5.3 Predicting subjective expectations

Table 2.9 presents results from predicting subjective return and income growth ex-

pectations using the log price-income ratio. The Campbell and Shiller (1988b) log-

linerization implies that pyt must be related to either future expected returns or

future expected cash flows (income). While the existing literature suggests that pyt

only predicts future returns, our variance decomposition based on subjective ex-

pectations suggests that cash flows news are more important than discount rate

expectations.

The results in Table 2.9 suggest that pyt significantly predicts subjective income

growth expectations in the post-2007 sample with a positive sign. In fact, pyt signif-

icantly predicts subjective income growth expectations three quarters ahead with

R2 values ranging from 22% to 37%. pyt , conversely, does not predict subjective

return expectations in any of the sample periods. This is consistent with our previous

result that subjective income expectations account for all variation in house price

movements during this sample period. Overall, these results confirm the larger role

for subjective cash flow expectations.
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Table 2.9: Forecasting subjective expectations
This table examines the predictability of one-year subjective housing return and income
growth expectations, respectively. We consider predictive regression in which we forecast q-
quarter-ahead one-year subjective expectations from the current log price-income ratio (pyt ).
We report predictive coefficients, Newey and West (1987) standard errors in parentheses, and
R2 values (in percentage) in squared brackets. The sample period spans 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1.

Sample q = 1 q = 2 q = 3 q = 4

Subjective Return 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.01 -0.01 -0.04 -0.05
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)
[0.35] [0.83] [4.72] [7.75]

Synthetic Return 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.00 -0.02 -0.03 -0.04
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
[0.05] [1.13] [3.49] [6.05]

Synthetic Return 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 -0.09 -0.11 -0.11 -0.12
(0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.06)

[18.64] [24.88] [29.37] [34.11]
Synthetic Return 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 -0.03 -0.04 -0.04 -0.05

(0.05) (0.05) (0.04) (0.04)
[2.94] [5.86] [8.44] [11.11]

Subjective Income growth 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.03
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02)

[36.67] [30.39] [22.33] [11.54]
Subjective Income growth 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05

(0.04) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
[14.03] [15.66] [16.74] [18.04]

Subjective Income growth 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07
(0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02)

[41.79] [41.04] [38.55] [34.62]

2.5.4 Variance decomposition with belief distortions

Our main findings document that subjective income growth expectations are the

main driver of variation in U.S. house price movements in the full-horizon decompo-

sition. The result contrasts the conventional wisdom that house price movements

are driven by discount rate expectations. In this section, we dig deeper and examine

the differing conclusions by incorporating belief distortions into the full-horizon

decomposition. Using the definition of belief distortions in (2.16), we can write ra-

tional expectations as the sum of subjective expectations and belief distortions, i.e.,

Et
[
∆yt+1

]= E∗
t

[
∆yt+1

]+u∆y
t and Et

[
ht+1

]= E∗
t

[
ht+1

]+uh
t . Inserting into the gen-

eral decomposition in (2.6) with rational expectations yields the following expression

for the price-income ratio

pyt = κ

1−ρ +
∞∑

j=0
ρ j E∗

t

[
∆yt+1+ j

]
+

∞∑
j=0

ρ j u∆y
t+ j −

∞∑
j=0

ρ j Et

[
ht+1+ j

]
−

∞∑
j=0

ρ j uh
t+ j . (2.17)
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Applying the decomposition to this new expression for pyt results in a decomposition

with four interpretable terms

1 =
cov

(
pyt ,

∑∞
j=0ρ

j E∗
t

[
∆yt+1+ j

])
var

(
pyt

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y

+
cov

(
pyt ,

∑∞
j=0ρ

j u∆y
t+ j

)
var

(
pyt

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
UY

+
cov

(
pyt ,−∑∞

j=0ρ
j Et

[
ht+1+ j

])
var

(
pyt

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
DR

+
cov

(
pyt ,−∑∞

j=0ρ
j uh

t+ j

)
var

(
pyt

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
UDR

. (2.18)

UY captures the fraction of variance in pyt attributed to belief distortions regarding

expected future income growth rates, and UDR captures the fraction attributed to

belief distortions regarding expected housing returns. Y and DR are interpreted as

above for subjective expectations.

It turns out that UY and UDR have closed-form solutions when combined with

the law of motion for subjective and rational expectations, respectively. The law

of motion for subjective expectations is characterized by the decay model in (2.9),

and the law of motion for rational expectations is governed by the VAR model. First,

we note that we can find closed-form expressions for
∑∞

j=0ρ
j u∆y

t+ j and
∑∞

j=0ρ
j uh

t+ j .

Specifically, the infinite sum of belief distortions regarding expected housing returns

can be expressed as

∞∑
j=0

ρ j uh
t+ j =

∞∑
j=0

ρ j Et

[
ht+1+ j

]
−

∞∑
j=0

ρ j E∗
t

[
ht+1+ j

]
,

which, when ignoring constant terms (as we are only interested in covariances in our

empirical setup), yields the following closed form expression for
∑∞

j=0ρ
j uh

t+ j when

using the VAR model

∞∑
j=0

ρ j uh
t+ j = e ′

2
A

I −ρA
zt −

E∗
t

[
ht+1

]
1−ρφh

. (2.19)

We can similarly obtain an expression for
∑∞

j=0 u∆y
t+ j using equivalent arguments.

Altogether, we have the following closed form expression for the belief distortion

components

UY =
cov

(
pyt ,e ′

1
A

I−ρA zt − E∗
t [∆yt+1]
1−ρφy

)
var

(
pyt

) , (2.20)

UDR =
cov

(
pyt ,−e ′

2
A

I−ρA zt + E∗
t [ht+1]
1−ρφh

)
var

(
pyt

) . (2.21)
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We keep the estimates of Y and DR from our baseline analysis and estimate UDR

using the expression in (2.21) using the φh obtained from the decay model in (2.9)

for the one- and five-year subjective housing return expectations. We then back out

UY from the extended identity 1 = Y +UY +DR +UDR .11

Table 2.10: Full-horizon variance decompositions with belief distortions
This table presents full-horizon variance decompositions for subjective expectations that
account for belief distortions, which are defined as the difference between rational expectations
and subjective expectations (Bianchi et al., 2021). All decompositions are based on estimating
DR = DR1/

(
1−ρφh

)
using the estimated φh = 0.58 value from the decay model in (2.9) using

one-year and five-year return expectations. We then back out Y from the identify 1 = Y +DR.
We estimate DR1 by regressing one-year subjective return expectations into the log price-
income ratio. We compute the belief distortion component for returns using the expression
in (2.21). We then use the constraint that UDR =−UY . We detail the procedure for obtaining
standard errors for the decomposition in the Appendix. Standard errors are Newey-West
corrected and reported in parentheses. The sample period spans 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1.

Sample Y UY DR UDR

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 1.08 -1.20 -0.08 1.20
(0.09) (0.15) (0.09) (0.09)

Synthetic Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 1.05 -1.17 -0.05 1.17
(0.08) (0.11) (0.08) (0.00)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.81 -0.58 0.19 0.58
(0.17) (0.28) (0.17) (0.16)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.95 -0.76 0.05 0.76
(0.12) (0.21) (0.12) (0.13)

Table 2.10 presents the results for the variance decomposition that accounts for

belief distortions. The main result is that belief distortions have a significant effect

on house price movements. Specifically, the first row reveals that both UY and UDR

are large in absolute magnitude and strongly significant in the post-2007 sample. UY

enters with a negative sign and UDR with a positive sign (as dictated by the identity).

The interpretation of large negative value of UY is that agents are too optimistic about

future (long-term) income growth rates compared to what would be suggested by the

rational expectations. Thus, elevated levels of the pyt are associated with a (wrong)

belief about future income growth rates. The regression results in Tables 2.8 and 2.9

are consistent with this view. The large positive value for UDR suggests that agents

are too lenient in discounting future cash flows compared to the rational expectation

case. This is true both for observed and synthetic subjective return expectations.

Belief distortion appears to play a smaller role in the pre-2007 sample in which

UY and UDR are about half the size, but with the same signs, yet still significant at

conventional levels. This is to be expected as the short sample includes two major

11An alternative approach involves using the estimates of φh and φy to separately estimate each of the
variance components. We report the results in the Appendix and draw identical conclusions about the
decompositions.
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incidents for the U.S. housing market: the great financial recession and the Covid-19

pandemic. The full sample yields identical conclusions with estimates of UY and UDR

of a magnitude that lies between the pre- and post-2007 sample estimates and that

are strongly significant. Overall, the decomposition suggests that the different results

for subjective and rational expectations, respectively, derive from a tendency among

households to be too optimistic about future (long-term) income growth rates and

too pessimistic about housing returns during housing booms.

2.6 Concluding remarks

House price movements must originate from changes in expected cash flows, changes

in expected returns, or a combination of the two. Conventional wisdom from VAR-

based rational expectations attributes the variation in price ratios to changing return

expectations. Using households’ subjective expectations about income growth and

housing returns obtained from the Survey of Consumers from University of Michigan,

we find that changes in subjective income growth expectations account for the major-

ity of the variation in house price movements. Subjective housing return expectations,

conversely, explain a negligible part of the variation. These results are true for all our

sample periods considered, although more pronounced in the post-2007 sample and

across different income brackets and age cohorts.

Our study contributes to an important debate in asset pricing and macroeco-

nomics: what drives house price movements? Our variance decompositions point

to an important difference in the way expectations are measured and households

form beliefs, and suggest that cash flows news are important determinants of house

prices under the subjective measure. It therefore seems natural to investigate the role

of subjective belief formation for house price cycles more generally, especially given

the failure of rational expectations macroeconomic models to correctly predict and

account for the large movements in house prices before, during, and after the 2007

housing market collapse (Duca et al., 2021). We leave this for future research.
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Appendix

A.1 Derivations

This section provides derivations and discussions of central relations and inference

procedures employed in the main body of the paper. Specifically, we detail derivations

of the log price-income ratio, the decay model that governs the law of motion for

long-horizon subjective expectations, the calculation of standard errors using the

delta method, and discuss the impact of the fact that survey data covers house price

changes rather than complete holding-period returns.

A.1.1 Obtaining the price-income ratio

Our empirical findings are based on subjective expectations to income growth and

house price appreciations. To obtain a loglinear relationship for prices and income,

we depart from the Campbell and Shiller (1988a) loglinear model for the price-rent

ratio

prt = κ+ρprt+1 +∆rt+1 −ht+1, (A.1)

where prt = pt − rt denotes the log price-rent ratio. Define the log rent-income ratio

as r yt = rt − yt and substitute the expression rt = r yt + yt into (A.1) to obtain

pt −
(
yt + r yt

)= κ+ρ (
pt+1 −

(
yt+1 + r yt+1

))
+ (

yt+1 + r yt+1 − yt − r yt
)−ht+1. (A.2)

Collecting terms immediately yields a loglinear model for the log price-income ratio

pyt = κ+
(
1−ρ)

r yt+1 +ρpyt+1 +∆yt+1 −ht+1. (A.3)

In our baseline empirical implementation, we omit the term (1−ρ)r yt+1 as (1−ρ) ≈ 0,

implying that the contribution from the term is negligible. Section A.2.1 verifies that

the contribution of the term to the overall variance is indeed virtually zero in one-year

variance decomposition.12 Bordalo et al. (2020a) and De La O and Myers (2021) apply

a similar transformation and argument using the log payout ratio to to obtain the

earnings-price ratio from the dividend-price ratio. Like us, they find that the term

related to 1−ρ times the log payout ratio is small and negligible.

A.1.2 The decay function for subjective expectations

The full-horizon variance decomposition in (2.7) is based on an infinite sum of expec-

tations. Given the limited available of long-horizon forecasts in standard survey data,

12We impute the log rent-income ratio r yt from the difference between the log price-rent prt and the
log price-income pyt ratios, i.e., pyt −prt =

(
pt − yt

)− (
pt − rt

)= rt − yt .
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we need a model for subjective long-horizon expectations. We adopt the approach

of De La O and Myers (2021) and use a simple decay function of the AR(1)-type

that permits mean-reversion in expectations. Specifically, we model the subjective

expectation at time t for the variable xt+2 at time t +2 using the expression

E∗
t

[
xt+2

]= (
1−φx

)
µx +φx E∗

t

[
xt+1

]+ex
t+1. (A.4)

With the law of motion in hand, we can determine the subjective expectation E∗
t

[
xt+k

]
for any k. For example, for k = 3 we obtain

E∗
t

[
xt+3

]= (
1−φx

)
µx +φx E∗

t

[
xt+2

]+ex
t+2

= (
1−φx

)
µx +φx

((
1−φx

)
µx +φx E∗

t

[
xt+1

]+ex
t+1

)
+ex

t+2

= (
1−φx

)
µx +

(
1−φx

)
µxφx +φ2E∗

t

[
xt+1

]+φex
t+1 +ex

t+2. (A.5)

More generally, the today subjective expectation for the k-periods into the future

value of the variable xt+k can be expressed as

E∗
t

[
xt+k

]= (
1−φ)

µx

k−2∑
j=1

φk−1 +φk−1E∗
t

[
xt+1

]+ k−1∑
j=1

φk−1− j ex
t+ j

=µx

(
1−φk−1

)
+φk−1E∗

t

[
xt+1

]+ k−1∑
j=1

φk−1− j ex
t+ j , (A.6)

where µx

(
1−φk−1

)
= αx,k is the horizon-specific intercept from (2.9). The law of

motion for subjective expectations allows us to obtain closed form expressions for

the full-horizon variance decomposition using subjective expectations (ignoring

constants as they have no influence on the covariances)

1 =
cov

(
pyt ,

∑∞
j=0ρ

j E∗
t

[
∆yt+1+ j

])
var

(
pyt

) +
cov

(
pyt ,−∑∞

j=0ρ
j E∗

t

[
ht+1+ j

])
var

(
pyt

)
=

cov

(
pyt ,

∑∞
j=0

(
ρφy

) j
E∗

t

[
∆yt+1

])
var

(
pyt

) +
cov

(
pyt ,−∑∞

j=0

(
ρφh

) j E∗
t

[
ht+1

])
var

(
pyt

)
=

cov

(
pyt , 1

1−ρφy
E∗

t

[
∆yt+1

])
var

(
pyt

) +
cov

(
pyt ,− 1

1−ρφh
E∗

t

[
ht+1

])
var

(
pyt

)
= 1

1−ρφy

cov
(
pyt ,E∗

t

[
∆yt+1

])
var

(
pyt

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y1

+ 1

1−ρφr

cov
(
pyt ,− 1

1−ρφh
E∗

t

[
ht+1

])
var

(
pyt

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
DR1

= Y1

1−ρφy
+ DR1

1−ρφh
. (A.7)

We use this specification to compute full-horizon variance decompositions for sub-

jective income and housing return expectations for U.S. house price movements.
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A.1.3 Inference in full-horizon variance decompositions

This section outlines the construction of standard errors using the delta method for

conducting inference on the full-horizon variance decompositions for subjective

expectations. The one-year variance decompositions are based on linear regressions

as in Cochrane (1992), and inference can therefore be conducted without issue. We

undertake the following step to compute standard errors for the full-horizon compo-

nents. First, we estimate φh by regressing five-year subjective return expectations on

one-year subjective return expectations (and a constant) as specified in the decay

model in (2.9). The regression coefficient provides us with the estimate φ̂4
h that can

be used to obtain φ̂h by taking the positive of the fourth root of φ̂4
h . To do inference

on φ̂h , we apply the delta method. The delta method states that

var
(

f
(
X

))= (
f ′

(
E

[
X

]))2

var
(
X

)
(A.8)

var
(
X

)= var
(

f
(
X

))
(

f ′
(
E

[
X

]))2 . (A.9)

We obtain φ̂4
h from the regression, but our objective is inference on φ̂h . Our case is

therefore equivalent to having f
(
X

)= X 4, and we are interested in the square root

of (A.9). The regression for the decay model provides the numerator. Let f (E
[

X
]
) = φ̂4

h

so that f ′
(
E

[
X

])= 4φ̂3
h , and we can compute the standard error for φ̂h .

We next turn our attention to obtaining a standard error for the long-run coeffi-

cient 1/
(
1−ρφh

)
to conduct inference on DR. We can compute this standard error

using (A.8). Let

√(
f ′

(
E

[
X

]))2

be given as ρ/
(
1−ρφ̂h

)2
, which when multiplied by

the standard error of φ̂h provides us with the standard error of 1/(1−ρφh). We can

then compute the standard error of DR as

se(DR) =
√

var(DR)

=
√√√√var

(
1

1−ρφ̂DR1

)

=
√√√√(

DR1
)2 var

(
1

1−ρφ̂h

)
+

(
1

1−ρφ̂h

)2

var
(
DR1

)+var

(
1

1−ρφ̂

)
V ar

(
DR1

)
.

(A.10)

We assume that DR1 and 1/
(
1−ρφh

)
are independent — as do De La O and Myers

(2021). This assumption yields the final expression in (A.10) when using the classic

result that the variance of the product of two independent random variables X and

Y is given by var
(
X Y

) = (
E

[
X

])2
var

(
Y

)+ (
E

[
Y

])2
var

(
X

)+ var
(
X

)
var

(
Y

)
. Last, it

follows immediately from the identity 1 = Y +DR that se(DR) = se(Y ).
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A.1.4 Inference on belief distortions

This section outlines the construction of standard errors for the belief distortions.

In our first approach to quantify UY and UDR , we first use the estimate of DR and

back out Y from the identity 1 = Y +DR. This means that se(DR) = se(Y ), which

are then obtained using the delta method as outlined. We then estimate UDR using

our VAR model and the estimate of φh . We then obtain UY as UY =−UDR using the

constraint 1 = Y +UY +DR +UDR . The standard error on UDR , i.e., se(UDR ), is the

Newey-West corrected standard error obtained from regression. Next, we obtain se(Y )

as se(Y ) =
√

se(DR)2 + se(Y )2 + se(UY )2. This means that we effectively assume the

covariances to be equal to zero. In Table A.12 we once again obtain Y from the identity

1 = Y +DR having estimated DR . Here, we estimate UY using (2.20) and our estimate

of φy . Thus, the standard error is the Newey-West corrected standard error obtained

from estimation. UDR is likewise estimated using OLS. In Table A.13 we obtain all

four components, i.e., Y , DR, UY , and UDR . Here, the standard errors for Y and DR

are obtained using the delta method outlined above. The standard errors of UY and

UDR are obtained from regression.

A.1.5 Long-run rational expectations

We compute long-horizon rational expectations as in (2.12) using the VAR model in

(2.11). For example, suppose that we are interested in rational expectations j +1 steps

ahead

Et

[
zt+1+ j

]
= A j+1zt ,

then we can express
∑∞

j=0ρ
j Et

[
rt+1+ j

]
as

∞∑
j=0

ρ j Et [rt+1+ j ] =
∞∑

j=0
ρ j e ′

2Et

[
zt+1+ j

]
,

=
∞∑

j=0
e ′

2 A(ρA) j zt ,

= e ′
2 A

I −ρA
zt .

Finally, we note that replacing e ′
2 with e ′

1 immediately provides an expression for∑∞
j=0ρ

j Et [∆yt+1+ j ].

A.1.6 House price changes versus housing returns

Our baseline results are obtained using subjective expectations about future price

changes as an approximation for subjective expectations for housing returns, i.e.,

E∗
t

[
ht+1

] ≈ E∗
t

[
∆pt+1

]
. One may rightfully ask what influence this may have on
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our baseline finding that house price movements are primarily driven by subjective

cash flow (income) expectations. Below we derive an expression for the missing rent

component of returns and show that omitting rent from the return calculations result

in an upward bias in the covariance between the log price-income ratio and house

price changes, which implies that our results for the fraction of variance explained by

subjective income expectations may be overstated. To investigate this concern, we

depart from the definition of gross housing returns

Ht+1 = Rt+1 +Pt+1

Pt
. (A.11)

Take logs and re-arrange to obtain

ht+1 = log

(
1+ Rt+1

Pt+1

)
+ log

(
Pt+1

)− log
(
Pt

)
(A.12)

= log
(
1+exp

{
r pt+1

})+∆pt+1, (A.13)

where lowercase letters denote log variables. We then take a first-order Taylor approx-

imation to the term log
(
1+exp{r pt+1}

)
around the long run mean ¯r p

log
(
1+exp

{
r pt+1

})≈ log
(
1+exp

{
¯r p

})+ exp
{

¯r p
}

1+exp
{

¯r p
} (

r pt+1 − ¯r p
)

= log
(
1+exp

{
¯r p

})− exp
{

¯r p
}

1+exp
{

¯r p
} r p︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ

+ exp
{

¯r p
}

1+exp
{

¯r p
}︸ ︷︷ ︸

ρ

r pt+1

= κ+ρr pt+1 (A.14)

Insert the approximation into (A.13) and take conditional subjective expectations to

obtain

E∗
t

[
ht+1

]= κ+ρE∗
t

[
r pt+1

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
bias

+E∗
t

[
∆pt+1

]
. (A.15)

We do not have survey data for r pt+1, but we can obtain a view of the bias under

fairly mild assumptions. Suppose that agents expect r pt to follow an AR(1)-process

r pt+1 =
(
1−φr p

)
µr p +φr p r pt +εr p

t+1. (A.16)

Under this assumption, the bias term becomes

bias = κ+ρ
(
1−φr p

)
µr p +ρφr p r pt . (A.17)

Our empirical methodology is based on studying the covariance between subjective

returns expectations and the log price-income ratio. We can define an expression for
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the bias in the covariance between house price changes and the log price-income

ratio originating from leaving out rent as

cov
(
pyt ,E∗

t

[
ht+1

])= cov

(
pyt ,κ+ρ

(
1−φr p

)
µr p +ρφr p r pt +E∗

t

[
∆pt+1

])
= ρφr p cov

(
pyt ,r pt

)+cov
(
pyt ,E∗

t

[
∆pt+1

])
(A.18)

The difference between cov
(
pyt ,E∗

t

[
∆pt+1

])
and cov

(
pyt ,E∗

t

[
ht+1

])
is then given

by the expression

cov
(
pyt ,E∗

t

[
∆pt+1

])−cov
(
pyt ,E∗

t

[
ht+1

])=− ρ︸︷︷︸
>0

·φr p︸︷︷︸
>0

·cov
(
pyt ,r pt

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

> 0.

Thus, the covariance term employed for our baseline empirical results is upward

biased. The magnitude of the bias depends on how persistent agents believe r pt to

be. Section A.2.3 confirms our baseline results by illustrating that the bias is small in

magnitude, and that our findings remain both qualitatively and quantitatively very

similar.

A.2 Additional results and robustness checks

This section provides additional empirical results and robustness checks on our

baseline findings for subjective return and income expectations, and their role in

explaining house price movements.

A.2.1 A Variance decomposition with the log rent-income ratio

In our baseline empirical implementation of the variance decomposition for the log

price-income ratio, we omit the term related to the variability of the log rent-income

ratio r yt (multiplied with 1−ρ). In this section, we formally demonstrate that the

contributions of the term to explaining house price movements are economically neg-

ligible and therefore can be safely omitted without affecting the overall conclusions.

The one-year horizon variance decomposition that accounts for r yt becomes

1 =ρ
cov

(
pyt ,Et

[
pyt+1

])
var

(
pyt

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
LT

+(
1−ρ) cov

(
Et

[
r yt+1

]
, pyt

)
var

(
pyt

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
RY

+
cov

(
pyt ,Et

[
∆yt+1

])
var

(
pyt

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y1

+
cov

(
−Et

[
ht+1

]
, pyt

)
var

(
pyt

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
DR1

, (A.19)

where the term RY captures the fraction of variance explained by r yt . Assuming that

r yt = E∗
t

[
r yt+1

]
(due to missing survey data) to carry out a simplified evaluation of

its role, we find that RY is small and negligible.
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Table A.1: One-year horizon decompositions with r yt
This table reports variance decompositions for one-year subjective expectations. We report
the importance of one-year subjective income growth expectations (Y1), subjective return
expectations (DR1), and the rent-income ratio (RY ) in the price-income decomposition. The
coefficients Y1, DR1, RY , and LT are obtained by regressing one-year subjective income
expectations, return expectations, rent-income ratios, and ρ multiplied by the one-year price-
income ratio expectations on the current price-income ratio, respectively. We consider various
time periods based on data availability, and all estimated are based on quarterly data. Newey
and West (1987) standard errors are reported in parentheses. The sample period spans 1980:Q2
to 2021:Q1.

Sample Y1 DR1 RY LT

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.07 -0.03 0.00 0.98
(0.01) (0.04) (0.00) (0.03)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.05 0.08 0.00 0.88
(0.04) (0.07) (0.00) (0.12)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.09 0.02 0.01 0.89
(0.03) (0.05) (0.00) (0.07)

Table A.1 presents the one-year variance decompositions for the extended specifi-

cation in (A.19). The main conclusion is that RY is economically small and negligible

for all sample periods considered, although significant in statistical terms. Impor-

tantly, is accounts for virtually zero of the variance in the log price-income ratio. We

take this result as corroborating our approach of ignoring the term for simplicity in

our baseline specifications.

A.2.2 An annual VAR model

Our baseline VAR model for rational expectations is estimated using quarterly data

for one-year growth rates to match the horizon for the subjective expectations from

the University of Michigan’s survey of consumers. To verify that we obtain similar

results using non-overlapping observations, this section re-estimates the VAR model

in (2.11) at an annual frequency by sampling end-of-fourth-quarter annual values.

Table A.2 presents parameter estimates for the annual VAR model. Overall, the

parameter estimates are similar and points to similar mechanisms. For example,

the log-price income ratio predicts log income growth with a positive coefficient,

predicts log housing returns with a negative coefficient, and is highly persistent.

Overall, the results here suggest that our use of one-year growth rates at the quarterly

frequency is not driving our result for rational expectations. Table A.3 provides full-

horizon decompositions from the baseline VAR in Panel A (for comparison) and

the annual VAR in Panel B. The overall take-aways are qualitatively identical, and

discount rates drive the majority of the variation in house price movements under

rational expectations regardless of how the VAR model is estimated.
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Table A.2: Annual VAR model
This table reports parameter estimates from the vector autoregressive (VAR) model in (2.11)
with variable vector zt =

(
∆yt ,ht , pyt

)
. ∆yt is the annual log growth rate in disposable income,

ht is the annual log housing return, and pyt is the log price-income ratio. We report parameter
estimates, standard errors (in parenthesis), and R2 (in percentage points) for each variable.
Standard errors are computed using the Newey and West (1987) covariance estimator. The
sample period spans 1980 to 2021 using end-of-year observations.

∆yt ht pyt R2

∆yt+1 0.17 0.14 0.12 50.57
(0.16) (0.10) (0.06)

ht+1 0.38 0.82 -0.16 62.86
(0.17) (0.18) (0.06)

pyt+1 0.22 0.68 0.73 92.95
(0.20) (0.21) (0.06)

Table A.3: Full-horizon decompositions for the log price-income ratio
This table presents full-horizon variance decompositions for rational expectations computed
from the VAR model in (2.11) for the log price-income ratio. Y notes the fraction of variance
explained by income growth rates (cash flows) and DR represent the fraction of variance
explained by discount rates. We report Newey and West (1987) standard errors in parentheses.
The sample period spans 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1

Sample Y DR

Panel A: Year-on-year VAR

Rational Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 -0.12 1.12
(0.00) (0.00)

Rational Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.21 0.77
(0.06) (0.07)

Rational Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.18 0.81
(0.04) (0.05)

Panel B: Annual VAR

Rational Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.01 0.99
(0.29) (0.30)

Rational Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.27 0.71
(0.10) (0.11)

Rational Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.28 0.70
(0.06) (0.07)
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A.2.3 Gauging the bias from using expected house price changes

Section A.1.6 derives an expression for bias induced from using subjective expec-

tations for house price changes rather than house price returns. In this section, we

re-estimate the full-horizon variance decompositions for house price movements

while accounting for the bias term in (A.17) to gauge the impact on our baseline

conclusions. Table A.4 presents the full-horizon variance decompositions for this

case over the same time periods as our baseline results. The main conclusion is that

the full-horizon decompositions closely resembles those obtained without correcting

for the bias. Indeed, subjective income expectations remains the dominant driver of

house price movements in our sample, whereas subjective return expectations plays

a much smaller role.

Table A.4: Full-horizon decompositions with bias correction
This table presents full-horizon variance decompositions for subjective expectations when
accounting for the bias in our measure of expected housing returns using (A.17). All decompo-
sitions are based on estimating DR = DR1/

(
1−ρφh

)
using the estimated φh = 0.58 value from

the decay model in (2.9) using one-year and five-year return expectations. We then back out
Y from the identify 1 = Y +DR and the estimate of φy using Y1 from Table 2.3. We estimate
DR1 by regressing one-year subjective return expectations into the log price-income ratio.
Standard errors are reported in parentheses. We report Newey and West (1987) standard errors
for φh , but based on the standard errors for Y1, DR1, and φh assuming independent errors for
subjective expectations as in De La O and Myers (2021). The sample period spans 1980:Q2 to
2021:Q1.

Sample Y DR

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.99 0.01
(0.09) (0.09)

Synthetic Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.96 0.04
(0.07) (0.07)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.73 0.27
(0.13) (0.13)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.92 0.08
(0.10) (0.10)

A.2.4 Alternative sample splits

Table A.5 presents results for alternative sample splits. Our baseline results are ob-

tained for the period 1980-2021, and for a sample split in 2007, which coincides both

with the housing bust and the availability of subjective return expectations from the

University of Michigan’s consumer survey. Campbell et al. (2009) split their sample

into two periods from 1975 to 1996 and from 1997 to 2007, respectively, to account

for an unprecedented decline in the rent–price ratio that occurred during the latter

period. To test the robustness of our results over different sample splits, we consider

the same periods as in Campbell et al. (2009), i.e., pre-1997 and post-1997. Moreover,
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as a separate test, we exclude observations during the Covid-19 pandemic in order

to assess the influence on our main results. First, the outbreak of the Covid-19 pan-

Table A.5: Alternative sample splits
This table presents full-horizon variance decompositions for subjective expectations over
alternative sample periods based on Campbell et al. (2009) and excluding the Covid-19 pan-
demic. All decompositions are based on estimating DR = DR1/

(
1−ρφh

)
using the estimated

φh = 0.58 value from the decay model in (2.9) using one-year and five-year return expecta-
tions. We then back out Y from the identify 1 = Y +DR and the estimate of φy using Y1 from
Table 2.3. We estimate DR1 by regressing one-year subjective return expectations into the log
price-income ratio. Standard errors are reported in parentheses. We report Newey and West
(1987) standard errors for φh , but based on the standard errors for Y1, DR1, and φh assuming
independent errors for subjective expectations as in De La O and Myers (2021). The sample
period spans 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1.

Sample Y DR

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-1996:Q4 0.60 0.40
(0.14) (0.14)

Synthetic Expectations 1997:Q1-2021:Q1 1.09 -0.09
(0.03) (0.03)

Synthetic Expectations 1997:Q1-2019:Q4 1.09 -0.09
(0.03) (0.03)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2019:Q4 0.95 0.05
(0.12) (0.12)

demic has little influence on our result. Moreover, we find that subjective income

expectations remain the dominant driver of house price movements in all samples,

although the role is somewhat smaller prior to 1997. Overall, our main conclusion

are unaffected by other sample splits.

A.2.5 Additional results across income groups

This section provides additional results for subjective expectations and their influ-

ence on house price movements across income groups. We provide two sets of results:

(i) descriptive statistics for subjective expectations and (ii) one-year variance decom-

positions across the income groups.

Table A.6 presents descriptive statistics for subjective expectations across income

groups. One striking feature of the data is worth point out: both subjective return

and income growth expectations are increasing in the income group. For example,

average one-year return (income) expectations increases monotonically from 0.62

(0.61) to 1.54 (2.14) from the lowest to the highest income group. Similarly, subjective

expectations are more volatile for the higher income group.

The full-horizon variance decompositions presented in Table 2.6 suggest that sub-

jective income growth expectations is the dominant driver of house price movements

across the income groups, although with bigger values for Y for the low income group.
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Table A.6: Descriptive statistics across income groups
This table reports descriptive statistics subjective expectations from the Survey of Consumers
from the University of Michigan across income groups. For each variable, we report means,
medians, standard deviations (std.), minimum values, and maximum values. We consider
various data samples dictated by data availability and for comparability. The full sample period
spans 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q2.

Sample Mean Median Std. Min Max

Panel A: Low income

One-year returns 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 0.62 0.60 1.43 -2.10 3.60
Synthetic one-year returns 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 0.55 0.61 1.35 -1.86 3.93
Synthetic one-year returns 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 1.00 1.21 0.99 -2.62 2.65
Synthetic one-year returns 1980:Q2-2021:Q2 0.84 1.08 1.15 -2.62 3.93
Five-year returns 2007:Q3-2021:Q2 2.01 2.00 0.78 0.30 3.80
One-year income growth rates 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 0.61 0.60 0.44 -0.20 1.70
One-year income growth rates 1980:Q2-2021:Q2 0.71 0.70 0.71 -1.70 3.30

Panel B: Middle income

One-year returns 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 1.37 1.70 1.46 -1.90 4.20
Synthetic one-year returns 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 1.31 1.47 1.39 -1.02 4.46
Synthetic one-year returns 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 2.00 2.27 0.96 -1.02 3.62
Synthetic one-year returns 1980:Q2-2021:Q2 1.75 2.08 1.18 -1.02 4.46
Five-year returns 2007:Q3-2021:Q2 2.66 2.60 0.53 1.80 4.60
One-year income growth rates 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 1.34 1.40 0.79 -0.10 2.70
One-year income growth rates 1980:Q2-2021:Q2 2.52 2.60 1.21 -0.10 6.00

Panel C: High income

One-year returns 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 1.54 2.00 1.40 -1.90 4.60
Synthetic one-year returns 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 1.61 2.06 1.23 -0.34 4.10
Synthetic one-year returns 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 2.32 2.46 0.68 0.49 3.52
Synthetic one-year returns 1980:Q2-2021:Q2 2.07 2.38 0.97 -0.34 4.10
Five-year returns 2007:Q3-2021:Q2 2.83 2.80 0.40 2.20 4.30
One-year income growth rates 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 2.14 2.30 0.87 0.00 3.70
One-year income growth rates 1980:Q2-2021:Q2 3.57 3.50 1.48 0.00 7.70

Table A.7 provides a companion piece by presenting result for one-year variance de-

compositions based on subjective expectations across the income groups. Consistent

with our baseline findings, the long-term (LT ) component is the main driver at the

one-year horizon. This is true across all income groups with values of LT ranging

from 0.87 to 1.05. Secondly, Y1 is more important that DR1 across all income groups,

which points to subjective income growth expectations being more closely linked to

house price movements here as well.

Table A.8 provides a further check on our main results for income groups in

Table 2.6 by using survey data on future expected financial situation to obtain an

estimate for φy that we use to estimate Y and then back out DR from the identity

1 = Y +DR. We find high values of φy that are close to one, but all below one, and

results that are both qualitatively and quantitatively in line with our baseline results:

subjective income expectations remain the dominant drives of house price move-
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Table A.7: One-year variance decompositions across income groups
This table reports variance decompositions for one-year subjective expectations across income
groups. We report the importance of one-year subjective income growth expectations (Y1) and
subjective return expectations (DR1) in the price-income decomposition. The coefficients
Y1, DR1, and LT are obtained by regressing one-year subjective income expectations, return
expectations, and ρ multiplied by the one-year price-income ratio expectations on the current
price-income ratio, respectively. We consider various time periods based on data availability,
and all estimated are based on quarterly data. Newey and West (1987) standard errors are
reported in parentheses. The sample period spans 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1.

Sample Y1 DR1 LT

Panel A: Low income

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.03 -0.07 1.05
(0.01) (0.03) (0.03)

Synthetic Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.03 -0.05 1.03
(0.01) (0.04) (0.04)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 -0.01 0.04 0.98
(0.01) (0.05) (0.04)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.01 -0.01 1.01
(0.01) (0.04) (0.03)

Panel B: Middle income

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.07 -0.05 0.98
(0.01) (0.03) (0.03)

Synthetic Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.07 -0.02 0.96
(0.01) (0.03) (0.04)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.05 0.04 0.93
(0.04) (0.04) (0.08)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.10 -0.01 0.93
(0.03) (0.03) (0.05)

Panel C: High income

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.07 -0.00 0.94
(0.01) (0.03) (0.04)

Synthetic Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.07 -0.01 0.95
(0.01) (0.03) (0.04)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.07 0.01 0.92
(0.06) (0.02) (0.07)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.12 -0.02 0.91
(0.04) (0.02) (0.04)
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ments across all income groups. The only exception is for low income during the

1980 to 2006 period. Overall, we conclude that our main conclusion is not driven by a

particular income group, but instead extends to all income brackets.

Table A.8: Full horizon variance decompositions across income groups
This table presents full-horizon variance decompositions for subjective expectations across
three different income categories: the bottom third (Panel A), the middle third (Panel B), and

the upper third (Panel C). All decompositions are based on estimating Y = Y1/
(
1−ρφy

)
using

an value for φy estimated using the decay model in (2.9) using one-year and five-year expected
change in financial situation for each income group. We then back out DR from the identify
1 = Y +DR. We estimate Y1 by regressing one-year subjective income growth expectations
onto the log price-income ratio. Standard errors are reported in parentheses. We report Newey
and West (1987) standard errors for φy and the rational decomposition, but based on the
standard errors for Y1, DR1, and φy assuming independent errors for subjective expectations
as in De La O and Myers (2021). The sample period spans 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1.

Sample φy Y DR

Panel A: Low income

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.98 0.96 0.04
(0.01) (0.41) (0.41)

Subjective Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.98 -0.31 1.31
(0.01) (0.49) (0.49)

Subjective Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.98 0.31 0.69
(0.01) (0.29) (0.29)

Panel B: Middle income

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.95 1.34 -0.34
(0.01) (0.36) (0.36)

Subjective Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.95 0.85 0.15
(0.01) (0.78) (0.78)

Subjective Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.95 1.72 -0.72
(0.01) (0.71) (0.71)

Panel C: High income

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.91 0.67 0.33
(0.03) (0.23) (0.23)

Subjective Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.91 0.73 0.27
(0.03) (0.62) (0.62)

Subjective Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.91 1.15 -0.15
(0.03) (0.54) (0.54)

A.2.6 Additional results across age groups

This section provides additional results for subjective return and income expectations

and their influence on house price movements across three different age groups:

18–34, 35–54, and 55–97. We provide empirical results analogous to the previous

section for the three income groups.
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Table A.9 presents descriptive statistics for subjective expectations across age

groups. One-year return expectations are u-shaped in age, where the youngest and

eldest hold the highest subjective expectations for future house prices. Subjective in-

come expectations, conversely, are declining with age. For example, one-year income

growth expectations decline from a high of 3.85 for the youngest group to 0.25 for the

oldest group. Similarly, subjective income growth expectations display a much higher

volatility for the young age group (4.20 versus 0.20 for the oldest age group).

Table A.9: Descriptive statistics across age groups
This table reports descriptive statistics subjective expectations from the Survey of Consumers
from the University of Michigan across age groups. For each variable, we report means, medi-
ans, standard deviations (std.), minimum values, and maximum values. We consider various
data samples dictated by data availability and for comparability. The full sample period spans
1980:Q2 to 2021:Q2.

Sample Mean Median Std. Min Max

Panel A: Aged 18-34

One-year returns 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 1.35 1.60 1.33 -2.00 4.00
Synthetic one-year returns 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 1.41 1.47 1.10 -0.71 3.69
Synthetic one-year returns 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 2.19 2.48 1.04 -1.02 3.62
Synthetic one-year returns 1980:Q2-2021:Q2 1.91 2.18 1.12 -1.02 3.69
Five-year returns 2007:Q3-2021:Q2 2.54 2.45 0.80 0.70 6.00
One-year income growth rates 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 3.85 4.20 0.98 1.70 5.70
One-year income growth rates 1980:Q2-2021:Q2 4.93 4.80 1.47 0.70 9.80

Panel B: Aged 35-54

One-year returns 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 1.10 1.60 1.40 -2.00 3.30
Synthetic one-year returns 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 1.07 1.20 1.29 -1.06 3.22
Synthetic one-year returns 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 1.43 1.86 1.51 -3.52 3.11
Synthetic one-year returns 1980:Q2-2021:Q2 1.30 1.76 1.44 -3.52 3.22
Five-year returns 2007:Q3-2021:Q2 2.54 2.50 0.53 1.40 4.20
One-year income growth rates 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 2.13 2.30 0.77 0.50 3.30
One-year income growth rates 1980:Q2-2021:Q2 3.16 3.10 1.12 0.30 6.40

Panel C: Aged 55-97

One-year returns 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 1.33 1.50 1.42 -1.70 4.80
Synthetic one-year returns 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 1.30 1.58 1.39 -1.22 4.38
Synthetic one-year returns 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 1.20 1.70 1.73 -4.63 3.57
Synthetic one-year returns 1980:Q2-2021:Q2 1.23 1.65 1.61 -4.63 4.38
Five-year returns 2007:Q3-2021:Q2 2.55 2.60 0.41 1.60 3.80
One-year income growth rates 2007:Q1-2021:Q2 0.25 0.20 0.22 -0.10 0.80
One-year income growth rates 1980:Q2-2021:Q2 0.07 0.20 0.44 -2.80 1.00

Table A.10 presents result for one-year variance decompositions based on subjec-

tive expectations across the age groups. Consistent with our baseline findings, the

long-term (LT ) component is the main driver at the one-year horizon. This is true

across all income groups with values of LT ranging from 0.90 to 1.03. Secondly, Y1 is

more important that DR1 across all income groups, but especially so for the middle

age group of individuals aged 35 to 54. Overall, we conclude that our main conclusion
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is not driven by a particular age cohort in the set of survey of respondents.

Table A.10: One-year variance decompositions across age groups
This table reports variance decompositions for one-year subjective expectations across age
groups. We report the importance of one-year subjective income growth expectations (Y1) and
subjective return expectations (DR1) in the price-income decomposition. The coefficients
Y1, DR1, and LT are obtained by regressing one-year subjective income expectations, return
expectations, and ρ multiplied by the one-year price-income ratio expectations on the current
price-income ratio, respectively. We consider various time periods based on data availability,
and all estimated are based on quarterly data. Newey and West (1987) standard errors are
reported in parentheses. The sample period spans 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1.

Sample Y1 DR1 LT

Panel A: Aged 18-34

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.04 -0.04 1.01
(0.02) (0.03) (0.02)

Synthetic Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.04 -0.04 1.01
(0.02) (0.03) (0.01)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.08 0.05 0.88
(0.07) (0.05) (0.12)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.09 -0.02 0.93
(0.04) (0.04) (0.07)

Panel B: Aged 35-54

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.06 -0.03 0.98
(0.01) (0.03) (0.03)

Synthetic Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.06 -0.02 0.97
(0.01) (0.03) (0.04)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.05 0.08 0.88
(0.04) (0.07) (0.11)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.08 0.02 0.91
(0.03) (0.05) (0.07)

Panel C: Aged 55-97

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.02 -0.03 1.03
(0.00) (0.03) (0.03)

Synthetic Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.02 -0.02 1.01
(0.00) (0.04) (0.04)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 -0.01 0.09 0.93
(0.01) (0.08) (0.07)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 -0.01 0.03 0.99
(0.01) (0.06) (0.05)

Table A.11 provides a further check on our main results for income groups in

Table 2.7 by using survey data on future expected financial situation to obtain an

estimate for φy that we use to estimate Y and then back out DR from the identity

1 = Y +DR. Generally speaking, we obtain somewhat high values of φy in the range

of 0.83 to 0.94. Subjective income expectations are the dominant driver for the 35–54

age cohort, but there is mixed evidence from the other age groups where subjective

return expectations appears to play a larger role.
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Table A.11: Full horizon variance decompositions across income groups
This table presents full-horizon variance decompositions for subjective expectations across
three different age categories: for respondent aged 18–34 (Panel A), respondents aged 35–54
(Panel B), and respondents aged 55–97 (Panel C). All decompositions are based on estimating

Y = Y1/
(
1−ρφy

)
using an value forφu estimated using the decay model in (2.9) using one-year

and five-year return expectations for each age group. We then back out DR from the identify
1 = Y +DR. We estimate Y1 by regressing one-year subjective income growth expectations
onto the log price-income ratio. Standard errors are reported in parentheses. We report Newey
and West (1987) standard errors for φy and the rational decomposition, but based on the
standard errors for Y1, DR1, and φy assuming independent errors for subjective expectations
as in De La O and Myers (2021). The sample period spans 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1.

Sample φy Y DR

Panel A: Aged 18-34

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.83 0.25 0.75
(0.05) (0.16) (0.16)

Subjective Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.83 0.43 0.57
(0.05) (0.43) (0.43)

Subjective Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.83 0.54 0.46
(0.05) (0.31) (0.31)

Panel B: Aged 35-54

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.91 0.63 0.37
(0.02) (0.16) (0.16)

Subjective Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.91 0.50 0.50
(0.02) (0.45) (0.45)

Subjective Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.91 0.89 0.11
(0.02) (0.36) (0.36)

Panel C: Aged 55-97

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 0.94 0.23 0.77
(0.02) (0.08) (0.08)

Subjective Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.94 -0.21 1.21
(0.02) (0.21) (0.21)

Subjective Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.94 -0.14 1.14
(0.02) (0.15) (0.15)

A.2.7 Additional variance decompositions with belief distortions

Table A.12 provides a series of robustness checks for the estimation of our baseline

variance decompositions with and without including belief distortions. We first es-

timate the value for UY instead of backing out its implied value from the identity

1 = Y +UY +DR +UDR . Specifically, we use survey data to estimate DR and back out

Y from the identity. Next, we estimate UDR and UY separately using φh = 0.58 and

φy = 0.95, respectively. The difference between the results in Table A.12 and those

found in Table 2.10 comes down to the estimating procedure for the component UY .

In particular, because we no longer back out the implied value for UY , there is no

longer a guarantee that the components will sum to zero, i.e., UY +UDR = 0 is no
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Table A.12: Full-horizon variance decomposition: Estimating UY
This table presents full-horizon variance decompositions for subjective expectations that
account for belief distortions, which are defined as the difference between rational expectations
and subjective expectations (Bianchi et al., 2021). All decompositions are based on estimating
DR = DR1/

(
1−ρφh

)
using the estimated φh = 0.58 value from the decay model in (2.9) using

one-year and five-year return expectations. We then back out Y from the identify 1 = Y +DR.
We estimate DR1 by regressing one-year subjective return expectations into the log price-
income ratio. We compute the belief distortion component for income growth and returns
using the expressions in (2.20) and (2.21), respectively. UY is estimated using φy = 0.95. UDR
is estimated using φh = 0.58 The sample period spans 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1.

Sample Y UY DR UDR

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 1.08 -1.29 -0.08 1.20
(0.09) (0.17) (0.09) (0.09)

Synthetic Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 1.05 -1.29 -0.05 1.17
(0.08) (0.17) (0.08) (0.00)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.81 -0.59 0.19 0.58
(0.17) (0.68) (0.17) (0.16)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 0.95 -1.33 0.05 0.76
(0.12) (0.47) (0.12) (0.13)

longer necessarily the case. The estimates of UY for all sample periods are fairly close

to their counterpart in Table 2.10 except the for full sample estimate, which leaves

sum of the variance unexplained. For the first three periods reported in Table A.12,

the error amounts to -0.09, -0.12, and 0, respectively, across the sample periods. For

the full sample, the unexplained amount of variance amounts to -0.66. This was

to be expected due to (i) us not enforcing the identity, and (ii) the large difference

documented between the pre-2007 and post-2007 periods.

Table A.13 re-estimates all components separately using φy = 0.95 and φh = 0.58.

Thus, all components are estimated rather than backed out from the identify, and

their values are therefore no longer constrained by the identity 1 = Y +UY +DR+UDR .

Compared to Table 2.10, we can therefore gauge the differences for both Y and UY .

In the post-2007 period using subjective expectations we however have no error. The

estimate of Y is a bit larger than what we found in Tables 2.4 and 2.10 and UY is a bit

more negative. Using synthetic expectations for the same period the error amounts to

0.03. This difference stems from the estimate of DR , where our synthetic expectations

are bit less volatile in sample. Looking at the pre-2007 period in row three the error is

at 0.01. Y is very close the original backed out estimate. For the full sample the error

is at -0.09. Estimating Y on its own thus makes up for much of the error we found

in Table A.12, where we backed Y out. Y is found very large and so is UY , which is a

testament to both the different boom and bust episodes of the US housing market.
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Table A.13: Full-horizon variance decomposition: Estimating Y and UY
This table presents full-horizon variance decompositions for subjective expectations that
account for belief distortions, which are defined as the difference between rational expectations
and subjective expectations (Bianchi et al., 2021). All decompositions are based on estimating
DR = DR1/

(
1−ρφh

)
using the estimated φh = 0.58 value from the decay model in (2.9) using

one-year and five-year return expectations. We estimate Y = Y1/
(
1−ρφy

)
using the estimated

φy = 0.95 from subjective expectations about future financial situation. We estimate DR1 and
Y1 by regressing one-year subjective return and income growth expectations, respectively, into
the log price-income ratio. We compute the belief distortion component for income growth
and returns using the expressions in (2.20) and (2.21), respectively. UY is estimated using
φy = 0.95. UDR is estimated using φh = 0.58 The sample period spans 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1.

Sample Y UY DR UDR

Subjective Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 1.17 -1.29 -0.08 1.20
(0.09) (0.17) (0.09) (0.09)

Synthetic Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 1.17 -1.29 -0.05 1.17
(0.09) (0.17) (0.08) (0.00)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 0.80 -0.59 0.19 0.58
(0.17) (0.68) (0.17) (0.16)

Synthetic Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 1.51 -1.33 0.05 0.76
(0.12) (0.47) (0.12) (0.13)

A.2.8 A VAR model for the log price-rent ratio

The variance decompositions considered for our baseline findings are based on the

log price-income ratio. This sections instead considers a variance decomposition

based on the log price-rent ratio and a VAR model for rational expectations. That is,

our VAR system now consists of the vector zt =
(
∆rt ht prt

)′. We estimate the VAR

model for the log price-rent ratio using two data specifications: (i) using one-year

growth at a quarterly frequency (similar to our baseline case for the log price-income

ratio) and (ii) using end-of-year observations on one-year growth rates. Table A.14

presents the results for estimating the VAR models for the different cases. Overall, the

dynamics are similar to those for the log price-income ratio. The log price-rent ratio

positive predicts rent, negatively predicts returns, and is highly persistent.

Table A.15 then decomposes the variance of the log price-rent ratio at the full

horizon for all VAR specifications over the different time periods considered in our

baseline results. The main take-away from these results is the dominance of variations

that can be attributed to discount rate expectations. This is consistent with a large

literature that studies house price movements (see, e.g., Plazzi et al. (2010), Campbell

et al. (2009), and Engsted and Pedersen (2014)).
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Table A.14: VAR models for the log price-rent ratio
This table reports parameter estimates from the vector autoregressive (VAR) model in (2.11)
with variable vector zt =

(
∆rt ,ht , prt

)
. ∆rt is the log growth rate in rent, ht is the log housing

return, and prt is the log price-rent ratio. We report parameter estimates, standard errors (in
parenthesis), and R2 (in percentage points) for each variable. Standard errors are computed
using the Newey and West (1987) covariance estimator. The sample period spans 1980:Q2 to
2021:Q1.

∆rt ht prt R2

Panel A: Year-on-year VAR

∆rt+1 0.62 0.26 0.01 71.68
(0.09) (0.10) (0.03)

ht+1 -0.18 0.89 -0.12 64.34
(0.07) (0.09) (0.06)

prt+1 -0.80 0.63 0.87 89.37
(0.12) (0.11) (0.06)

Panel B: Annual VAR

∆rt+1 0.67 0.23 0.01 71.51
(0.12) (0.08) (0.02)

ht+1 -0.20 0.87 -0.12 60.98
(0.11) (0.19) (0.07)

prt+1 -0.87 0.64 0.88 97.16
(0.14) (0.18) (0.07)

Table A.15: Full-horizon decompositions for the log price-rent ratio
This table presents full-horizon variance decompositions for rational expectations computed
from the VAR model in (2.11) for the log price-rent ratio. R notes the fraction of variance
explained by rents (cash flows) and DR represent the fraction of variance explained by discount
rates. We report Newey and West (1987) standard errors in parentheses. The sample period
spans 1980:Q2 to 2021:Q1

Sample R DR

Rational Expectations 2007:Q1-2021:Q1 -1.02 1.99
(0.20) (0.20)

Rational Expectations 1980:Q2-2006:Q4 -1.22 2.18
(0.19) (0.19)

Rational Expectations 1980:Q2-2021:Q1 -1.42 2.38
(0.16) (0.16)
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A.3 Additional figures

This section provides additional figures and illustrations for survey data and rational

expectations used throughout the paper.

A.3.1 Subjective expectations for house price changes

Figure A.1 plots one-year and five-year subjective housing return expectations over

time. These series are used to estimate the parameter φh (see the regression in (2.9))

used to compute the full-horizon variance decomposition for house price movements

under subjective expectations. Importantly, we note that one-year subjective house

Figure A.1: Expected housing returns in one and five years
This figure plots Table 46 (Expected Change in Home Values During the Next Year) and Table
47 (Expected Change in Home Values During the Next 5 Years) from the Survey of Consumers
from the University of Michigan. Gray shaded areas are NBER recession period. The sample
spans 2007:Q1-2021:Q1.
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price change expectations are more volatile and declines more during bad times, e.g.,

during the 2008 recession and the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic. This mirrors

the conclusion from the descriptive statistics presented in Table 2.1 in the paper.

A.3.2 Expected financial situations in one and five years

We provide a robustness check on our implied value of φy , the persistence parameter

for subjective income expectations, using survey data on households expectations to

their future financial situations (in place of income expectations). This allow us to

estimate Y and back out DR from the identity 1 = Y +DR as a way to check our main

findings. Figure A.2 depicts the subjective expectations for the financial situation over

time when data is available (unfortunately, there is a large gap with missing data in

the time series).
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Figure A.2: Expected financial situation in one and five years
This figure plots Table 8 (Expected financial situation in one year) and Table 11 (Expected
financial situation in five years) from the Survey of Consumers from University of Michigan.
The first observation is 1968:08. Both surveys are conducted at various frequencies until 2011:07
from which point on both surveys are conducted at a monthly frequency. Gray shaded areas
are NBER recession periods. The sample period spans 1968:08-2021:03.
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Similar to subjective income and return expectations, we observe that five-year

expectations are higher than one-year expectations, and both decline in anticipation

of recessions.

A.3.3 Rational expectations from the VAR model

Figure A.3 visualizes the time series dynamics of rational expectations based on the

VAR model parameters from Table 2.2 relative to realized housing returns (top panel)

and income growth (bottom panel).
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Figure A.3: Rational expectations and realized returns and income growth
This figure plots the rational expectations as dictated by the VAR system in (2.11) against their
realized values. Gray shaded areas are NBER recession periods. The sample period spans
1982:Q2-2021:Q1.
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Rational expectations closely tracks realizations (as we would expect), although

model estimates at times lag realizations in the data. However, they behave overall

as we would expect and we use them in our study to gauge how and when investors

form alternative, subjective, expectations.

A.3.4 Dynamics of price ratios

Figure A.4 illustrates the time series dynamics of the log price-rent ratio and the log

price-income ratio, respectively. Both are presented in the indexed form available

from the OECD housing database. The price ratios behave as expected, and we see

particularly high values during the housing boom during the early 2000’s prior to the

housing crash and the ensuing financial crisis in 2008. Interestingly, the price-income

ratio seems to be more exposed to the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic than the
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price-rent ratio. However, as the results in Section A.2.4 suggests, this does not affect

any of conclusions.

Figure A.4: The price-income and price-rent ratio
This figure plots the log price-income ratio, i.e., pyt , and the log price-rent ratio, i.e., prt . Gray
shaded areas are NBER recession periods. The sample period is 1980:Q2-2021:Q1.
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Abstract

We construct a present-value model where a bubble is identified from survey expec-

tations. The bubble determines the overall level of the price-dividend ratio and helps

to match survey expectations on dividends, returns, and capital gains jointly with

the price-dividend ratio and realized dividends. The model also explains the excess

volatility puzzle and removes explosive dynamics in the price-dividend ratio once

adjusting for the bubble. We also show that bubbles generate a sizable negative bias

in the slope coefficient when future returns are regressed on the dividend yield and

hence lead researchers to underestimate the degree of return predictability.
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CHAPTER 3. A PRESENT-VALUE MODEL:

IDENTIFYING A STOCK MARKET BUBBLE USING SURVEY EXPECTATIONS

3.1 Introduction

Understanding the factors that determine the evolution of the stock market has

attracted considerable attention in the literature. The seminal work of Campbell

and Shiller (1988) shows how to construct a present-value model with time-varying

expected dividends and returns. Whether a speculative bubble also affects the stock

market has been heavily debated, both theoretically and empirically (see Brunner-

meier and Oehmke (2013) for a recent review). There are currently two dominating

approaches to detect a bubble. The first approach follows the work of Shiller (1981)

and compares the stock price to its fundamental value from discounted future divi-

dends. The second and more recent approach explores whether the price-dividend

ratio displays local explosiveness by using the recursive right-tail unit-root test of

Phillips, Shi, and Yu (2015).

The novel idea in the present paper is to use survey expectations to identify a

financial bubble. We follow van Binsbergen and Koijen (2010) and formulate the

present-value relation of Campbell and Shiller (1988) in a state-space model, where

the bubble is considered an unobserved state variable along with expected dividends

and expected returns. The model therefore features three state variables, which can-

not be reliably estimated by Kalman filtering when only using historical observations

on the price-dividend ratio and realized dividend growth as in van Binsbergen and

Koijen (2010). We suggest to overcome this identification problem by also using sur-

vey expectations on i) expected stock returns from the Graham-Harvey survey, ii)

expected dividend growth as in De la O and Myers (2021), and iii) expected capital

gains from the Livingston survey. These expectations introduce additional observ-

ables for the estimation and allow us to estimate the bubble by Kalman filtering. As a

result, the bubble is identified from the difference between the expectations reflected

in these surveys and the expectations embedded in the price-dividend ratio.

The main findings from our analysis on monthly U.S. data from 1952 to 2019 are

as follows. First, a bubble is essential for the model to match the evolution in surveys

jointly with the price-dividend ratio and realized dividends. Second, our estimated

bubble is very similar to the one reported in Shiller (2014), as it increases during the

1950s and 1960s, falls throughout the mid 1970s and remains at a low level during

the 1980s. The bubble increases strongly in the 1990s (i.e. the dot-com bubble), falls

after 2001, and increases once again before the financial crisis in 2007-2009. Another

way to validate our estimate of the bubble is to cross-check its implications with a

standard econometric bubble test. If our model provides an approximately correct

specification of the bubble bt , we should find evidence of explosive dynamics in the

price-dividend ratio pdt , but not in the bubble-adjusted price-dividend ratio pdt −bt .

Using the recursive right-tail unit-root test of Phillips et al. (2015), we find strong

evidence of a bubble in pdt , but not in pdt −bt as predicted by our model. Third, we

also show that the bubble is a key driver of variation in the price-dividend ratio and

determines more than 70% of its variation in the 1950s, 1970s, and 1990s. Expected
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returns (or discount rates) are also important, particularly during the 1960s, 1980s,

and 2010s, where this factor accounts for between 57% and 70% of the variation in

the price-dividend ratio. Changes in expected dividend growth have historically had a

small impact on the price-dividend ratio according to our model, although expected

dividends explain much of the variation in the price-dividend ratio during the 1950s

and 1960s, and in particular from 2003-2015 as found in De la O and Myers (2021).

Fourth, when omitting the bubble in the model, expected returns also capture the

variation in the price-dividend ratio that the bubble accounts for in our benchmark

specification. Hence, for a restricted model without a bubble, we find that nearly all

variation in the price-dividend ratio is assigned to expected returns, as commonly

reported in the literature (see van Binsbergen and Koijen (2010), Cochrane (2011),

among many others). Finally, our estimated bubble also explains the excess volatility

puzzle, as any sign of an elevated standard deviation in the price-dividend ratio is

absent for the bubble-adjusted price-dividend ratio.

A very popular approach in the literature to study return predictability is to regress

future stock returns on the current dividend yield as done in Cochrane (2008), Lettau

and Nieuwerburgh (2008), Chen (2009), among many others. However, little is known

about how robust these forecast regressions are to the presence of a speculative

bubble in the stock market. The proposed model gives a good description of how

a bubble affects the U.S. stock market, and it therefore serves as a natural setting

for addressing this question. Thus, we use our model with a bubble to simulate

stock market data and examine how well standard forecast regressions estimated

by ordinary least squares (OLS) perform in this setting. We highlight the following

results from this simulation study. First, the bubble generates a positive bias in the

persistence coefficient for the dividend yield, denoted φ, and hence overturns the

well-known negative bias in the OLS estimator φ̂ in finite samples. Second, when

regressing future stock returns on the current dividend yield, the slope coefficient

br has a sizable negative bias. For instance, its OLS estimator b̂r has a mean of

0.094 although its true value is 0.204. Two effects determine the size of this bias.

The first is closely related to the well-known bias in Stambaugh (1999), but with the

opposite sign, as the positive bias in φ̂ spills over into a negative bias in b̂r . Note also

that this ’reverse’ Stambaugh-bias is present in long samples, unlike the ’normal’

Stambaugh-bias, because the bubble-induced upward bias in φ̂ does not disappear

with a sufficiently long sample. The second effect that determines the bias in b̂r

stems from a bubble-induced omitted variable bias when regressing future returns

on the dividend yield. Thus, an important message from the simulation study is

that a bubble may lead researchers to greatly underestimate the degree of return

predictability when using simple forecast regressions. We finally show that one way to

avoid this negative bias is to follow Cochrane (2008) and evaluate return predictability

using bl r
r = br /

(
1−ρφ)

, which corresponds to the slope coefficient when all future

returns
∑∞

j=1ρ
j−1rt+ j are regressed on the current dividend yield. Here, ρ < 1 and
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denotes the well-known log-linearization parameter in the Campbell-Shiller relation.

Intuitively, this long-run estimator is not distorted by the bubble, because the bubble-

induced bias in ρ̂φ̂ cancels out with the bias when estimating br . The preferred

estimator of bl r
r is b̂l r,∗

r = b̂∗
r /

(
1− ρ̂φ̂

)
, where b̂∗

r is the implied slope coefficient from

the Campbell-Shiller relation and describes how the current dividend yield affects

future returns. This is because b̂l r,∗
r is less biased and more efficient than the ’direct’

estimator b̂l r
r = b̂r /

(
1− ρ̂φ̂

)
, where b̂r is the OLS slope coefficient when regressing

rt+1 on the dividend yield. Accordingly, when researchers are concerned about the

presence of a speculative bubble, the clear recommendation is to evaluate the degree

of return predictability using the long-run estimator b̂l r,∗
r .

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the

model and how it is estimated. The main empirical results are provided in Section

3.3 with various robustness checks deferred to Section 3.4. The implications of a

bubble for standard return predictability regressions are discussed in Section 3.5,

while Section 3.6 concludes.

3.2 A Present-Value Model with Financial Bubbles

We describe the present-value model with a financial bubble in Section 3.2.1 and

explain how the bubble is identified in Section 3.2.2. The data and the adopted

estimation approach are presented in Section 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, respectively.

3.2.1 The Model

Consider the model-free accounting identity of gross return Rt+1 =
(
Pt+1 +D t+1

)
/Pt

where Pt is the aggregate stock price at time t , and D t+1 is the dividend at time t +1.

Letting pdt ≡ log(Pt /D t ) denote the log-transformed price-dividend ratio, it follows

from Campbell and Shiller (1988) that a log-linearization around pd implies

pdt = log
(
1+exp

{
pdt+1

})+∆dt+1 − rt (3.1)

≈ κ+ρpdt+1 +∆dt+1 − rt+1,

where ρ ≡ exp
(
pd

)
/

(
1+exp

(
pd

))
and κ≡ log

(
1+exp

(
pd

))
−ρ×pd . Here,∆dt+1 ≡

log(D t+1/D t ) refers to dividend growth and rt ≡ log(Rt ) to the net stock return. Iter-

ating (3.1) forward in time and taking the conditional expectation gives

pdt = κ

1−ρ +
∞∑

j=0
ρ jEt [∆dt+1+ j ]−

∞∑
j=0

Et [ρ j rt+1+ j ]+bt (3.2)

where bt denotes a bubble as given by the discounted value of the expected price-

dividend ratio in the far future.1 Following van Binsbergen and Koijen (2010), the

1The expectation in (3.2) and elsewhere in the paper is with respect to the true physical probability
measure.
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dynamics of expected dividends and expected returns are specified by the latent (i.e.

unobserved) variables g t ≡ Et [∆dt+1] and µt ≡ Et [rt+1], which evolve according to

g t+1 = γ0 +γ1(g t −γ0)+εg
t+1, (3.3)

µt+1 = δ0 +δ1(µt −δ0)+εµt+1 (3.4)

where εµt+1 ∼NID(0,σ2
µ) and εg

t+1 ∼NID(0,σ2
g ) with γ1 < 1 and δ1 < 1. This implies

pdt = κ

1−ρ + γ0 −δ0

1−ρ︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

− 1

1−ρδ1︸ ︷︷ ︸
B1

(µt −δ0)+ 1

1−ργ1︸ ︷︷ ︸
B2

(g t −γ0)+bt . (3.5)

A predominant assumption in the literature is to omit the bubble as done in Campbell

and Shiller (1988), Bernanke and Kuttner (2005), van Binsbergen and Koijen (2010),

among many others. But there is ample evidence to suggest that the stock price is

affected by a speculative bubble (see Shiller (2003) for a review). In this paper we

therefore allow for a bubble by letting bt > 0. This bubble component in the stock

price is obviously not observable, and we therefore treat it as a latent variable along

with g t and µt .

The process for the bubble is typically specified such that Et
[
bt+1

]= bt /ρ, as it

implies a rational bubble when using the log-linearization in Campbell and Shiller

(1988). However, for a more accurate approximation to (3.1), the requirement for

a rational bubble is different. This is shown in Appendix A.1 by using a pointwise

log-linear approximation to log
(
1+exp

{
pdt+k

})
for k = {

1,2, ...
}
, meaning that the

approximation point for log
(
1+exp

{
pdt+k

})
is moved each period and equal to

pdt+k−1 such that it always is close to pdt+k . Although this highly accurate pointwise

approximation does not allow for a closed-form solution to the price-dividend ratio,

it provides valuable insight into the dynamics of the bubble. In particular, we show

that the bubble is rational if Et
[
bt+1

]= bt /ρt , where ρt ≡ exp
(
pdt

)
/
(
1+exp

(
pdt

))
and increases towards one for higher values of pdt . This means that the degree of

explosiveness in the bubble falls for higher values of the price-dividend ratio - for

instance due to an erupting bubble. We also demonstrate in Appendix A.1 that the

evolution in the bubble is clearly different when it grows at the rate 1/ρt instead

of 1/ρ, because the small approximation errors in the Campbell and Shiller (1988)

log-linearization accumulate over time. The same is not the case for the solution to

pdt in (3.5), which remains fairly accurate even with a bubble, as shown in Engsted,

Pedersen, and Tanggaard (2012) and discussed in detailed below in Section 3.4.2.

Accordingly, imposing that investors hold bubble expectations of the form Et
[
bt+1

]=
bt /ρ for all values of the price-dividend ratio does not follow from the model-free

accounting identity Rt+1 =
(
Pt+1 +D t+1

)
/Pt , but is a property linked to the log-linear

approximation.

Given this observation, we propose to use a fairly general process for the bubble

that does not necessarily imply a (log-linear) rational bubble with Et
[
bt+1

]= bt /ρ.
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However, as we will show below in Section 3.4.3, the process that we propose can

easily be constrained to satisfy this restriction. To formally present our process for bt ,

let bt ≡ exp{b̂t } to ensure that the bubble is always positive. The dynamics of b̂t are

given by

b̂t+1 =αb +ρb b̂t +ρbµ(µt −δ0)+ρbg (g t −γ0)+εb
t+1, (3.6)

where εb
t+1 ∼NID(0,σ2

b) and uncorrelated with all other shocks in the model. The

intercept αb controls the mean of b̂t+1 and hence the overall level of the bubble.

Persistence of b̂t is captured by ρb b̂t , where we require that ρb < 1 to ensure that

the bubble and the price-dividend ratio are stationary with finite unconditional

moments. However, the non-linearity introduced by the exponential function implies

that ∂bt+1/∂bt = ρb
(
bt+1/bt

)
, showing that the local persistence is time-varying

and increases when the bubble increases.2 We may therefore find spells of local

explosiveness in the bubble with ∂bt+1/∂bt > 1 following periods with a strongly

increasing bubble. Inspired by the work of Froot and Obstfeld (1991) on intrinsic

bubbles, we also allow b̂t to respond to the fundamental sources of variation in the

stock price as captured by g t and µt . It is easy to see that

∂pdt+1

∂µt
=−B1δ1 +bt+1ρbµ and

∂pdt+1

∂g t
= B2γ1 +bt+1ρbg , (3.7)

showing that a change in expected future returns moves the stock price by more than

implied by the Campbell and Shiller (1988)-relation, i.e., value B1δ1 if ρbµ < 0, and

similarly for future dividends if ρbg > 0. Such overreaction in the stock price is widely

documented, starting with the work of LeRoy and Porter (1981) and Shiller (1981).

Possible reasons for such overreaction include overconfidence (Daniel, Hirshleifer,

and Subrahmanyam (1998)), positive feedback trading (Long, Shleifer, Summers,

and Waldmann (1990)), and numerous other frictions and biases as surveyed in

Brunnermeier and Oehmke (2013). From a time-series perspective, the inclusion of

µt and g t in (3.6) imply that the bubble mimics a double integrated process (i.e. I(2)),

as both µt and g t are very persistent, and ρb is close to one.

3.2.2 Identification of the Bubble

van Binsbergen and Koijen (2010) use historical observations on the price-dividend

ratio and realized dividend growth to estimate the two latent variables g t and µt by

Kalman filtering. The presence of a bubble in the stock price introduces a third latent

variable bt , which cannot be reliably identified when only using two observables. We

suggest to overcome this identification problem by also using survey expectations

about future dividends, returns, and capital gains. These survey expectations intro-

duce additional observables for the estimation and allow us to identify the bubble

2This follows from rewriting (3.6) as bt+1 = exp
{
αb +ρbg ĝt +ρbµµ̂t +ρb logbt +εb

t+1

}
and taking

the derivative with respect to bt . Note that ĝt = gt −γ0 and µ̂t =µt −δ0.
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component in the stock price. This implies that we essentially identify the bubble

by the difference between the expectations reflected in these surveys and the expec-

tations embedded in the price-dividend ratio, when controlling for the dynamics in

realized dividend growth. As we shall see, survey data is not available for neither the

full sample period or at a monthly frequency. The Kalman filter is however capable

of handling missing data. Thus, we can use our survey data even though it is only

available for lower frequencies and for limited period of the sample.

3.2.3 The Data

We obtain monthly returns with and without dividends on the value-weighted portfo-

lio of all stocks on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), the American Stock Exchange

(Amex), and NASDAQ from January 1952 to December 2019 as provided by the Center

for Research in Security Prices (CRSP). A monthly series for dividend growth is con-

structed using year-on-year growth rates to control for well-known seasonality effects

in dividends. The price-dividend ratio is obtained as the monthly stock price dividend

by the average dividends in the past twelve months.3 Both series are constructed

using a cash-reinvestment scheme, where dividends received throughout the past

year are reinvested in the risk-free rate. The risk-free rate is here approximated by the

30 day T-bill rate from CRSP.

We use three surveys for the estimation. The first is the one-year ahead stock

return from the Graham-Harvey (GH) survey sr,G H
t |12 ≡ Et [rt+12], which is completed

each quarter by 200 to 500 chief financial officers of major U.S. corporations. We

use the mean of the forecasts across all survey participants in a given quarter to

represent the one-year ahead expected nominal stock return. This series is available

from 2004 Q1 to 2019 Q4. Our second survey is the recent measure of the one-year

ahead nominal dividend growth by De la O and Myers (2021) sg ,T R
t |12 ≡ Et [∆dt+12],

which is obtained by merging the Thomson-Reuters database with information from

the Institutional Brokers Estimate System. This series runs from 2003 Q1 to 2015

Q3, which we extend to 2019 Q4 using the procedure outlined in De la O and Myers

(2021).4 This series is for simplicity referred to as the Thomson-Reuters survey. Finally,

we draw on the biannual Livingston survey starting already in 1952, where economic

experts from the industry, the government, and academia are asked to forecast the

level of various S&P indices, where this index has been the S&P 500 since 1990.

From the one-year ahead forecast of the price level Et
[
Pt+12

]
(as given by the mean

of all survey participants), we approximate the expected price change ∆p(12)
t by

log
(
Et

[
Pt+12

]
/Pt

)
. Note that ∆p(12)

t only captures the expected capital gain/loss in

3That is, pdt = log
(
Pt /

∑11
i=0

(
Dt−i /12

))
, implying that the standard measure of the annual price-

dividend ratio is multiplied by log(12). This correction is introduced to ensure that pdt is comparable to
the one derived in the model with a monthly time-frequency.

4We thank Ricardo De la O for sharing his data on expected dividend growth and for valuable guidance
on how to extend their time series to 2019. All the technical details are summarized in our Online Appendix.
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the stock price and does not include expected dividends, as present in expected

returns from the Graham-Harvey survey.5 The series for ∆p(12)
t is available from June

1952 to December 2019 with a few missing observations from 1983 to 1985.

3.2.4 The Estimation Approach

We use five observables for the estimation. Our first observable is the realized div-

idend growth ∆d (12)
t ≡ log(D t /D t−12) during the past twelve months, which in a

monthly version of the model is

∆d (12)
t = 12γ0 +

11∑
i=0

ĝ t−1−i +
11∑

i=0
εd

t−i , (3.8)

where ĝ t ≡ g t −γ0 and εd
t ∼NID

(
0,σ2

d

)
is the monthly unexpected dividend growth.

Note that this formulation ensures consistency between the way dividend growth is

measured in the data and in the model. Our second observable is the price-dividend

ratio

pdt = A−B1µ̂t +B2 ĝ t +exp
{

b̂t

}
. (3.9)

The final three observables are the survey expectations sr,G H
t |12 , sg ,T R

t |12 , and∆p(12)
t . To see

how these variables are linked to the fundamental shocks
(
µt , g t

)
and the bubble bt ,

it is useful to derive their expressions in the model. Starting with the Graham-Harvey

survey, repeated application of (3.1) implies6

sr,G H
t |12 = Et

[
rt+1 + rt+2 + ...+ rt+12

]
(3.10)

= 12δ0 +
1−δ12

1

1−δ1
µ̂t︸ ︷︷ ︸

Fundamental component

−exp
{

b̂t

}
+ (
ρ−1

)
Et

[
11∑

i=1
exp

{
b̂t+i

}
+ρexp

{
b̂t+12

}]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Bubble component

.

This shows that the one-year ahead expected stock return is determined by a funda-

mental component controlled by µ̂t ≡µt −δ0 and the bubble. Given the structure for

the bubble in (3.6), it is straightforward to evaluate the conditional expectation of the

bubble component in (3.10) and express it as a function of
(
µ̂t , ĝ t , b̂t

)
as shown in

Appendix A.2.

The expression for the one-year ahead dividend growth by De la O and Myers

(2021) follows directly from (3.3) and is therefore unaffected by the bubble. That is,

sg ,T R
t |12 = Et

[
∆dt+1 +∆dt+2 + ...+∆dt+12

]
(3.11)

= 12γ0 + ĝ t
1−γ12

1

1−γ1
.

5That is, we follow the standard interpretation of the Graham-Harvey survey (see, for instance, Green-
wood and Shleifer (2014) and De la O and Myers (2021)), although dividends are not explicitly mentioned
in the survey.

6The derivation can be cound in A.2.
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For the Livingston survey, we need to compute the expected one-year ahead

price change ∆p(12)
t . To remove the effect of dividends (as present in rt+1), we first

use the accounting identity Rt+1 = (
Pt+1 +D t+1

)
/Pt to get log

(
Pt+1/Pt

) = rt+1 −
log

(
1+e−pdt+1

)
. From a first-order Taylor expansion around pd , we obtain

log

(
Pt+1

Pt

)
≈−κ0 + rt+1 +ρ0pdt+1,

where ρ0 ≡ e−pd /

(
1+e−pd

)
and κ0 ≡ log

(
1+e−pd

)
+ρ0pd . Given this approxima-

tion, simple algebra implies

∆p(12)
t = Et

[
log

(
Pt+1

Pt

)
+ log

(
Pt+2

Pt+1

)
+ ...+ log

(
Pt+12

Pt+11

)]
(3.12)

= A0 +
(
1−ρ0B1δ1

) 1−δ12
1

1−δ1
µ̂t +ρ0B2γ1

1−γ12
1

1−γ1
ĝ t︸ ︷︷ ︸

Fundamental component

+ρ0

12∑
i=1

Et

[
exp

{
b̂t+i

}]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Bubble component

,

where A0 ≡ 12
(
δ0 +ρ0 A−κ0

)
. Thus, the expected price change in the stock market

has a fundamental component determined by
(
µ̂t , ĝ t

)
and a bubble component.

Similar to (3.10), the conditional expectation of the bubble component is easily

evaluated and expressed as a function of
(
µ̂t , ĝ t , b̂t

)
as shown in Appendix A.2.

We collect the five observables in yt ≡
[
∆d (12)

t pdt sr,G H
t |12 sg ,T R

t |12 ∆p(12)
t

]′
and let the function g

(
xt

)
summarize the relationship between yt and the state

vector xt ≡
[

ĝ t µ̂t

{
εd

t−i

}11

i=0

{
ĝ t−i

}12
i=1 b̂t

]
as provided in (3.8) to (3.12). The

measurement equation for the model is then given by

yt = g
(
xt

)+vt , (3.13)

where vt ≡
[

0 0 v r,G H
t v g ,R

t v∆p
t

]′
accounts for survey measurement errors

that are uncorrelated with
(
εd

t+1,εµt+1,εg
t+1,εb

t+1

)
at all leads and lags. We assume that

vt ∼NID
(
0,Rv

)
, where Rv is a diagonal covariance matrix withσr,G H ,σg ,T R , andσ∆p

denoting the standard deviations in v r,G H
t , v g ,T R

t , and v∆p
t , respectively. The related

state equation is

xt+1 = h0 +hxxt +wt+1, (3.14)

where the elements in h0, hx, and wt+1 are easily derived from (3.3), (3.4), and (3.6)

and provided in Appendix A.2.

The bubble implies that pdt , sr,G H
t |12 , and ∆p(12)

t depend nonlinearly on the states,

and we are therefore unable to estimate the model by the standard Kalman filter as

applied in van Binsbergen and Koijen (2010). Instead, we use its nonlinear extension
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by Norgaard, Poulsen, and Ravn (2000) known as the central difference Kalman filter

(CDKF) to extract the states and estimate the model parameters by quasi maximum

likelihood (QML).7 A Monte Carlo study reported in the Online Appendix shows that

this estimator provides nearly unbiased estimates in samples of the same length

as seen in the data, despite having a highly persistent bubble process. That is, we

avoid well-known finite sample biases in vector autoregressions. This is because the

autoregressive coefficients such as δ1, γ1, and ρb enter in the measurement equations

(3.8) to (3.12), and we account for these cross-restrictions in our QML estimator. The

Monte Carlo study also shows that the asymptotic standard errors provide a fairly

accurate approximation to the variability of the sampling distributions in samples

of the same length as considered in our empirical application. We also note that the

asymptotic standard errors are stable.

3.3 Empirical Results

This section presents our main empirical evidence for a bubble in U.S. stock prices.

The estimated model parameters are discussed in Section 3.3.1, while Section 3.3.2

examines the model fit. The estimated bubble is reported in Section 3.3.3, and its

importance for the price-dividend ratio and returns are examined in Section 3.3.4.

The local persistence of the bubble is studied in Section 3.3.5, and we link our results

to a standard econometric bubble test in Section 3.3.6. We finally revisit the excess

volatility puzzle in Section 3.3.7.

3.3.1 The Estimated Model Parameters

For the estimation, we use the most accurate linear approximation of the present-

value model by letting the approximation point pd = E
[
pdt

]
, as shown in Engsted

et al. (2012). To ensure that E
[
pdt

]
matches the sample mean of the price-dividend

ratio p̂d ≡ 1
T

∑T
t=1 pdt , we calibrate δ0 appropriately by letting

δ0 = γ0 −
(
1−ρ)

p̂d − κ

1−ρ −exp

{
αb

1−ρb
+0.5V ar

[
b̂t

]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

E[bt ]

 , (3.15)

where the unconditional variance V ar
[

b̂t

]
is easily obtained from (3.14).

The estimates for the preferred model with a bubble (denoted by M) are provided

in the first column of Table 3.1. The mean of monthly expected dividend growth

7Another nonlinear version of the Kalman filter is the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) developed by
Julier, Uhlmann, and Durrant-Whyte (1995). The mean estimate in the UKF is identical to one in the CDKF,
whereas all covariance matrices in the CDKF have marginally higher theoretical accuracy for normally
distributed variables when compared to UKF. Both the CDKF and the UKF have higher theoretical accuracy
in comparison to the extended Kalman filter.
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is γ̂0 = 0.0029, or 3.48% when annualized, which is close to the sample mean of

5.47% for realized dividend growth. For expected returns, the mean is δ̂0 = 0.0083, or

9.96% when annualized, which matches the sample mean for realized stock returns of

10.09%. Both expected returns and expected dividend growth display high persistence

with δ̂1 = 0.9864 and γ̂1 = 0.9568, respectively, and hence evidence of a predictable

component. The innovations to expected returns εµt have a standard deviation of

σ̂µ = 0.0006, which is smaller than for expected dividend growth with σ̂g = 0.0015.

We also find that εµt is positively correlated with εd
t and ε

g
t as ρ̂µd = 0.2840 and

ρ̂gµ = 0.4116, respectively, whereas the correlation between εd
t and εg

t is restricted to

zero for identification as in van Binsbergen and Koijen (2010). A non-zero correlation

would indicate self-fulfilling beliefs. Columns two and three in Table 3.1 show that

omitting the bubble from the model (as in MNoB) and in addition excluding surveys

from the estimation (as in MNoB,NoS) affects the estimates of γ0, δ1,γ1, σµ, and ρgµ

somewhat, whereas the estimates of σg , σd , and ρµd are largely unaffected.

For the parameters describing the bubble, we first note that ρbg is not significantly

different from zero due to its wide standard error of 0.0678. Hence, the stock price

does not seem to overreact to variation in dividends, as considered in Froot and

Obstfeld (1991). Instead, we find evidence of overreaction due to variation in expected

returns, as ρ̂bµ = −1.1973 and is statistically different from zero given its standard

error of 0.2594. The bubble is also highly persistent with ρ̂b = 0.9976, and it displays

some idiosyncratic variation with σ̂b = 0.0159.

3.3.2 The Model Fit

As in van Binsbergen and Koijen (2010), the model provides by construction a perfect

fit to realized dividend growth and the price-dividend ratio (both shown in the Online

Appendix). We can therefore assess the in-sample fit by examining how well the model

matches the three surveys. The first column in Figure 3.1 shows the performance

of our preferred model M. It fits the expected returns in the Graham-Harvey survey

closely with a correlation of τ= 0.95 between the data and the model-implied series.

The model provides an equally satisfying fit to the Thomson-Reuters survey (τ= 0.96)

for expected dividends, and it captures the overall evolution in the long Livingston

survey for capital gains remarkably well (τ= 0.76). The second column in Figure

3.1 studies the performance of MNoB, where the bubble is omitted. This reduced

model is unable to explain the Graham-Harvey (τ= 0.09) and the Livingston survey

(τ=−0.02), whereas the fit to expected dividends in the Thomson-Reuters survey is

unaffected (τ= 0.97). The last column in Figure 3.1 omits the bubble and excludes

surveys in the estimation (i.e. MNoB,NoS), as done in the analysis of van Binsbergen

and Koijen (2010). We now find that expected returns in general go in the opposite

direction of the Graham-Harvey survey (τ=−0.53), and that expected price changes

are negatively correlated with the Livingston survey (τ=−0.12).

We draw two conclusions from these findings. First, survey expectations have a
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Table 3.1: Model Estimates
This table reports the QML estimates based on the CDKF for the present-value model using
data from the start of 1952 to the end of 2019. Numbers in parentheses are the asymptotic
standard errors obtained by pre- and post multiplying the variance of the score by the Hessian
matrix, which is computed as in Harvey (1989).The following versions of the model are reported:
the full model in column (1), without a bubble in column (2), without a bubble and surveys in
column (3), with the bubble restricted to be rational in column (4), the full model estimated on
the S&P index in column (5), the full model estimated on annual data in column (6), and the full
model estimated on annual data using a market reinvestment scheme in column (7) instead of
the cash reinvestment scheme applied in columns (1) to (6). The CDKF is initialized using the
unconditional distribution for the states, except for b̂t in MRational, where the starting value b̂0
is estimated as a free parameter and so is δ0. No standard errors are provided for parameters
that are on the boundary of the domain. For MS&P, the estimate of σd is zero, implying that
ρµd is not identified.

Data: Monthly Annually

M MNoB MNoB,NoS MRational
ρ MRational

ρt MS&P MAnnually M
Annually
Market

No
Bubble

No
Bubble

Rational
Bubble

Rational
Bubble

S&P Market

No
Surveys

Index Re-
invested

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

γ0 0.0029
(0.0008)

0.0027
(0.0003)

0.0048
(0.001)

0.0028
(0.0012)

0.0015
(0.0007)

0.0038
(0.0006)

0.0381
0.0070

0.0366
(0.0063)

δ1 0.9864
(0.0028)

0.9992
(0.0005)

0.9949
(0.0036)

0.9931
(0.0013)

0.9837
(0.0047)

0.9937
(0.0014)

0.8187
(0.0364)

0.7046
(0.0771)

γ1 0.9568
(0.0117)

0.9755
(0.0063)

0.9407
(0.0318)

0.9746
(0.0049)

0.9639
(0.0050)

0.9645
(0.0085)

0.3860
(0.1586)

0.4463
(0.1479)

σµ 0.0006
(0.0001)

0.0002
(0.0001)

0.0003
(0.0002)

0.0003
(0.0001)

0.0003
(0.0001)

0.0003
(0.0001)

0.0254
(0.0037)

0.0300
(0.0053)

σg 0.0015
(0.0004)

0.0014
(0.0003)

0.0016
(0.0005)

0.0012
(0.0002)

0.0014
(0.0002)

0.0009
(0.0001)

0.0432
(0.0129)

0.0457
(0.0108)

σd 0.0119
(0.001)

0.0118
(0.001)

0.0116
(0.001)

0.0120
(0.001)

0.0119
(0.001)

0.0000 0.0467
(0.0115)

0.0441
(0.0104)

ρµd 0.2840
(0.0638)

0.1959
(0.0553)

0.2688
(0.0324)

0.3668
(0.0774)

0.4761
(0.0960)

− 0.2129
(0.2289)

−0.0202
(0.2868)

ρgµ 0.4116
(0.2439)

0.7062
(0.1539)

0.3111
(0.1847)

0.4346
(0.2146)

0.4694
(0.1759)

0.5693
(0.1077)

−0.3816
(0.2920)

−0.3974
(0.2920)

αb −0.0001
(0.0008)

− − 0.0020
(0.0018)

0.0018
(0.0013)

−0.0010
(0.0015)

0.0045
(0.0079)

0.0055
(0.0059)

ρbg 0.0476
(0.0678)

− − 0 0 0.1277
(0.0834)

−0.1027
(0.0824)

0.3916
(0.1295)

ρbµ −1.1973
(0.2594)

− − 0 0 −1.579
(0.4640)

−0.9962
(0.2139)

−0.9917
(0.2256)

ρb 0.9976
(0.0011)

− − 0.9981
(0.0002)

0.9978
(0.0002)

0.9960
(0.0014)

0.9761
(0.0144)

0.9788
(0.0147)

σb 0.0159
(0.0039)

− − 0.0257
0.0112

0.0335
0.0073

0.0120
(0.0036)

0.0476
(0.0228)

0.0734
(0.0205)

σr,G H 0.0060
(0.0010)

0.0129
(0.0011)

− 0.0115
(0.0011)

0.0104
(0.0013)

0.0075
(0.0009)

0.0000 0.0126
(0.0030)

σg ,T R 0.0263
(0.0041)

0.0245
(0.0037)

− 0.0326
(0.0039)

0.0348
(0.0036)

0.0836
(0.0116)

0.0424
(0.0122)

0.0455
(0.0166)

σ∆p 0.0306
(0.0027)

0.0478
(0.0036)

− 0.0389
(0.0035)

0.0398
(0.0036)

0.0395
(0.0028)

0.0300
(0.0035)

0.0216
(0.0045)

Calibrated parameters

δ0 0.0083 0.0050 0.0072 0.0077 0.0064 0.0086 0.1068 0.1078
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Figure 3.1: Fit to Subjective Beliefs in Surveys
This figure shows the model fit to the subjective beliefs in the Graham-Harvey survey (top
row), the Thomson-Reuters survey (middle row), and the Livingston survey (bottom row).
Column one is for the full model M, while columns two and three are for MNoB and MNoB,NoS,
respectively. For each chart, τ denotes the correlation between the data and the model-implied
series computed at the filtered states from the CDKF.
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large impact on the expectations extracted from the present-value model. Second, a

speculative bubble component in the stock price is required to capture the evolution

in survey expectations about expected returns and the expected price changes - at

least when conditioning the analysis on realized dividend growth and the price-

dividend ratio.

3.3.3 The Estimated Bubble

Figure 3.2 shows the estimated bubble in M expressed as a fraction of the price-

dividend ratio, i.e. bt /pdt . In each time period, we report the mean of the bubble

along with selected percentiles of its probability distribution that accounts for estima-

tion uncertainty about the states and the model parameters. At a given point in time,

this distribution is positively skewed due to the log-normal specification adopted

for bt in (3.6). Focusing on the density between the 20th and 80th percentiles, the

distribution of bt /pdt is estimated with reasonable precision that generally is within

±0.05 units. The bubble starts at a fairly low level in the 1950s, but increases steadily

during the 1960s and peaks in the early 1970s, as the U.S. stock market became fash-

ionable according to Shiller (1984) with more people holding stocks and buying into

the Nifty Fifties. As a result, the bubble constitutes 22% of the price-dividend ratio at
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the mean estimate in the early 1970s. The bubble then falls throughout the mid 1970s

and remains at a low level during the 1980s, where the mean estimate gives a bubble

of about 15% of the price-dividend ratio. During the 1990s we see a strong increase in

the bubble (commonly termed the dot-com bubble), which peaks around 2001. The

bubble then falls after 2001 and increases somewhat just before the financial crisis

in 2007-2009, after which it falls again. Very encouragingly, Shiller (2014) reports the

same overall evolution in the difference between the actual and fundamental stock

price (see his Figure 1), although he uses a different approach to identify the bubble.

We interpret this as supporting evidence for our new approach to identify a bubble

using survey expectations.

Figure 3.2: The Estimated Bubble
This figure shows the sampling distribution for the bubble in M when expressed in relation
to the price-dividend ratio. This sampling distribution accounts for both state and parameter
uncertainty by drawing the model parameters in θ(s) from their asymptotic normal distribution
and the states by running the CDKF and its smoother. The model is estimated using monthly
data from the start of 1952 to the end of 2019.
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3.3.4 A Variance Decomposition for Prices and Returns

This section examines how important the bubble is for explaining the variability

in the stock price and returns. We first consider the price-dividend ratio where we

compute the historical evolution in pdt when only allowing for variation in expected

returns µt , expected dividend growth g t , and the bubble bt , respectively. The results

are reported in Figure 3.3, where the effect of each component is normalized to

one at the start of the sample. We first note that the bubble (the purple line with

triangles) accounts for the overall level in pdt . That is, it explains the upward trend
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in pdt during the 1950s and 1960s, the downward trend in pdt during 1970s, the

rapid increase in stock prices in the 1990s, and the subsequent correction after the

2001-recession. The effects of variation in expected returns (the blue line with pluses)

are somewhat smaller and in general have a negative impact on pdt until the mid

1970s and a positive effect from the mid 1970s to 2000. As for expected dividend

growth (the green line with circles), we find a positive contribution to pdt in the

1950s, and expected dividends help to explain some of the large drops in pdt during

the 1960s. We find even larger effects of expected dividends after 2000, where they

account for much of the increase in pdt during the early 2000s and the reduction in

pdt following the recent financial crisis. However, after the 2007-2009 recession, the

effect of expected dividends has been fairly small.

Figure 3.3: The Price-Dividend Ratio: Its Three Components
This figure shows the value of the price-dividend ratio pdt and its three components −B1µ̂t ,
B2 ĝt , and bt in the benchmark model M as implied by the smoothed states in the CDKF. The
effect of each component is normalized to one at the start of the sample in 1952.
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To quantify the importance of the three components, we follow Cochrane (1992)

and De la O and Myers (2021) among others and decompose the variation in the

price-dividend ratio as

1 = Cov(−B1µ̂t , pdt )

V ar (pdt )︸ ︷︷ ︸
βµ = Expected returns

+ Cov(B2 ĝ t , pdt )

V ar (pdt )︸ ︷︷ ︸
βg = Expected dividends

+ Cov(bt , pdt )

V ar (pdt )︸ ︷︷ ︸
βb = Bubble

. (3.16)

That is, the effect of expected returns for the price-dividend ratio is given by the slope

coefficient βµ in the regression −B1µ̂t =α0 +βµpdt +ut , and similarly for βg and βb .

Panel A in Table 3.2 applies this decomposition to M for each decade in our sample.
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In the 1950s, the key driver of the price-dividend ratio is the bubble with βb = 0.83,

but also expected dividends are important with βg = 0.25. Expected dividends are

even more important during the 1960s with βg = 0.39, whereas the bubble in this

decade is largely unimportant at the expense of expected returns with βµ = 0.57. In

the 1970s, the bubble is once again the key driver of the price-dividend ratio with

βb = 0.71, while expected returns are the most important factor during the 1980s

as βµ = 0.70. The model unexpectedly assigns most of the bull-market in the 1990s

to the bubble with βb = 0.79. For the period from 2000 to 2010, the decomposition

between expected dividends and the bubble is somewhat uncertain, as seen from

the wide 95% confidence intervals reported in parentheses in Table 3.2. When we

mechanically consider the period from 2000 to 2010, then the bubble comes out as

the main driver of the price-dividend ratio with βb = 0.61. However, if we instead

consider the period from 2003 to 2015 as in the recent analysis of De la O and Myers

(2021), then the decomposition is estimated more reliably with expected dividends

as the main driver of pdt with βg = 0.79. Thus, our analysis confirms the result in

De la O and Myers (2021) that variation in expected dividends is the key driver of the

price-dividend ratio from 2003 to 2015.8

Table 3.2: Variance Decomposition: The Price-Dividend Ratio
This table decomposes the variation in the price-dividend ratio into expected returns (Exp.
Returns), expected dividend growth (Exp. Dividends), and the bubble. The reported fractions
are obtained by using (3.16) and the smoothed states from the CDKF for the benchmark model
M and the model without a buble and surveys MNoB ,NoS . Figures in parentheses refer to the
95 percent confidence interval computed using the Newey-West standard errors with 4 lags
when conditioning on the smoothed states from the CDKF. The two models are estimated
using monthly data from the start of 1952 to the end of 2019.

Panel A: M Panel B: MNoB,NoS
Exp. Returns Exp. Dividends Bubble Exp. Returns Exp. Dividends

βµ βg βb βµ βg

1952-1960 −0.07
(−0.19,0.05)

0.25
(0.16,0.33)

0.83
(0.69,0.97)

0.90
(0.84,0.97)

0.10
(0.03,0.16)

1960-1970 0.57
(0.23,0.91)

0.39
(0.25,0.52)

0.04
(−0.42,0.51)

0.70
(0.59,0.81)

0.30
(0.19,0.41)

1970-1980 0.49
(0.40,0.57)

−0.20
(−0.27,−0.12)

0.71
(0.57,0.84)

1.16
(1.10,1.23)

−0.16
(−0.23,−0.10)

1980-1990 0.70
(0.61,0.80)

0.09
(−0.02,0.20)

0.21
(0.17,0.25)

0.93
(0.87,1.00)

0.07
(0.00,0.13)

1990-2000 0.19
(0.14,0.23)

0.02
(−0.03,0.06)

0.79
(0.71,0.88)

0.97
(0.93,1.01)

0.03
(−0.01,0.07)

2000-2010 0.27
(0.12,0.41)

0.12
(−0.23,0.47)

0.61
(0.36,0.87)

0.89
(0.70,1.08)

0.11
(−0.08,0.30)

2010-2019 0.69
(0.51,0.88)

0.11
(−0.10,0.33)

0.19
(0.02,0.37)

1.06
(0.80,1.32)

−0.06
(−0.32,0.20)

2003-2015 0.14
(−0.03,0.30)

0.79
(0.64,0.94)

0.07
(−0.00,0.14)

0.58
(0.45,0.70)

0.42
(0.30,0.55)

8For comparison, De la O and Myers (2021) report in their Online Appendix that the bubble accounts
for 16% of the variation in pdt from 2003-2015. Any difference inβµ,βg , andβb between the results in De la
O and Myers (2021) and our Table 3.2 for this period is most likely due to the fact that we accommodate
measurement errors in surveys unlike the analysis in De la O and Myers (2021).
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Panel B of Table 3.2 applies the decomposition in (3.16) to the model estimated

without a bubble and without surveys MNoB,NoS, which is the version considered in

van Binsbergen and Koijen (2010). The results show that expected returns inMNoB,NoS

also capture the variation that is due to the bubble in M. This implies that MNoB,NoS

assigns nearly all of the variation in the price-dividend ratio to expected returns,

which is the common finding in the literature (see Cochrane (2008), van Binsbergen

and Koijen (2010), and Cochrane (2011) among many others). Thus, omitting the

bubble when decomposing variation in the price-dividend ratio may lead to a sizable

upward bias in the fraction explained by expected returns.

Another important observation from Table 3.2 is that M assigns a larger fraction

of the variation in the price-dividend ratio during the 1950s and 1960s to expected

dividends than in MNoB,NoS. The Thomson-Reuters survey is a main source to identify

the importance of expected dividends in the model, but this survey is only available

from 2003 and hence not present during the 1950s and 1960s in either of the two

models. The key to reconcile these two observations is that the Thomson-Reuters

survey helps to identify the law of motion for expected dividends and hence also

affects the importance of dividends before 2003. To realize this, we first note that the

persistence in expected dividend growth g t is somewhat high in M with γ̂1 = 0.96,

implying that B2 = 22.0 in (3.5) and thus a relatively large effect on pdt following a

one percent change in g t . Re-estimating M without the Thomson-Reuters survey

implies a somewhat lower persistence with γ̂1 = 0.92 and therefore a smaller impact

of g t on the price-dividend ratio with B2 = 12.2. As a result, the variation explained by

g t in this modified version of M drops to βg = 0.10 from 1952-1960 and to βg = 0.26

from 1960-1970, which is very close the corresponding figures for MNoB,NoS in Table

3.2.

For the return innovations εr
t+1 ≡ rt+1 −µt , we have the following decomposition

1 =−ρB1

Cov
(
ε
µ
t+1,εr

t+1

)
V ar

(
εr

t+1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Expected returns

+
Cov

(
εd

t+1,εr
t+1

)
+ρB2Cov

(
ε

g
t+1,εr

t+1

)
V ar

(
εr

t+1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Expected dividends

+
Cov

(
ρbt+1 −bt ,εr

t+1

)
V ar

(
εr

t+1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Bubble

.

The results from this decomposition are nearly constant across time, where expected

returns, expected dividends, and the bubble account for 57%, 36%, and 8%, respec-

tively, of the variation in εr
t+1. This shows that the bubble is not particularly important

for returns, because the smooth nature of the bubble implies that most of its effect is

"differenced out".

To conclude, we find that the bubble accounts for a large fraction of the variation

in the price-dividend ratio. When the bubble is omitted, basically all of the variation

explained by the bubble is absorbed by expected returns, which then explain nearly

all variation in the price-dividend ratio.
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3.3.5 The Local Persistence of the Bubble

Considerable attention has been devoted to the persistence of the bubble, as local

explosiveness is often considered as a defining feature of a bubble (see Phillips, Wu,

and Yu (2011) and Phillips et al. (2015) among others). Figure 3.4 explores this aspect

of our estimated bubble by plotting its local persistence ∂bt /∂bt−1. Focusing on the

less noisy 12 month moving average of ∂bt /∂bt−1 (the bold line), we find that the local

persistence of bt is mostly above one during the 1950s and much of the 1960s, where

the bubble is increasing as seen from Figure 3.2. The persistence falls below one from

the early 1970s and until much of the mid 1980s, where the bubble falls to a lower

level. In the late 1980s, the local persistence once again gets above one with the start

of the dot-com bubble and generally displays explosive dynamics until the summer of

2000 - except for a brief period in the mid 1990s. With the bust of the dot-com bubble

in 2001, the local persistence drops substantially below one in the early and mid

2000s, where we see large reductions in the bubble and the price-dividend ratio. In

the run-up to the financial crisis in 2007-2009, we once again find explosive behavior

in the bubble during 2007, after which the bubble mostly displays stable dynamics

for the last part of the sample. Thus, our model implies the familiar pattern where a

financial bubble with local explosive dynamics coincides with spells of rapid growth

in the stock market valuations.

Figure 3.4: The Local Persistence in the Bubble
This figure shows the local persistence ∂bt /∂bt−1 = ρb

(
bt /bt−1

)
of the bubble in M at the

smoothed states from the CDKF along with a 12 month moving average of ∂bt /∂bt−1. The
model is estimated using monthly data from the start of 1952 to the end of 2019.
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3.3.6 An Econometric Bubble Test

Another way to validate our estimate of bt is to test for a speculative component in the

price-dividend ratio and in the bubble-adjusted price-dividend ratio pdt −bt . If our

model provides an approximately correct specification of the bubble, we should find

evidence of a bubble in pdt but not in pdt −bt when applying a standard econometric

bubble test. We consider the widely used recursive right-tail unit-root test of Phillips

et al. (2015), known as the generalized supremum augmented Dickey-Fuller test

(GS ADF ). For both pdt and pdt −bt , the Bayesian information criterion reveals that

no lags are needed in the related regressions linked to this test. The GS ADF -test

statistic for pdt in our sample is 2.79, which provides strong evidence for a bubble as

the 98% and 99% critical values are 2.66 and 2.92, respectively.9 We find much weaker

evidence for a bubble in pdt −bt , as the GS ADF -test statistic drops to 2.09 which

is below the 90% critical value of 2.12. Thus, these findings provide further support

for the suggested approach to identify a bubble, as our estimated bubble removes

evidence of explosive dynamics in the price-dividend ratio.

3.3.7 The Excess Volatility Puzzle

The works of Shiller (1981) and LeRoy and Porter (1981) argue that stock prices

are more volatile than what can be justified from realized dividends, and that this

provides evidence of a financial bubble. Hence, another way to validate our model is

to explore whether this excess volatility puzzle is resolved when adjusting the price-

dividend ratio by our estimated bubble. In the sample from 1952 to 2019, the standard

deviation of pdt is 0.39 but only 0.21 for the bubble-adjusted price-dividend ratio

pdt −bt . Our bubble-free empirical benchmark is the price-dividend ratio under

perfect foresight pd PF
t as applied in Shiller (1981). This measure is derived from

(3.2), when replacing Et [rt+1+ j ] by the sample mean r̄ = 10.09% and Et [∆dt+1+ j ]

by realized dividend growth ∆dt+1+ j for horizons available within the sample and

otherwise the unconditional sample mean ∆̄d = 5.47%. This implies that

pd PF
t = κ− r̄

1−ρ +
T−1∑
j=t

ρ j−t∆d j+1 + ∆̄d
ρT−t

1−ρ , (3.17)

when imposing the no-bubble condition lim j→∞ρ j pdt+ j = 0. The historical time

series of pd PF
t has a standard deviation of 0.12, and hence is even less volatile than

our bubble-adjusted price-dividend ratio. However, the variability in pd PF
t is likely to

be biased downwards because i) it does not account for variation in expected returns,

and ii) expected future dividends may have been different from realized dividends. To

get an idea of the size of the bias in pd PF
t , we simulate 2,000 samples of rt , pdt , and

9These critical values are for a finite sample of T = 816 observations (as in our sample), computed
using 2,000 simulated sample paths under the null hypothesis of no explosive dynamics, as given by
equation (3) in Phillips et al. (2015).
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∆dt with the same length as in our empirical sample using a version of our model

without a bubble (i.e. MNoB,NoS). In each of these simulated samples, we compute

the standard deviation of pdt and pd PF
t to identify the bias in the variability of pd PF

t .

The results show that the standard deviation of pd PF
t has a negative bias of 0.11. A

more appropriate empirical benchmark is therefore that the standard deviation of

the price-dividend ratio without a bubble should be around 0.23, which is remarkably

close to the standard deviation of 0.21 that we find for pdt − bt . This shows that

a speculative bubble may explain the excess volatility puzzle, as argued by Shiller

(2014).

3.4 Robustness Analysis

This section shows that the estimated bubble in Figure 3.2 is robust to several alter-

native specifications of the present-value model. We examine the impact of each

survey in Section 3.4.1, the effect of approximations errors when solving for pdt in

Section 3.4.2, the nature of the bubble in Section 3.4.3, restricting the estimation to

the S&P index in Section 3.4.4, the adopted time-frequency in Section 3.4.5, and the

implications of using a market-reinvestment scheme when constructing dividends

and prices in Section 3.4.6

3.4.1 The Impact of Each Survey

The key innovation in the present paper is to identify a financial bubble from survey

expectations. We next explore in Figure 3.5 how important each of the surveys are for

the estimated bubble by omitting one of the surveys one at the time, with the results

from the full model (using all three surveys) shown in the top left chart. The figure

shows that the estimated bubble is basically unaffected by excluding the Graham-

Harvey survey on expected returns (top right chart) and the Thomson-Reuters survey

on expected dividend growth (bottom left chart). These findings are not particular

surprising, given that both surveys are only available from the early 2000s. On the

other hand, omitting the Livingston survey on capital gains (bottom right chart) has

a very large effect, in part because it is the only survey that is present in our sample

before 2003. As a result, we are basically unable to reliably estimate the bubble before

2000 without the Livingston survey, as seen by the very wide probability distribution

for bt . After 2000, the probability distribution greatly narrows as we exploit informa-

tion from the Graham-Harvey and Thomson-Reuters surveys to identify the bubble.

In this case, the module of the bubble distribution after 2000 is somewhat lower than

in the benchmark model, although the 10-90% probability distribution still contains

the module estimate from the benchmark model. Accordingly, our estimated bubble

is robust to omitting both the Graham-Harvey and the Thomson-Reuters survey,

whereas the long Livingston survey unsurprisingly is essential for our results.
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Figure 3.5: The Bubble: Impact of each Survey
This figure shows the estimated bubble bt in M when i) estimated using all three surveys (top
left chart), ii) when excluding the Graham-Harvey survey (top right chart), iii) when excluding
the Thomson-Reuters survey (bottom left chart), or iv) when excluding the Livingston survey
(bottom right chart). All models are estimated using monthly data from the start of 1952 to the
end of 2019.

3.4.2 The Approximation Error in the Campbell-Shiller Relation

A natural concern is that the bubble mainly captures approximation error from

the Campbell and Shiller (1988) log-linearization in (3.1). One way to explore this

possibility is to consider the exact return relation

rt+1 = κ+ρpdt+1 +∆dt+1 −pdt +et+1, (3.18)

where et+1 ≡ log
(
1+exp

{
pdt+1

})−(
κ+ρpdt+1

)
is the log-linearization error in (3.1).

Iterating (3.18) forward in time and taking the conditional expectation, we get

pdt = κ

1−ρ +
∞∑

j=0
ρ jEt [∆dt+1+ j ]−

∞∑
j=0

ρ jEt [rt+1+ j ]+
∞∑

j=0
ρ jEt [et+1+ j ]+bt .

Thus, the approximation error in the price-dividend ratio is epd
t ≡∑∞

j=0ρ
jEt [et+1+ j ]

and enters in the same way as the bubble bt .

One way to measure the magnitude of epd
t is to follow Gao and Martin (2021), who

use the insight from Engsted et al. (2012) that the remainder of a first-order Taylor

approximation implies

et+1 = 1

2

exp{p̃d}

(1+exp{p̃d})2
(pdt+1 −pd)2,
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Figure 3.6: Approximation Errors and the Expected Return on the Bubble
This chart shows the estimated bubble from M along with the approximation error in the

price-dividend ratio as given by e
pd ,AR(1)
t in (3.19) with φ= 0.9990 and σpd = 0.0024, and by

e
pd ,MC
t in (3.20) with nMC = 2,000 and nT = 5,000.
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where p̃d is a number between pd and pdt+1. To evaluate the infinite sum related

to epd
t , Gao and Martin (2021) we make two assumptions. First, the reduced-form

dynamics of pdt is given by the AR(1) specification pdt+1 = pd +φ(pdt − pd)+
ε

pd
t+1 with ε

pd
t+1 ∼ N(0,σ2

pd ). As we will see below in Section 3.5.1, this will only be

approximately true for our model with a bubble. Second, let p̃d = pd as it gives the

largest approximation error for an elevated bubble where pdt+1 > pd . Given these

assumptions, simple algebra implies that the error in the price-dividend ratio is

epd ,AR(1)
t = ρ(1−ρ)φ2

2(1−ρφ2)

(pdt −pd)2 +
σ2

pd

(1−ρ)φ2

 . (3.19)

To avoid well-known small-sample biases when estimating φ, we use M to simulate a

long sample of 100,000 observations for pdt to obtain φ̂= 0.9990 and σ̂2
pd = 0.0024

by OLS. Figure 3.6 reveals that epd ,AR(1)
t (the dotted line) is fairly low throughout the

sample and generally well below the estimated bubble. This shows that approxima-

tion errors related to (3.1) cannot explain the sizeable bubble that we estimate in

the U.S. stock market. In relation to the study of Gao and Martin (2021), we notice

that the approximation error is largest, whenever our bubble measure peaks. This is

consistent with their point about the approximation error. We do, however, stress that

the approximation error does not subsume the magnitude of the identified bubble.

Another way to estimate epd
t is to evaluate Et

[
et+1+ j

]
by simulation. That is, in

a given period t , we use (3.5) to simulate nMC sample paths for pdt each with nT
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observations. This allows us to compute e(i)
t+ j = log

(
1+exp

{
pd(i)

t+ j

})
−

(
κ+ρpd(i)

t+ j

)
in the i th simulated sample at observation t + j and estimate the error in the price-

dividend ratio by

epd ,MC
t = 1

nMC

nMC∑
i=1

nT∑
j=0

ρ j e(i )
t+1+ j . (3.20)

Although this Monte Carlo estimate of epd
t is computationally more demanding than

(3.19), it should have higher accuracy as it does not rely on an AR(1)-specification

for pdt . Figure 3.6 shows that epd ,MC
t (the bold line) generally is below epd ,AR(1)

t , but

that the two measures of epd
t are very similar. As a result, we once again find that

approximation errors in the price-dividend ratio cannot explain the large bubble that

we find.

3.4.3 A Rational Bubble

It is obviously interesting to explore how close our general bubble specification is to

being rational. To address this question, we first note that the return of the bubble in

M is

Et
[
ρbt+1 −bt

]= ρexp

{
αb +ρbg ĝ t +ρbµµ̂t +ρb b̂t + 1

2
σ2

b

}
−bt (3.21)

for the standard approximation in Campbell and Shiller (1988) and similarly for the

pointwise log-linear approximation withρ replaced byρt = exp
(
pdt

)
/
(
1+exp

(
pdt

))
.

Thus, the expected return on the bubble depends on the two fundamental shocks(
ĝ t , µ̂t

)
and the bubble bt . Figure 3.7 shows that the expected return of the bubble

is fairly close to zero i) from 1952 to the mid 1960s, ii) during the mid 1980s, and

iii) from the mid 2000s and onwards. This is especially the case when using the dis-

count rate ρt from the very accurate pointwise log-linear approximation. On the

other hand, during the 1970s and the late 1990s the expected return of the bubble

differs substantially from zero and is clearly affected by the applied discount rate.

For instance in 2000, the pointwise approximation predicts Et
[
ρt bt+1 −bt

]= 7.2%,

whereas the standard approximation only implies Et
[
ρbt+1 −bt

]= 3.9%. This means

that the bubble especially during the 1970s and the late 1990s captures irrational

expectations, and hence the notion of "fashions" and "fads", as suggested by Shiller

(1984). Section 3.4.1 showed that we mainly identify the bubble from the Livingston

survey on expected future capital gains, and this finding is therefore consistent with

the results in Lakonishok (1980), Amromin and Sharpe (2014), and Greenwood and

Shleifer (2014) among others, who argue that survey expectations on future returns

are not rational. Indeed, when we regress the forecasting errors for the expected

capital gains in the Livingston survey on i) a constant, ii) the price-dividend ratio, iii)

past capital gains, and iv) past survey expectations, the last variable has a large signif-

icant slope coefficient of 0.59 with a t-statistic of 7.32 (computed using Newey-West
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standard errors with six lags). This shows that the forecast errors are predictable, and

hence that the Livingston survey on expected capital gains is not rational.

Figure 3.7: The Expected Return on the Bubble
The top chart shows the expected return on the bubble when using ρ and ρt from the standard
and pointwise log-linear approximation in M, respectively. The expected returns are annual-
ized by summing all returns within a year. The bottom chart shows the evolution in the two
annualized discount factors, i.e. ρ12 and

∏11
i=0ρt−i .
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To evaluate the magnitude of the persistence generated by the bubble, con-

sider the autocorrelation in returns cor r
(
rt ,rt−1

)
and the correlation of returns

with past returns when conditioning on pdt , i.e. the slope coefficients in the re-

gression rt+1 = β0 +βpd pdt +βr rt +ut+1. The model-implied moments are com-

puted by simulating 5,000 samples of the same length as in our data from which

we report the average of each moment. Panel A in Table 3.3 shows that our bench-

mark model M implies a very low degree of persistence in annual stock returns with

cor r
(
rt ,rt−1

)= 0.06 and βr = 0.01. When omitting the bubble in M by letting bt = 0,

the standard deviation of returns falls slightly from 0.16 to 0.13, and we see a fairly

small drop in the persistence of returns with cor r
(
rt ,rt−1

)=−0.02 and βr =−0.09.

This shows that the bubble only has a very small impact on the persistence of stock

market returns in the model. Panel B in Table 3.3 reveals that the corresponding

moments in U.S. data are cor r
(
rt ,rt−1

)=−0.11 and βr =−0.08 in our sample from

1952 to 2019, and if we start the sample already in 1927, then the estimates increase

to cor r
(
rt ,rt−1

)= 0.04 and βr = 0.08. Thus, from these historical estimates and their

95% confidence intervals (shown in parentheses) we conclude that the small degree

of persistence that the bubble in M generates for returns is well within the range seen

in historical data.

It follows from (3.21) that our model generates a log-linear rational bubble if
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Table 3.3: Key Moments for Stock Returns
This table shows key moments for annual realized returns by reporting the mean E

[
rt

]
, the

standard deviation
√

V ar
[
rt

]
, the persistence cor r

(
rt ,rt−1

)
, and the slope coefficients from

the OLS regression rt+1 =β0+βpd pdt +βr rt +ut+1, both in U.S. data and in various versions
of the model. The model-implied moments are computed by simulating 5,000 samples of
annual data with length T = 68 (as in the sample from 1952-2019), from which the average of
each moment is reported. For the empirical moments, numbers in parentheses denote the
95% confidence interval computed using a block bootstrap with a window of 10 years and
5,000 replications.

E
[
rt

] √
V ar

[
rt

]
cor r

(
rt ,rt−1

)
βpd βr

Panel A: Models
M 0.07 0.16 0.06 −0.08 0.01
M with bt = 0 0.10 0.13 −0.02 −0.19 −0.09

Panel B: U.S. Data
1952-2019 0.10

(0.07,0.13)
0.17

(0.13,0.19)
−0.11

(−0.33,0.07)
−0.12

(−0.23,−0.03)
−0.08

(−0.30,0.11)
1927-2019 0.09

(0.06,0.12)
0.19

(0.15,0.24)
0.04

(−0.20,0.24)
−0.07

(−0.16,0.02)
0.08

(−0.18,0.27)

i) logρ +αb + 1
2σ

2
b = 0, ii) ρbg = 0, iii) ρbµ = 0, and iv) ρb = 1. To side-step well-

known challenges of testing the unit-root hypothesis ρb = 1 in state-space models,

we take a conservative approach and only test the statistical evidence for the first

three restrictions, where standard asymptotic theory applies. A Wald test gives a

test-statistics of 26.34, which implies a p-value of 0.0000, meaning that we clearly

reject the presence of a log-linear rational bubble.

To explore the economic implications of having a log-linear rational bubble,

it may be instructive to re-estimate the model subject to this constraint.10 This

can be done by simply imposing the conditions i) to iv) listed above. A potential

disadvantage of this specification is that b̂t then displays a random walk with a trend

(as we generally have αb ̸= 0), which is unlikely to be a satisfying description of

how the bubble evolves. Hence, a more plausible specification for b̂t that avoids the

unit-root assumption is to introduce conditional heteroscedasticity in εb
t+1 by letting

V art

(
εb

t+1

)
=σ2

b +2
(
1−ρb

)
b̂t . With ρbg = ρbµ = 0, we then get

Et
[
ρbt+1

] = exp

{
logρ+αb +ρb b̂t + 1

2

(
σ2

b +2
(
1−ρb

)
b̂t

)}
= exp

{
logρ+αb +

1

2
σ2

b + b̂t

}
= bt

10This is done in Chan and Santi (2021), where the log-linear rational bubble switches between a stable
and an unstable process, although the bubble in Chan and Santi (2021) is not restricted to be strictly
positive.
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when imposing logρ+αb + 1
2σ

2
b = 0. The fourth column in Table 3.1 shows that the

estimates for this version of the model (denoted by MRat
ρ ) are very similar to those in

our benchmark model M. The main changes appear in the process for the bubble.

For the intercept, we find that αb =−0.0001 in M, whereas αb = 0.0020 in MRat
ρ due

to the requirement that logρ+αb + 1
2σ

2
b = 0. Similarly, the standard deviation for

innovations in the bubble σb increases from 0.0159 in M to 0.0257 in MRat
ρ due to

the absence of variation from ĝ t and µ̂t in the bubble. We also note that all standard

deviations for the survey measurement errors increase with a log-linear rational

bubble, showing that MRat
ρ provides a less satisfying fit to surveys when compared

to M. This is also seen from Figure 3.8, where MRat
ρ (the dotted line) struggles to fit

the Graham-Harvey and the Livingston survey with correlations of only τRat
ρ = 0.56

and τRat
ρ = 0.44 between the data and the model-implied series, respectively.11 Note

in particular how MRat
ρ struggles to fit the Livingston survey in the mid 1970s and the

late 1990s, where M generates large deviations from a log-linear rational bubble, as

shown above in Figure 3.7. To understand why the fit to these surveys deteriorate in

MRat
ρ , note first that the bubble component drops out of expected one-year returns

sr,G H
t |12 in (3.10) with a log-linear rational bubble, and this reduces the model’s ability

to match these expectations. For the expected price changes ∆p(12)
t in (3.12), the

bubble component remains present but simplifies to ρ0

(
1−

(
1
ρ

)12
)

/
(
ρ−1

)
bt due to

the imposed restrictions. Despite these changes, the bottom left chart in Figure 3.8

shows that the bubble in MRat
ρ is very similar to the one in our benchmark model M,

except that the estimated density in MRat
ρ has a slightly lower level when compared

to M in Figure 3.5.

Another possibility is to use the insight from Section 3.2.1 and instead impose

Et
[
ρt bt+1

] = bt to get a ’pointwise’ log-linear rational bubble. This can be done

by letting V art

(
εb

t+1

)
= σ2

b + 2
(
1−ρb

)
b̂t + 2log

(
ρ/ρt

)
and imposing conditions i)

to iii) mentioned above. We implement this specification by omitting the bubble

component in the Graham-Harvey survey and using ρ0

(
1−

(
1
ρt

)12
)

/
(
ρt −1

)
bt to

capture the bubble component in the Livingston survey. The fifth column in Table 3.1

shows that the estimates for this version of the model (denoted by MRat
ρt

) differ slightly

from the ones with a log-linear rational bubble, showing that the required discount

rate for the bubble does matter. We draw the same conclusion from Figure 3.8, where

MRat
ρt

(the bold line) provides a somewhat better fit to the Graham-Harvey survey

(τRat
ρt

= 0.72) and the Livingston survey (τRat
ρt

= 0.58) when compared to MRat
ρ .12 The

bottom right chart shows that the bubble in MRat
ρt

is even more similar to the bubble

in the benchmark model M than seen for MRat
ρ . At the mean estimate, the bubbles in

11Restricting the model to have a rational bubble does not affect the fit to expected dividends in the
Thomson-Reuters survey which we therefore omit in Figure 3.8.

12Another way to see this is that MRat
ρt implies an optimal quasi log-likelihood value of 4,354.7, whereas

corresponding optimum for MRat
ρ is only 4,327.6.
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Figure 3.8: A Restricted Model with a Rational Bubble
This figure reports the fit of M, MRat

ρ with a log-linear rational bubble, and MRat
ρt

with a
pointwise log-linear rational bubble to Graham-Harvey and Livingston survey at the top, and
the estimated bubble density for MRat

ρ and MRat
ρt

at the bottom. For the two charts at the

top, τRat
ρ denotes the correlation between the data and the model-implied series from MRat

ρ

computed at the filtered states from the CDKF, and similarly for τRat
ρt

. All models are estimated
using monthly data from the start of 1952 to the end of 2019.
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MRat
ρt

and M display a very high correlation of 0.94, whereas the correlation between

the bubbles in MRat
ρ and M is 0.81.

In conclusion, the data is best explained by allowing for irrational behavior in the

bubble as it improves the fit to surveys, but the estimated bubble is not materially

affected when considering either a log-linear or a pointwise log-linear rational bubble.

3.4.4 The S&P Index

As in the analysis of van Binsbergen and Koijen (2010), we have so far used the

CRSP stock market data for the estimation and hence included a broad range of

small and large firms in the analysis. In this section we specialize to large firms by

re-estimating the model on the S&P 500 index, where we use the data provided by

Robert Shiller’s homepage to measure prices and dividends. The estimates for this

version of the model (denoted by MS&P) are reported in the fifth column of Table

3.1 and are generally very similar to those in the benchmark model M. The main

exception relates to the standard deviation in realized dividend growth, where σd = 0

in MS&P but σd = 0.0119 in M. This difference is most likely explained by the fact that

the standard deviation of dividend growth is 6.71% in the CRSP data but only 5.60%
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for the S&P 500. Consequently, we cannot obtain an estimate of ρµd . The estimated

distribution for the bubble in MS&P is plotted in the top right chart in Figure 3.9, and

it is seen to have a slightly lower level than for the bubble in the benchmark model M

(reproduced in the top left chart). Apart from this minor difference, we conclude that

the two estimated bubbles are very similar and follow the same overall pattern.

Figure 3.9: Bubble Comparison
This figure shows the estimated bubble bt in the benchmark model (M) with cash re-invested
dividends, the model estimated on the S&P 500 index (MS&P), the annual version of the bench-
mark model (MAnnual ), and an annual model with market re-invested dividends (MAnnual

M ar ket ).
All models are estimated using data from the start of 1952 to the end of 2019.
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We have so far adopted a monthly time-frequency with dividends computed

using the year-on-year convention to correct for seasonality. Another way to avoid

seasonality in dividends is to use annual data as done in van Binsbergen and Koijen

(2010), although it greatly reduces the number of observations. To explore whether

the choice of data-frequency affects our results, we re-estimate the model on annual

data by letting one period in the model correspond to one year.13 The estimates for

this version of the model (denoted by MAnnually) are provided in the sixth column

of Table 3.1. We find that the estimates for MAnnually are very similar to those in

the benchmark model M when correcting for the different duration of a period in

the two models. For instance, in MAnnually we have that γ̂Annually
0 = 0.038, δ̂Annually

1 =
0.82, γ̂Annually

1 = 0.39, and ρ̂Annually
b = 0.98, while the comparable estimates in M are

γ̂0 ×12 = 0.035, δ̂12
1 = 0.85, and γ̂12

1 = 0.59, and ρ̂12
b = 0.97. Unreported results also

13In this case, realized annual dividend growth is ∆d (1)
t = γ0 + ĝt−1 + εd

t , and all expressions for

surveys simplify considerably, for instance the expected returns in the Graham-Harvey survey is sr,G H
t |1 =

δ0 + µ̂t −exp
{

b̂t

}
+ρEt

[
exp

{
b̂t+1

}]
. For further details, see the Online Appendix.
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show that MAnnually provides the same satisfying fit to surveys as in M. The estimated

bubble in MAnnually is shown in the bottom left chart in Figure 3.9, which reveals that

the bubble is more or less identical to the one estimated in M on monthly data. We

therefore conclude that the choice of time-frequency does not affect our estimate of

the bubble.

3.4.5 An Annual Data Frequency

We have so far adopted a monthly time-frequency with dividends computed using the

year-on-year convention to correct for seasonality. Another way to avoid seasonality

in dividends is to use annual data as done in van Binsbergen and Koijen (2010),

although it greatly reduces the number of observations. To explore whether the

choice of data-frequency affects our results, we re-estimate the model on annual

data by letting one period in the model correspond to one year.14 The estimates

for this version of the model (denoted by MAnnually) are provided in the seventh

column of Table 3.1. We find that the estimates for MAnnually are very similar to

those in the benchmark model M when correcting for the different duration of a

period in the two models. For instance, in MAnnually we have that γ̂Annually
0 = 0.038,

δ̂
Annually
1 = 0.82, γ̂Annually

1 = 0.39, and ρ̂Annually
b = 0.98, while the comparable estimates

in M are γ̂0×12 = 0.035, δ̂12
1 = 0.85, and γ̂12

1 = 0.59, and ρ̂12
b = 0.97. Unreported results

also show that MAnnually provides the same satisfying fit to surveys as in M. The

estimated bubble in MAnnually is shown in the bottom left chart in Figure 3.9, which

reveals that the bubble is more or less identical to the one estimated in M on monthly

data. We therefore conclude that the choice of time-frequency does not affect our

estimate of the bubble.

3.4.6 Market-Reinvested Dividends

The analysis has so far been carried out with dividends and the stock price con-

structed using the cash reinvestment scheme. In this section we explore whether

the bubble is affected by using the equally plausible assumption that dividends are

reinvested in the market. As in van Binsbergen and Koijen (2010), we let DM
t+1 denote

market reinvested dividends and given by

DM
t = D t exp

{
εM

t

}
, (3.22)

where εM
t ∼NID

(
0,σ2

M

)
is the innovation to the stock market. This implies that the

market-reinvested dividend growth rate ∆d M
t+1 ≡ log

(
DM

t+1/DM
t

)
evolves as ∆d M

t+1 =
14In this case, realized annual dividend growth is ∆d (1)

t = γ0 + ĝt−1 +εd
t and all expressions for surveys

simplify considerably, for instance the expected returns in the Graham-Harvey survey is sr,G H
t |1 = δ0 + µ̂t −

exp
{

b̂t

}
+ρEt

[
exp

{
b̂t+1

}]
. For further details, see the Online Appendix.
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g t +εd
t+1+εM

t+1−εM
t . The observed price-dividend ratio with the market reinvestment

scheme is pd M
t ≡ log

(
Pt /DM

t

)
, implying that pd M

t = pdt −εM
t . To get a simple model

for εM
t , van Binsbergen and Koijen (2010) assume that εM

t+1 takes the form εM
t+1 =

βMε
r
t+1+εM⊥

t+1 , where εM⊥
t+1 is an orthogonal error term andβM = cor r

(
εM

t+1,εr
t+1

)
σM /σr ,

with σr being the standard deviation of εr
t+1.

We use an annual data frequency for the estimation and note that εM
t is observed

from (3.22), although this is not exploited in van Binsbergen and Koijen (2010). This

implies that we can directly estimate σM = 0.0861 and cor r
(
εM

t+1,εr
t+1

)
= 0.863 when

using that εr
t ≈ rt . The remaining estimates for this version of the model (denoted

by M
Annually
Market ) are reported in the seventh column of Table 3.1. Compared to the

cash reinvestment scheme as represented by MAnnually, we generally find that the

estimates in the two models are very similar. The main exception relates to δ1, which

is 0.71 in M
Annually
Market compared to 0.82 in MAnnually, and that MAnnually

Market implies larger

measurement errors for the Graham-Harvey and the Thomson-Reuters surveys than

in MAnnually, whereas the opposite holds for the Livingston survey. However, the

bottom right chart in Figure 3.9 shows that the estimated bubble in M
Annually
Market is

nearly identical to the one in MAnnually. This shows that our estimated bubble is also

robust to using the market reinvestment scheme.

3.5 The Bubble and Return Predictability Regressions

A very popular approach in the literature to study return predictability is to run

reduced-form forecast regressions as done in Cochrane (2008), Lettau and Nieuwer-

burgh (2008), and Chen (2009) among many others. This section explores the ability

of these regressions to properly measure the degree of return predictability when

the stock market is affected by a speculative bubble. We introduce our framework

in Section 3.5.1 and derive the true slope coefficients in standard predictive regres-

sions when data is generated by our present-value model with a bubble. A Monte

Carlo study in Section 3.5.2 shows how a bubble affects the performance of these

forecast regressions, while Section 3.5.3 discusses how to make return predictability

regressions robust to a financial bubble.

3.5.1 The Framework

We use the same framework as in Cochrane (2008), and consider the three reduced-

form regressions

∆dt+1 = ad +bd d pt + ε̃d
t+1 (3.23)

d pt+1 =αd p +φd pt + ε̃d p
t+1 (3.24)

rt+1 = ar +br d pt + ε̃r
t+1, (3.25)
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where d pt = −pdt denotes the dividend yield. The key observation in Cochrane

(2008) is that these regressions are connected through the Campbell-Shiller relation

in (3.1), meaning that br = 1+bd −ρφ and ε̃r
t+1 = ε̃d

t+1 −ρε̃
d p
t+1. As in Cochrane (2008),

we consider annual observations and apply OLS to estimate (3.23) to (3.25).15 For

simplicity, we use the annual version of our model (i.e. MAnnually) as the data gen-

erating process in the simulations, because it implies very transparent mappings

between the reduced-form regressions in (3.23) to (3.25) and the present-value model.

In deriving these relations, we condition the regressions on the dividend yield d pt ,

but also on expected dividend growth g t and the bubble bt , as this gives a simple way

to understand the subsequent simulation results.

Starting with (3.23), it is easy to see from the annual version of (3.8) that the

present-value model implies

∆dt+1 = γ0 +0×d pt + ĝ t +εd
t+1, (3.26)

meaning that ad = γ0 and bd = 0. To derive the related expression for (3.24) in the

present-value model, we use the solution for pdt in (3.9) and the law of motion for µt

in (3.4). This gives

d pt+1 =
(
δ1 −1

)
A+δ1d pt +

(
δ1 −γ1

)
B2 ĝ t +δ1bt −bt+1 +B1ε

µ
t+1 −B2ε

g
t+1, (3.27)

meaning that αd p = (
δ1 −1

)
A and φ= δ1. Finally, from the Campbell-Shiller relation

in (3.1) and the solution for pdt in (3.9), we get

rt+1 = κ−ρ (
δ1 −1

)
A+γ0 +

(
1−ρδ1

)
d pt + ĝ t

(
1−ρδ1B2 +ργ1B2

)
(3.28)

+ρ (
bt+1 −δ1bt

)+ρB2ε
g
t+1 −ρB1ε

µ
t+1 +εd

t+1,

showing that ar = κ−ρ
(
δ1 −1

)
A+γ0 and br =

(
1−ρδ1

)
.

3.5.2 Simulation Results

We first consider a setting where data is generated from MAnnually but without a

financial bubble, i.e. bt = 0. The results from these simulations are shown in Panel A

in Table 3.4, where we report the mean and standard deviation (in parenthesis) of

the sampling distributions for the slope coefficients in (3.23) to (3.25) across 5,000

simulations. To evaluate the size of the bias from omitting ĝ t as an explanatory

variable in the regressions, the bottom of Table 3.4 shows the corresponding results

when including ĝ t along with d pt in (3.23) to (3.25). Throughout, we consider samples

of the same length as in our historical data
(
T = 68

)
, but also long samples of T =

5,000 to approximate the asymptotic distribution.

For the prediction of dividend growth, we find that b̂d has a mean of −0.121 in

short samples of T = 68, although the true value is zero. This negative bias in b̂d is

15Using well-known bias-adjustments for the estimation, for instance the one proposed in Amihud
and Hurvich (2004), has only small effects on the results and are therefore not considered.
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also present in long samples with E
[

b̂d

]
=−0.105, which means that it arises because

ĝ t is omitted in (3.23), as seen from the bottom of Table 3.4. For the persistence in

the dividend yield in (3.24), we find a large negative bias with E
[
φ̂

]
= 0.685, whereas

the true value is 0.819. Some of this difference is explained by the well-known finite

sample bias when estimating AR(1) processes, as the mean of φ̂ increases to 0.745 in

long samples. The remaining bias is explained by omitting ĝ t from (3.24), as shown

by the bottom of Table 3.4. For the return regression in (3.25), we find a positive bias

with E
[

b̂r

]
= 0.213 in short samples with a true value of br = 0.204. Stambaugh (1999)

shows that this bias is closely related to the bias in φ, as

Bias
(
b̂r

)
=φr Bias

(
φ̂

)
(3.29)

where φr ≡ Cov
(
ε̃r

t+1, ε̃d p
t+1

)
/V ar

(
ε̃

d p
t+1

)
< 0. That is, the negative bias in the AR(1)

coefficient for the dividend yield spills over to a positive bias in b̂r . The bias in φ

shrinks in long samples, and we therefore see a small negative bias with E
[

b̂r

]
= 0.171,

because ĝ t is omitted in (3.25).

Table 3.4: Predictability Regressions
This table reports the mean and standard deviation (in parenthesis) of the slope coefficients in
(3.23) to (3.25) across 5,000 simulated samples from MAnnual without a bubble (i.e. bt = 0) in
Panel A and with variation in the bubble in Panel B. The benchmark regressions at the top of
the table show OLS estimates of (3.23) to (3.25), while these regressions are augmented with ĝt
at the bottom of the table. In annual data ρ = 0.972.

True Panel A: No Bubble Panel B: With a Bubble
values T = 68 T = 5,000 T = 68 T = 5,000

Benchmark regressions:
bd 0.000 −0.121

(0.045)
−0.105
(0.005)

−0.038
(0.036)

−0.006
(0.002)

φ 0.819 0.685
(0.101)

0.745
(0.011)

0.892
(0.085)

0.983
(0.004)

br 0.204 0.213
(0.087)

0.171
(0.009)

0.094
(0.064)

0.038
(0.003)

Augment regressions with ĝt :
bd 0.000 −0.005

(0.033)
0.000
(0.003)

−0.005
(0.017)

−0.000
(0.001)

φ 0.819 0.752
(0.122)

0.818
(0.011)

0.921
(0.076)

0.989
(0.003)

br 0.204 0.263
(0.117)

0.205
(0.011)

0.099
(0.072)

0.038
(0.003)

We next include the bubble when simulating data from MAnnually, but not when

running the regressions in (3.23) to (3.25), as the bubble is assumed to be unobserved.

The key question is how the bubble affects the reliability of the standard predictability

regressions? Panel B in Table 3.4 shows that the prediction of dividend growth is not

affected by the bubble. If anything, the results improve slightly, because the bubble

inflates the variability of the dividend yield and hence reduces the negative bias in

bd that arises from omitting ĝ t in the regression. For the persistence in the dividend

yield, we find an upward bias in short samples with E
[
φ̂

]
= 0.892 and a true value
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of 0.819. In long samples, the well-known finite sample bias when estimating AR(1)

processes is absent, and this increases the bias even further with E
[
φ̂

]
= 0.983.

Finally, for the return regression in (3.25), the results reveal a sizable bias with

E
[

b̂r

]
= 0.094 in short samples, which corresponds to a negative bias of 54% in

relation to the true value of br = 0.204. In long samples, the bias is even larger with

E
[

b̂r

]
= 0.038. Two effects determine the size of this bias.16 The first effect is closely

related to the Stambaugh-bias in (3.29) but with the opposite sign, as the positive bias

in φ̂ spills over into a negative bias in b̂r . Note also that this ’reverse’ Stambaugh-bias

is present in long samples, unlike the ’normal’ Stambaugh-bias, because the bubble-

induced upward bias in φ̂ does not disappear with a sufficiently long sample. In fact,

this explains why the bias in b̂r increases in the long samples, as φ̂ here displays an

even larger upward bias than in short samples. The second effect that determines the

bias in b̂r stems from a bubble-induced omitted variable bias, as bt+1 −δ1bt is not

included as an explanatory variable in the regression in (3.25). With δ1 = 0.819 and

a high persistence in the bubble, the term bt+1 is numerically larger than δ1bt and

has a positive effect on the price-dividend ratio according to (3.9), or equivalently, a

negative effect on the dividend yield. In our case cor r
(
d pt ,bt+1 −δ1bt

)=−0.89 and

this further adds to the negative bias in b̂r .

To quantify the size of the two effects determining the bias in b̂r , we find E
[
φ̂r

]
=

−0.89 in the simulations with T = 68 and T = 5,000. Using (3.29) for short samples,

this implies that the reverse Stambaugh-bias accounts for −0.89× (0.892−0.819) =
−0.065 (i.e. 60%) of the bias in b̂r , while the bubble-induced omitted variable bias

explains the remaining −0.045 (i.e. 40%) of the bias. The corresponding figures in long

samples are −0.89× (0.983−0.819) =−0.15 (i.e. 88%) for the reverse Stambaugh-bias

and −0.02 (i.e. 12%) for the bubble-induced omitted variable bias.

Thus, the important message from these simulations is that a bubble may lead

researchers to greatly underestimate the degree of return predictability in the stock

market when using simple forecast regressions of future realized returns on the

current dividend yield. This finding is opposite to the results in Engsted et al. (2012),

in the sense that they consider a setting where return predictability is absent in

fundamental returns, but arises from a periodically collapsing rational bubble as

in Evans (1991). That is, a bubble that grows at the constant rate until a certain

level, after which it collapses to its initial value with a given probability each period.

However, from reproducing the simulations in Engsted et al. (2012), we find that this

return predictability arises solely from the few periods where the bubble collapses,

as these periods imply a high pdt (i.e. low dividend yield) that is followed by a large

negative return due to the burst of the bubble. But, these large negative returns

imply higher-order moments that are too extreme compared to historical returns.

For instance, in the preferred specification of Engsted et al. (2012) (their Panel A

in Table 6), returns have skewness of −5.49 and kurtosis of 39.33, whereas annual

16This decomposition of the bias follows from Equation (A.12) in Stambaugh (1999).
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U.S. returns in our sample only have skewness of −0.94 and kurtosis of 4.14, with

the corresponding bootstrapped 99% confidence intervals being
[−1.68,−0.04

]
and[

2.00,7.08
]
, respectively. For comparability, the bubble process in our present-value

model implies that returns have skewness of −0.06 and kurtosis of 3.00, and hence

seems more consistent with U.S. returns than the periodically collapsing bubble in

Evans (1991).

3.5.3 A Bubble-Robust Return Predictability Regression

A natural question is whether we can modify the standard predictability regression in

(3.25) to make it robust to a bubble. Inspired by the work of Cochrane (2008), we first

explore the implications of determining the slope coefficient in (3.25) by using the

implied estimator based on the Campbell-Shiller relation, i.e. by

b̂∗
r = 1+ b̂d − ρ̂φ̂ (3.30)

instead of the direct estimator b̂r from the OLS regression in (3.25). Appendix A.3.1

shows that b̂r and b̂∗
r are pointwise identical when ρ is known.17 Outside of this

stylized setting where ρ and the mean of pdt are unknown, we show in Appendix

A.3.2 that the relation between the bias in the two estimators are

Bias
(
b̂∗

r

)
≈ Bias

(
b̂r

)
−φBias

(
ρ̂
)

. (3.31)

Given that ρ̂ = e p̂d /1+e p̂d and hence a concave function of p̂d , a simple application

of Jensen’s inequality reveals that Bias
(
ρ̂
)< 0. With φ> 0, this shows that b̂∗

r has an

upward bias compared to b̂r . To quantify the effect of this bias, Table 3.5 repeats

our simulation study with a bubble using MAnnually. In short samples of T = 68 we

find that the implied estimator b̂∗
r has a mean of 0.100, and hence a slightly smaller

bias of 0.100−0.204 =−0.104 (or 41% of the true value) when compared to the direct

estimator b̂r with a mean of 0.094. This shows that the bias in ρ̂ helps to off-set some

of the downward bias in the estimate br . However, the difference between the two

estimators disappears in the long sample of T = 5,000, where the downward bias in ρ̂

is absent.

The main problem with b̂r and b̂∗
r is that they are severely distorted by the reverse

Stambaugh-bias, i.e. that the bubble-induced upwards bias in φ spills over to a

negative bias in the estimate of br . A potential resolution to this problem is to follow

Cochrane (2008) and consider the long-run version of (3.25), i.e.

∞∑
j=1

ρ j−1rt+ j = al r
r +bl r

r d pt + ε̃r,l r
t+1, (3.32)

17An implicit assumption behind this result is that the Campbell-Shiller relation in (3.1) holds exactly,
as maintained throughout the simulation study where we generate realizations of pdt and rt using the
solution in (3.9).
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Table 3.5: Predictive Return Regressions: Robustness to a Bubble
This table reports the mean and standard deviation (in parenthesis) of the slope coefficients
in (3.25) and its long-run version in (3.32) across 5,000 simulated samples from MAnnual

with a bubble. The benchmark regressions at the top of the table show estimates based on
(3.23) to (3.25), while the estimates at the bottom of the table are obtained by augmenting the

regressions in (3.23) to (3.25) by ĝt . To avoid huge outliers in b̂l r
r and b̂l r,∗

r when ρ̂φ̂ is close

to one, the reported moments for b̂l r
r and b̂l r,∗

r are computed for draws where b̂l r
r does not

exceed its mean plus/minus five standard deviations, and similarly for b̂l r,∗
r . The means and

standard deviations are here computed using draws that are within the 5th and 95th percentiles
of their respective distribution.

True MAnnually

Values T = 68 T = 5,000
Benchmark regressions
br 0.204 0.094

(0.064)
0.038
(0.003)

b∗
r 0.204 0.100

(0.070)
0.038
(0.006)

bl r
r 1.000 0.713

(0.330)
0.870
(0.099)

bl r,∗
r 1.000 0.729

(0.254)
0.865
(0.030)

Augment regressions with ĝt
br 0.204 0.099

(0.072)
0.038
(0.003)

b∗
r 0.204 0.106

(0.078)
0.039
(0.006)

bl r
r 1.000 0.910

(0.318)
1.004
(0.101)

bl r,∗
r 1.000 0.943

(0.216)
0.999
(0.016)

where the slope coefficient in the population is bl r
r ≡ br /

(
1−ρφ)

. The main advan-

tage of this specification is that any bias in φ affects both the nominator and the

denominate of bl r
r , which therefore may give a more accurate estimate of return

predictability than b̂r and b̂∗
r . As in Cochrane (2008), we consider the direct esti-

mator b̂l r
r = b̂r /

(
1− ρ̂φ̂

)
, where b̂r is the direct OLS estimator from (3.25), but also

an implied version given by b̂l r,∗
r = b̂∗

r /
(
1− ρ̂φ̂

)
. Starting with the implied long-run

estimator, we show in Appendix A.3.3 that

Bias
(
b̂l r,∗

r

)
≈ 1

1−ρφBias
(
b̂d

)
. (3.33)

Thus, the bias in b̂l r,∗
r is proportional to the bias in b̂d that captures the degree

of dividend growth predictability. This is a very encouraging finding, because the

residuals ε̃d
t+1 in (3.23) and hence b̂d are not distorted by a bubble. We also note that

b̂l r,∗
r does not suffer from the reverse Stambaugh-bias linked to φ̂, because the scaling

1/
(
1− ρ̂φ̂

)
off-sets the bias in b̂∗

r = 1− ρ̂φ̂+ b̂d that is related to ρ̂φ̂. This shows that

b̂l r,∗
r is robust to a financial bubble and should be preferred to using either b̂r or b̂∗

r

when evaluating the degree of return predictability in a market with a speculative

bubble. The findings in Table 3.5 support these theoretical results, as E
[

b̂l r,∗
r

]
= 0.73
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in short samples which corresponds to a downward bias of only 27% compared to

the true value of one. Table 3.4 showed that we can largely remove the bias in b̂d

by including the expected dividend growth ĝ t as an additional regressor in (3.23).

When doing so, the bottom of Table 3.5 shows that E
[

b̂l r,∗
r

]
increases to 0.94, which

corresponds to a small downward bias of only 6%.

For the direct long-run estimator, Appendix A.3.3 shows that

Bias
(
b̂l r

r

)
= Bias

(
b̂l r,∗

r

)
+ φ

1−ρφBias
(
ρ̂
)

.

Thus, b̂l r
r has a larger bias than b̂l r,∗

r because b̂l r
r is also affected by the downward bias

in ρ̂. This explains why b̂l r
r is slightly more downward biased than b̂l r,∗

r in Table 3.5

for short samples, both with and without ĝ t included as a regressor in (3.23) to (3.25).

Another reason to prefer b̂l r,∗
r to b̂l r

r is seen from the reported standard deviations in

parenthesis in Table 3.5, showing that b̂l r,∗
r is more efficient than b̂l r

r . For instance

in short samples, the benchmark regressions imply that bl r,∗
r and bl r

r have standard

deviations of 0.25 and 0.33, respectively, whereas the corresponding figures are 0.22

and 0.32 when including ĝ as a regressor in (3.23) to (3.25). To understand these

differences, it follows from the delta-method that

V ar
(
y
)≈ (

1

1−ρφ

)2

V ar (x)+
 br(

1−ρφ)2

2

V ar
(
ρ̂φ̂

)
+ 2br(

1−ρφ)3 Cov
(
x, ρ̂φ̂

)

for
(
y, x

) = (
b̂l r

r , b̂r

)
and

(
y, x

) = (
b̂l r,∗

r , b̂∗
r

)
. Both Cov

(
b̂∗

r , ρ̂φ̂
)

and Cov
(
b̂r , ρ̂φ̂

)
are

negative, but Cov
(
b̂∗

r , ρ̂φ̂
)

is numerically larger than Cov
(
b̂r , ρ̂φ̂

)
, and this explains

why b̂l r,∗
r has a lower variance than b̂l r

r . A further inspection of the result reveals that

this difference is explained by how b̂∗
r and b̂r comove with ρ̂, as b̂∗

r is more negatively

correlated with ρ̂ than seen for b̂r with cor r
(
b̂∗

r , ρ̂
)
=−0.53 and cor r

(
b̂r , ρ̂

)
=−0.35.

As a result, when ρ is assumed to be known, the fact that b̂r and b̂∗
r are pointwise

identical implies that V ar
(
b̂l r,∗

r

)
=V ar

(
b̂l r

r

)
.

To summarize, we find that the long-run return predictability estimator proposed

in Cochrane (2008) is robust to a financial bubble. The best version of this estimator

is the one that is implied from the Campbell-Shiller relation b̂l r,∗
r , as it is less biased

and more efficient than the direct long-run estimator b̂l r
r . The results also show that

there are substantial gains from augmenting the regressions in (3.23) to (3.25) by

survey evidence on expected future dividend growth, as this reduces the bias in b̂d

and therefore also in b̂l r,∗
r .

3.6 Conclusion

This paper introduces a new way to identify a financial bubble by augmenting the

information in the price-dividend ratio and realized dividends by survey expectations.
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The estimated bubble is very similar to the one reported in Shiller (2014), and it aligns

well with the common belief that a bubble was present in the U.S. stock market during

the 1960s, the 1990s, and just before the 2007-2009 financial crisis. The estimated

bubble is also consistent with the recursive right-tail unit-root test of Phillips et al.

(2015), which displays strong evidence of a bubble in the price-dividend ratio, but

not when adjusting this ratio by our estimated bubble. A variance decomposition

shows that the bubble is a key driver behind variation in the price-dividend ratio

and determines more than 70% of its variation in the 1950s, 1970s, and 1990s. When

omitting the bubble from the model, expected returns also capture the variation in

the price-dividend ratio that is accounted for by the bubble. Hence, for this restricted

model without a bubble, we recover the standard finding in the literature that nearly

all variation in the price-dividend ratio is assigned to expected returns. The proposed

model also explains the excess volatility puzzle, as any sign of an elevated standard

deviation in the price-dividend ratio is absent for the bubble-adjusted price-dividend

ratio.

To examine the effects of a bubble for standard return predictability regressions,

we finally use the model as the data generating process in a Monte Carlo study. The

results show a sizable negative bias for the slope coefficient when future returns are re-

gressed on the current dividend yield. This shows that a bubble may lead researchers

to greatly underestimate the degree of return predictability when using simple fore-

cast regressions. One way to avoid this bias is to measure return predictability using

the long-run estimator proposed in Cochrane (2008), which we show is robust to the

presence of a bubble.
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Appendix

A.1 Appendix: Bubble Dynamics

Consider a pointwise log-linear approximation to log
(
1+exp

{
pdt+k

})
, meaning that

the approximation point for log
(
1+exp

{
pdt+k

})
is moved each period so that it is

closer to pdt+k than using the same approximation point for all values of the price-

dividend ratio. We denote the approximation point for log
(
1+exp

{
pdt+k

})
by pd t+k .

This implies that

pdt+k−1 = log
(
1+exp

{
pdt+k

})+∆dt+k − rt+k

≈ κt+k +ρt+k pdt+k +∆dt+k − rt+k

withρt+k ≡ exp
(
pd t+k

)
/

(
1+exp

(
pd t+k

))
andκt+k ≡ log

(
1+exp

(
pd t+k

))
−ρt+k pd t+k .

Then note that

pdt ≈ κt+1 +ρt+1pdt+1 +∆dt+1 − rt+1

≈ κt+1 +ρt+1
(
κt+2 +ρt+2pdt+2 +∆dt+2 − rt+2

)+∆dt+1 − rt+1

= κt+1 +ρt+1κt+2 +ρt+1ρt+2pdt+2 +ρt+1
(
∆dt+2 − rt+2

)+∆dt+1 − rt+1

≈ κt+1 +ρt+1κt+2 +ρt+1ρt+2
{
κt+3 +ρt+3pdt+3 +∆dt+3 − rt+3

}
+ρt+1

(
∆dt+2 − rt+2

)+∆dt+1 − rt+1

= κt+1 +ρt+1κt+2 +ρt+1ρt+2κt+3

+ρt+1ρt+2ρt+3pdt+3

ρt+1ρt+2
(
∆dt+3 − rt+3

)+ρt+1
(
∆dt+2 − rt+2

)+∆dt+1 − rt+1

=
3∑

i=1

(∏
k = 0i−1ρt+k

)
κt+i +

3∏
k=1

ρt+k pdt+3 +
3∑

i=1

i−1∏
k=0

ρt+k
(
∆dt+i − rt+i

)
.

Continuing in this way and taking the conditional expectation, we get

pdt ≈ Et

 ∞∑
i=1

(
i−1∏
k=0

ρt+k

)
κt+i +

∞∑
i=1

∏i−1
k=0ρt+k

(
∆dt+i − rt+i

)+ lim
n→∞

n∏
k=1

Et
[
ρt+k pdt+n

]
.

The property of the bubble is determined by the last term, which reduces to limn→∞ρnEt
[
pdt+n

]
for the standard log-linearization around the same point. For the pointwise log-

linearization, we have bt = limn→∞
∏n

k=1Et
[
ρt+k pdt+n

]
, and

bt+1 = lim
n→∞

n∏
k=1

Et+1
[
ρt+1+k pdt+1+n

]
= lim

n→∞
1+n∏
m=2

Et+1
[
ρt+m pdt+1+n

]
,m = 1+k
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⇕
bt+1ρt+1 = lim

n→∞ρt+1

1+n∏
m=2

Et+1
[
ρt+m pdt+1+n

]
By the law of iterated expectations,

Et
[
bt+1ρt+1

]= lim
n→∞

1+n∏
m=1

Et
[
ρpdt+1+n

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

bt

⇕

Et

bt+1

exp
(
pd t+1

)
1+exp

(
pd t+1

)
= bt

Letting pd t+1 = pdt gives

Et
[
bt+1

]= (
1+exp

{−pdt
})

bt .

This shows that the degree of explosiveness in the bubble falls when pdt increases,

for instance due to a rise in the bubble. To numerically illustrate this point, suppose

that pdt = pd F +bt , where pd F denotes the fundamental value of the price-dividend

ratio which is constant for simplicity. The bubble evolves as

bt+1 =
(
1+exp

{
−pd F −bt

})
bt . (A.1)

The top left chart in Figure A.1 shows that the evolution in the bubble when given by

(A.1) is much less explosive when compared to bt+1 = 1/ρbt withρ =
(
1+exp

{
−pd F −b0

})
as implied by the standard log-linearization. The top right chart shows that this is

because ρt+n increases when the bubble increases. We find these large differences

in bubble dynamics although the approximation errors for the standard log-linear

approximation are small, although much larger than for the pointwise linear approxi-

mation as seen from the bottom charts in Figure A.1.

A.2 Appendix: The State-Space Representation

We have for a monthly version of the model that

h0
27×1

=



0

0

0

011×1

012×1

αb


, hx

27×27
=



γ1 0 0 01×10 0 01×11 0 0

0 δ1 0 01×10 0 01×11 0 0

0 0 0 01×10 0 01×11 0 0

0 0 1 01×10 0 01×11 0 0

010×1 010×1 010×1 I10×10 010×1 010×11 010×1 0

1 0 0 01×10 0 01×11 0 0

011×1 011×1 011×1 011×10 0 I11×11 011×1 0

ρbg ρbµ 0 01×10 0 01×11 0 ρb
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Figure A.1: Bubble Dynamics
This figure shows the evolution in the bubble, the discount rates, and the approximation errors
as implied by the pointwise log-linearization and the standard log-linearization around the
same point pdF

t +bt = 3 with bt = 1.
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wt
27×1

=



ε
g
t+1
ε
µ
t+1
εd

t+1
011×1

012×1

εb
t+1


,

where

V ar
(
wt

)≡ Rw =


σ2

g σµg σd g 01×23 0

σgµ σ2
µ σµd 01×23 0

σg d σµd σ2
d 01×23 0

023×1 023×1 023×1 023×23 07×1

0 0 0 01×23 σ2
b


Throughout, we require that σg d = cov

(
εd

t+1,εg
t+1

)
= 0 for identification (see page

1540 in van Binsbergen and Koijen (2010)). From (3.14), it follows that

xt+n =
(

n−1∑
i=0

hi
x

)
h0 +hn

x xt +
n−1∑
i=0

hi
xwt+n−i .

To compute the required moments for the bubble, consider the selection vector si

with dimension 1×nx , where nx = 27 and si (1, i ) = 1, with all remaining entries of s
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equal to zero. Then

Et

[
exp

{
b̂t+n

}]
= Et

[
exp

{
snx xt+n

}]
(A.2)

= exp

snx

(
n−1∑
i=0

hi
x

)
h0 +snx hn

x xt + 1

2
snx

(
n−1∑
i=0

hi
xRw

(
hi

x

)′)
s′nx


as all innovations are Gaussian. To simplify this expression note that

S ≡
(

n−1∑
i=0

hi
x

)
h0 =

(
I−hx

)−1 (
I−hn

x

)
h0, (A.3)

and let W(n)≡∑n−1
i=0 hi

xRw

(
hi

x

)′
, where

vec
(
W(n)

)
=

(
I− (

hx ⊗hx
))−1 (

I−(
hx ⊗hx

)n
)

vec
(
Rw

)
. (A.4)

To compute the one-year ahead expected stock market return as implied by

the Graham-Harvey survey, take the conditional expectation to (3.1) and use the

expression for pdt . This implies

Et
[
rt+1

] = κ+ρEt
[
pdt+1

]+Et
[
∆dt+1

]−pdt

= κ+ρEt

[
A−B1µ̂t+1 +B2 ĝ t+1 +exp

{
b̂t+1

}]
+ ĝ t +γ0

−
(

A−B1µ̂t +B2 ĝ t +exp
{

b̂t

})
= κ+ (

ρ−1
)

A+γ0

+µ̂t B1
(−ρδ1 +1

)+ ĝ t
(
ρB2γ1 −B2 +1

)
−exp

{
b̂t

}
+ρEt

[
exp

{
b̂t+1

}]
.

Then note that

κ+ (
ρ−1

)
A+γ0 = κ+

(
ρ−1

)( κ

1−ρ + γ0 −δ0

1−ρ

)
+γ0 = δ0

B1
(−ρδ1 +1

)= 1

1−ρδ1

(−ρδ1 +1
)= 1

ρB2γ1 −B2 +1 = 1

1−ργ1
ργ1 − 1

1−ργ1
+1 = 0
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Thus, we get Et
[
rt+1

] = δ0 + µ̂t −exp
{

b̂t

}
+ρEt

[
exp

{
b̂t+1

}]
. By the law of iterated

expectations,

Et
[
rt+2

] = Et

[
Et+1

[
rt+2

]]
= Et

[
δ0 + µ̂t+1 −exp

{
b̂t+1

}
+ρEt+1

[
exp

{
b̂t+2

}]]

= δ0 +δ1µ̂t −Et

[
exp

{
b̂t+1

}]
+ρEt

[
exp

{
b̂t+2

}]
and so on. Hence,

sr,G H
t |12 = Et

[
rt+1 + rt+2 + ...+ rt+12

]
= 12δ0 +

1−δ12
1

1−δ1
µ̂t

−exp
{

b̂t

}
+ρEt

[
exp

{
b̂t+1

}]
−Et

[
exp

{
b̂t+1

}]
+ρEt

[
exp

{
b̂t+2

}]
....

−Et

[
exp

{
b̂t+11

}]
+ρEt

[
exp

{
b̂t+12

}]
Applying the expressions in (A.2) to (A.4), we get

sr,G H
t |12 = 12δ0 +

1−δ12
1

1−δ1
µ̂t

−exp
{

b̂t

}
+(
ρ−1

) 11∑
i=1

exp

{
snx

(
I−hx

)−1
(
I−hi

x

)
h0 +snx hi

xxt + 1

2
snx

(
W(i)

)
s′nx

}
+ρexp

{
snx

(
I−hx

)−1
(
I−h12

x

)
h0 +snx h12

x xt + 1

2
snx

(
W(12)

)
s′nx

}
.

For the Livingston survey, we have

∆p(12)
t ≡ −12κ0 +

12∑
i=1

(
Et

[
µt−1+i

]+ρ0Et
[
pdt+i

])
= A0 +

(
1−ρ0B1δ1

) 1−δ12
1

1−δ1
µ̂t +ρ0B2γ1

1−γ12
1

1−γ1
ĝ t +ρ0

12∑
i=1

Et

[
exp

{
b̂t+i

}]

= A0 +
(
1−ρ0B1δ1

) 1−δ12
1

1−δ1
µ̂t +ρ0B2γ1

1−γ12
1

1−γ1
ĝ t

+ρ0

12∑
i=1

exp

{
snx

(
I−hx

)−1
(
I−hi

x

)
h0 +snx hi

xxt + 1

2
snx

(
W(i)

)
s′nx

}
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A.3 Appendix: Predictive Return Regressions

A.3.1 The Bias in b̂r and b̂∗
r with Known ρ

Let X denote an T ×2 data matrix, with ones in the first column and d pt in the second

column. Also, let v ′ =
[

0 1
]

to select the slope coefficients in the regressions in

(3.23) to (3.25). The OLS regressions imply

b̂d = bd + v ′ (X ′X
)−1 X ′ε̃d

φ̂=φ+ v ′ (X ′X
)−1 X ′ε̃d p

b̂r = br + v ′ (X ′X
)−1 X ′ε̃r

where ε̃d , ε̃d p , and ε̃r are data matrices related to ε̃d
t+1, ε̃d p

t+1, and ε̃r
t+1, respectively.

Then note that

b̂∗
r = 1−ρφ̂+ b̂d

= 1−ρ
(
φ+ v ′ (X ′X

)−1 X ′ε̃d p
)
+

(
bd + v ′ (X ′X

)−1 X ′ε̃d
)

= 1−ρφ+bd + v ′ (X ′X
)−1 X ′

(
ε̃d −ρε̃d p

)
= br + v ′ (X ′X

)−1 X ′ε̃r

= b̂r .

A.3.2 The Bias in b̂r and b̂∗
r with Unknown ρ

The direct OLS estimator of br is by construction unaffected by the level of the

regressor and hence the estimate of ρ. As for the implied estimate, we have up to a

first order approximation that

b̂∗
r ≈ 1−

(
ρφ+ρ

(
φ̂−φ

)
+φ(

ρ̂−ρ))+ b̂d

= 1−
(
ρφ̂+φ(

ρ̂−ρ))+ b̂d

= 1−ρφ̂+ b̂d −φ(
ρ̂−ρ)

= b̂r −φ
(
ρ̂−ρ)

.

The last equality follows from the fact that 1−ρφ̂+ b̂d is equal to b̂∗
r and b̂r when ρ

is known, and b̂r is unaffected by whether ρ is known or unknown. Thus, E
[

b̂∗
r −b∗

r

]
≈

E
[

b̂r −br

]
−φE[

ρ̂−ρ]
as b∗

r = br in the population, meaning that Bias
(
b̂∗

r

)
≈Bias

(
b̂r

)
−

φBias
(
ρ̂
)
.
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A.3.3 The Bias in b̂l r,∗
r and b̂l r

r

For a first order approximation, we have for the implied long-run estimator when

bd = 0 that

E
[

b̂l r,∗
r −bl r,∗

r

]
≈ 1

1−ρφE
[

b̂∗
r −b∗

r

]
+ b∗

r(
1−ρφ)2 E

[
ρ̂φ̂−ρφ

]
= 1

1−ρφ
(
E
[

b̂d

]
−E

[
ρ̂φ̂−ρφ

])
+ 1−ρφ(

1−ρφ)2 E
[
ρ̂φ̂−ρφ

]
= 1

1−ρφE
[

b̂d

]
.

For the direct long-run estimator with bd = 0, a first order approximation implies

E
[

b̂l r
r

]
= E

[
b̂r

1− ρ̂φ̂

]
≈ E

[
b̂∗

r +φ(
ρ̂−ρ)

1− ρ̂φ̂

]

= E
[

b̂l r,∗
r

]
+E

[
φ

(
ρ̂−ρ)

1− ρ̂φ̂

]

≈ E
[

b̂l r,∗
r

]
+ φ

1−ρφE
[
ρ̂−ρ]

Thus, we get

E

[
b̂l r

r − br

1−ρφ

]
≈ E

[
b̂l r,∗

r − br

1−ρφ

]
+ φ

1−ρφE
[
ρ̂−ρ]

⇕
Bias

(
b̂l r

r

)
≈ Bias

(
b̂l r,∗

r

)
+ φ

1−ρφBias
(
ρ̂
)

.
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